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Abstract 

Additive manufacturing (AM) is a critical technology for the next industrial revolution, 

offering the prospect of mass customization, flexible production, and on-demand 

manufacturing. However, difficulties in understanding underlying mechanisms and 

identifying latent factors that influence AM processes build up barriers to in-depth 

research and hinder its widespread adoption in industries. Recent advancements in data 

sensing and collection technologies have enabled capturing extensive data from AM 

production for analytics to improve process reliability and part quality. However, 

modelling the complex relationships between the manufacturing process and its 

outcomes is challenging due to the multi-physics nature of AM processes. The critical 

information of AM production is embedded within multi-source, multi-dimensional, 

and multi-modal heterogeneous data, leading to difficulties when jointly analysing. 

Therefore, how to bridge the gap between the multi-physics interactions and their 

outcomes through heterogeneous data analytics becomes a crucial research challenge. 

Data fusion strategies and techniques can effectively leverage multi-faceted 

information. Since AM tasks can have various requirements, the corresponding fusion 

techniques should be task-specific. Hence, this thesis will focus on how to deal with 

task-driven data fusion for AM.  

To address the challenges stated above, a comprehensive task-driven data fusion 

framework and methodology are proposed to provide systematic guidelines to identify, 

collect, characterise, and fuse AM data for supporting decision-making activities. In 

this framework, AM data is classified into three major categories, process-input data, 

process-generated data, and validation data. The proposed methodology consists of 

three steps, including the identification of data analytics types, data required for tasks, 

acquisition, and characterization, and task-driven data fusion techniques. To 

implement the framework and methodology, critical strategies for multi-source and 

multi-hierarchy data fusion, and Cloud-edge fusion, are introduced and the detailed 

approaches are described in the following chapters.  

One of the major challenges in AM data fusion is that the multi-source data normally 

has various dimensions, involving nested hierarchies. To fuse this data for analytics, a 
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hybrid deep learning (DL) model called M-CNN-LSTM is developed. In general, two 

levels of data and information are focused on, layer level and build level. In the 

proposed hybrid model, the CNN part is used to extract features from layer-wise 

images of sliced 3D models, and the LSTM is used to process the layer-level data 

concatenated with convolutional features for time-series modelling. The build-level 

information is used as input into a separate neural network and merged with the CNN-

LSTM for final predictions. An experimental study on an energy consumption 

prediction task was conducted where the results demonstrated the merits of the 

proposed approach. 

In many AM tasks at the initial stage, it is usually time-consuming and costly to acquire 

sufficient data for training DL-based models. Additionally, these models are hard to 

make fast inferences during production. Hence, a Cloud-edge fusion paradigm based 

on transfer learning and knowledge distillation (KD)-enabled incremental learning is 

proposed to tackle the challenges. The proposed methodology consists of three main 

steps, including (1) transfer learning for feature extraction, (2) base model building via 

deep mutual learning (DML) and model ensemble, and (3) multi-stage KD-enabled 

incremental learning. The 3-step method is developed to transfer knowledge from the 

ensemble model to the compressed model and learn new knowledge incrementally 

from newly collected data. After each incremental learning in the Cloud platform, the 

compressed model will be updated to the edge devices for making inferences on the 

incoming new data. An experimental study on the AM energy consumption prediction 

task was carried out for demonstration. 

Under the proposed task-driven data fusion framework and methodology, case studies 

focusing on three different AM tasks, (1) mechanical property prediction of additively 

manufactured lattice structures (LS), (2) porosity defects classification of parts, and (3) 

investigating the effect of the remelting process on part density, were carried out for 

demonstration. Experimental results were presented and discussed, revealing the 

feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed framework and approaches. This research 

aims to pave the way for leveraging AM data with various sources and modalities to 

support decision-making for AM tasks using data fusion and advanced data analytics 

techniques. The feasibility and effectiveness of the developed fusion strategies and 

methods demonstrate their potential to facilitate the AM industry, making it more 

adaptable and responsive to the dynamic demands of modern manufacturing.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background  

Additive manufacturing (AM), also known as rapid prototyping, 3D printing, and 

freeform fabrication, is capable of depositing, joining or solidifying materials to 

construct physical objects from computer-aided design (CAD) models (Gibson et al., 

2021b). Compared with conventional manufacturing methodologies, such as 

subtractive manufacturing and formative manufacturing, AM systems show higher 

efficiency and flexibility within the high-yield production and offer a new perspective 

for the design and processing of both parts and materials. Due to its unique production 

paradigm and advantages, AM technologies have been increasingly used for mass 

customization, and production of any type of open-source designs in the field of 

agriculture, healthcare, automotive industry, and aerospace industries (Keleş et al., 

2017, Shahrubudin et al., 2019). As one of the key technologies driving the shift to 

Industry 4.0, the global market of AM reached a size of 13.84 billion USD (United 

States dollars) in 2021 and it is estimated to achieve a compound annual growth rate 

of 20.8% from 2022 to 2030 (GrandViewResearch, 2022). AM also offers significant 

economic benefits since it is considered a type of sustainable technology that supports 

reusing and recycling materials to reduce waste generation (Ferreira et al., 2021). 

Although AM has bright prospects for industrial applications, it has not yet been 

widely used in large-scale industrial production. This is due to a number of challenges 

stemming from not only the complexity of manufacturing systems but the demand for 

increasingly complex and high-quality products, in terms of design principles, 
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standardization and quality control. AM process is well-known as a highly complex 

system including various technologies that combines material science, mechanics, 

optics, and electronics with computer science. As a result, the quality of produced parts 

is affected by numerous factors, such as material properties, processing parameters, 

process stability, and working conditions. This leads to the crucial challenges that 

prevent the wide-spread adoption of AM in manufacturing industries.  

With the fast development of the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), artificial 

intelligence (AI), and cyber-physical systems (CPS) towards the upcoming era of 

Industry 4.0, advanced data analytics play an important role in decision-making 

activities for improving product quality, process stability and repeatability, and 

sustainability. IIoT is the subset of the Internet of Things (IoT) that specifically focuses 

on the industry area, operating by collecting, managing, communicating, and 

analyzing data from various sources within the industrial environment (Qin et al., 

2021). It involves the deployment of internet-connected machinery and devices to 

improve the efficiency and effectiveness of industrial processes. IIoT technologies 

have been increasingly used in the field of manufacturing, transportation, agriculture, 

logistics, and energy for environment monitoring, automation, and system 

performance optimization (Malik et al., 2021). AI refers to the simulation of the 

problem-solving and decision-making capabilities of humans by machines. It belongs 

to the intersection of computer science and cognitive science and involves tasks such 

as image recognition, voice recognition, understanding natural languages, and target 

tracking (Ertel, 2018).  

AI has become one of the most crucial technologies in Industry 4.0, significantly 

facilitating and improving the decision-making processes in the field of manufacturing, 

agriculture, transportation and logistics, and so on. Machine learning (ML) 

technologies are the most advanced and prevailing data analytics tools to achieve AI. 

CPS is the system of collaborating computational elements controlling physical 

entities. It integrates computation, networking, and physical processes (Dafflon et al., 

2021). By utilizing advanced communication and computation technologies (e.g., IIoT 

and AI), CPS enables adaptation, reconfiguration, and improvement of stability, 
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reliability, efficiency, and robustness of physical systems. In recent years, CPS has 

emerged across various industries and deployed in modern technological systems, 

including smart grids, real-time control of flight systems, autonomous automobile 

systems, and robot control systems (Lun et al., 2019, Jha et al., 2021). As CPS is 

promising to greatly enhance the efficiency and quality of AM production,  researchers 

have made great efforts to incorporate CPS or cyber-enabled platforms into AM 

systems that aim to achieve real-time monitoring and control, process optimization, 

remote operation, and predictive maintenance (Malik et al., 2023, Gupta et al., 2020). 

To achieve this, significant research and practical solutions are required to overcome 

several crucial challenges. For instance, data management and analytics. In AM 

systems, a large amount of data will generate during the AM production which needs 

to be effectively managed, processed, stored, and analysed. Robust data analytics 

capabilities are required. Also, the monitoring and control of AM processes usually 

operate in real-time or near-real-time where considerable computing resources and 

efficient analytics models are essential.  

Benefiting from the data-intensive environment and rapid development of high-

performance computing, research methodologies across science and engineering have 

witnessed a shift to data-driven and informatics approaches (Wang et al., 2022). As a 

result, AI, especially ML, has considerably aided and improved the decision-making 

processes in the manufacturing industry. The integration of advanced data sensing and 

collection technologies in AM systems has enabled exponential growth of data, 

providing unprecedented opportunities for understanding the nature of AM processes 

and uncovering hidden knowledge (Khosravani et al., 2022). Since it is difficult to 

model the mathematical relations of underlying AM processes, data-driven modelling 

based on ML technologies is emerging as an effective method to tackle challenging 

AM issues. The number of research studies on using ML in AM has been increasing 

sharply since 2020 (Jiang, 2023), and the trend will continue for the next few years 

due to the increasing amount of available data and the fast development of ML 

algorithms. However, with the emergence of new sensing technologies and algorithms, 

it becomes rather difficult for researchers and AM engineers to simply put the data into 
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ML models to get the results especially when dealing with new AM issues or tasks. 

The collected data becomes more diverse which normally has different sources, types, 

scales, and dimensions. Moreover, some researchers raise the concerns that the quality 

of AM data is rarely paid attention to. Also, it’s hard to understand and trust the 

practical deployment of AI models as it’s normally black-box models (Arrieta et al., 

2020). Therefore, here comes the question, how should the AM data be leveraged? 

Data fusion is defined as a framework (Cocchi, 2019), fit by an ensemble of tools, for 

the joint analysis of data from multiple sources or modalities to uncover information 

not recoverable by individual ones. Since data-driven modelling methods have risen 

to play an important role in academia and industry, data fusion strategies are 

increasingly adopted for data analytics. It has been widely employed in environment 

monitoring (Himeur et al., 2022), movement identification (Sbargoud et al., 2019, 

Lamsellak et al., 2022), and fault diagnosis (Wang et al., 2021a). As is known, AM 

process is a data generation process starting from the initial order to the product 

delivery and it includes six essential stages (Convert, Locate and orient, Adding 

support structure, Slice, Build, and Post-process) (Wang and Alexander, 2016, Qin et 

al., 2018a). The collected data is normally from different sources and can have various 

modalities. Also, this data is rarely independent and contains information related to 

product quality, process stability, and system efficiency. Therefore, leveraging data 

fusion techniques for AM data analytics to improve the decision-making process has 

become one of the most crucial research targets in the era of Industry 4.0. 

1.2 Motivations 

As one of the most crucial technologies in the era of Industry 4.0, AM is promising to 

take a dominant position in the manufacturing sector. Its unique production paradigm 

offers a range of advantages over traditional manufacturing methods. However, critical 

challenges limit the broader applications of AM in the industry. For example, one of 

the major challenges is to ensure consistent quality of products especially when 

producing customized complex geometries or when using the same AM process but 

different machines (Vafadar et al., 2021).  Also, the size limitations and production 
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speed make it less suitable for large industrial parts. The range of materials available 

for AM is more limited than those for traditional manufacturing. Moreover, the lack 

of standardized procedures and certifications in nowadays AM industry are the major 

concerns in the application scenario where part reliability and reproducibility are 

critical (e.g., aerospace, healthcare) (Chen et al., 2022). Therefore, how to improve 

product quality, process stability, and reproducibility become crucial research targets. 

The complexity of AM systems leads to the challenge that it is difficult to model the 

mathematical relations of the underlying AM process because the correlated factors 

are from various heterogeneous perspectives and different process stages. High-

fidelity physical-based models are generally too complicated considering the in-

process uncertainties of the AM process, which demand significant computational 

resources. Additionally, it is challenging to integrate AM digital models, pertinent to 

various phenomena, at multiple scales into one unified framework (Smith et al., 2016b, 

Qin et al., 2022b).  

Data-driven modelling methods have proven to be effective in tackling challenging 

AM issues in recent years especially when advanced sensing and communicating 

technologies emerge. As manufacturing data continues to grow exponentially, data-

driven intelligence with advanced analytics transforms unprecedented volumes of data 

into actionable and insightful information for smart manufacturing (Wang et al., 

2018a). More and more critical information can be captured and analysed based on 

ML technologies for hidden knowledge discovery and building highly complex 

relationships in digital manufacturing systems (Wang et al., 2020a). Data analytics 

using ML technologies have largely improved the decision-making process in AM 

research, such as part design, shape deviation control, defect detection, process 

modelling and control, and sustainability. However, as using ML technologies to 

address AM issues involves multidisciplinary knowledge, it is normally hard for AM 

engineers and experts to find out what issues can be tackled by ML and select 

appropriate algorithms at the beginning of the research. More importantly, since the 

final product is affected by various factors in AM production, the collected data and 
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information is from different sources at different process stages, which should be 

integrated or fused for analysing (Tian et al., 2021b).  

Data fusion strategies have been increasingly adopted to improve the performance of 

the corresponding decision-making process in the manufacturing industry.  However, 

the collected multi-source data is normally heterogeneous and usually involves various 

structures, types, modalities, and dimensions. This heterogeneous data is difficult to 

be jointly analysed and cannot simply be used as input to be fed into conventional 

fusion models. Hence, in what way to fuse the AM data for analytics and how to 

leverage it to help decision-making activities become critical research topics (Qin et 

al., 2022b). Deep learning (DL), as a subset of ML techniques, is particularly powerful 

in handling large and complex datasets, being capable of learning hidden knowledge 

automatically from raw data. Its strong scalability and versatility make it a powerful 

fusion model and has demonstrated outstanding performance in various applications 

for smart manufacturing or intelligent manufacturing in recent years (Lee et al., 2020a). 

The variant DL models, such as convolutional neural networks (CNN), are also 

capable of handling data with different structures and dimensions. 

With the rise of data-driven intelligence in AM, several main concerns are raised by 

both industry and academia. For instance, data quality and reliability can affect results 

significantly. Poor quality and unnecessary data can lead to inaccuracy and jeopardize 

the performance of analytic models. Also, for some specific AM tasks, acquiring an 

adequate amount of data for training ML models is rather costly and time-consuming 

(e.g., X-ray computed tomography (XCT)) (Zhang et al., 2022b). In some scenarios, 

the decisions made by data-driven models are challenging to be understood and 

interpreted (Guo et al., 2022). Moreover, for different applications of AM-produced 

products, the requirements in terms of quality, cost, and other specific indicators can 

be various. A general-purpose analytic model might be capable of handling a series of 

similar AM tasks but it wouldn’t necessarily have decent performances on the task 

with specific requirements. Therefore, the analytic models for a specific AM task or 

objective should be designed to consider the specific requirements to achieve desired 

performance. 
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1.3 Research Questions and Objectives 

Following the background and motivations, this research aims to investigate how to 

effectively leverage data fusion techniques to fuse multi-source and multi-dimensional 

heterogeneous data, and knowledge for data analytics to support decision-making 

activities in AM, thus to bridge the gap between the multi-physics interactions of the 

complex AM manufacturing process and resultant outcomes. The following research 

questions have been formulated to achieve this goal: 

1. With the development of emerging technologies such as IIoT, CPPS, and DL, the 

AM industry has shifted to a data-intensive environment. In this case, what is an 

appropriate data fusion framework for AM with the full exploitation of these 

resources to support decision-making activities? 

2. The data generated from an AM system often covers a wide range of spatial and 

temporal scales and is normally from different sources, leading to critical 

challenges for joint analysis of this multi-source and multi-hierarchy data. In 

addition, traditional methods for analysis of part geometries normally use hand-

crafted features which are hard to describe complex geometries precisely and 

usually cannot reflect the sequential patterns. Therefore, how to analyse and 

integrate geometric features with other related information of different 

hierarchies to obtain target values of AM tasks? 

3. At the initial stage of some AM tasks, it usually cannot provide a sufficient amount 

of data samples for building reliable and robust ML-based models due to the 

constraints of time and expenses. Also, most of these models cannot make fast 

inferencing while the main requirement of some AM tasks is fast response. In this 

context, what strategy can be applied to address these challenges? How to 

leverage the new incoming data and enable the analytics model to make fast 

inferences? 
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With the identification of the research questions, the research objectives following 

these research questions are listed below: 

1. To propose a data fusion framework for data analytics in AM that can provide a 

guideline and systematic way to support decision-making activities of AM tasks. 

2. To propose a multi-source and multi-hierarchy data fusion method for AM tasks. 

The method can fuse geometric features with other task-related information of 

different hierarchies. 

3. To propose a strategy and methodology for building the analytics model for the 

AM tasks that not only continuously improves model performance but also enables 

fast inferences. 

4. To apply the proposed data fusion framework for tackling different AM tasks to 

demonstrate its feasibility and effectiveness. 

The details of this research will be presented in Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6.  

1.4 Thesis Outline 

In Chapter 1, a broader context and background are provided as to the motivation and 

significance of this research. 

Chapter 2 presents a detailed review of the existing technologies and literature on 

related topics, which is divided into three main parts, including (1) an overview of AM 

technologies and representative processes with the general AM data generation 

process; (2) data fusion categories and technologies, and their applications in the AM 

industry; (3) prevailing technologies of advanced data analytics, and research and 

application of ML for AM tasks. 

In Chapter 3, a task-driven data fusion framework and methodology are proposed to 

provide a systematic way to identify, collect, characterise, and fuse the data for 
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supporting decision-making activities in AM. The proposed methodology consists of 

three steps, including (1) identification of task-driven data analytics, (2) data required 

for tasks, acquisition, and characterization, and (3) task-driven data fusion techniques. 

The task-driven data fusion techniques provide guidelines on how to fuse multi-source 

heterogeneous data and information from different system levels. 

Chapter 4 presents a multi-source and multi-hierarchy data fusion approach based on 

the developed M-CNN-LSTM model, which can analyse geometric data in sequential 

patterns and fuse it with other task-related information from different hierarchies. In 

this approach, the CNN part extracts features from layer-wise images of sliced 3D 

models, while the LSTM part models time-series data by combining layer-level data 

with convolutional features. The build-level information is used as input into a separate 

neural network and merged with the CNN-LSTM in the fully connected neural 

network for obtaining the final target value. A case study was carried out on an energy 

consumption prediction task where the experimental results using real-world data 

revealed the effectiveness of the proposed approach. 

Considering the challenging issues in some AM tasks that (1) lack sufficient data 

samples for training reliable and robust ML models at the initial stage, and (2) the AM 

tasks require fast inferencing, Chapter 5 aims to introduce a Cloud-edge fusion 

strategy and methodology based on transfer learning and multi-stage KD-enabled 

incremental learning. The proposed methodology consists of three main steps, 

including (1) transfer learning for feature extraction, (2) base model building via DML 

and model ensemble, and (3) multi-stage KD-enabled incremental learning. As part of 

the base model training, the transferred pre-trained CNN model (on similar or related 

tasks) extracts features from images and concatenates them with task-related 

information. DML strategy is employed to train three neural network-based base 

models, which are then fused into an ensemble model. By implementing the multi-

stage KD-enabled incremental learning method, knowledge is transferred from the 

ensemble model to the compressed student model while new knowledge is acquired 

incrementally when new data is collected. The experimental results from an AM 
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energy consumption prediction task demonstrated the feasibility and effectiveness of 

the proposed methodology. 

In Chapter 6, three case studies were carried out to demonstrate the applications of 

the proposed task-driven data fusion framework and methodology for different AM 

tasks, including (1) mechanical property prediction based on of additively 

manufactured LS, (2) porosity defects classification of parts, and (3) investigating the 

effect of the remelting process on part density. Different strategies and approaches 

were proposed to tackling these AM tasks with different considerations. Finally, the 

strategies and approaches are discussed in depth and presented. 

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis, providing a summary of its achievements. The 

limitations and future work of this research are also discussed and presented. As a final 

note, the main contributions to advanced data analytics for AM resulting from this 

research are summarised.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter consists of three main sections that review state-of-the-art AM 

technologies, data fusion technologies and their applications in the manufacturing 

industry, and applications of advanced data analytics in AM. The categories of AM 

processes, popular AM technologies within each category, and the data and 

information generated during AM production were introduced in Section 2.2. Several 

prevailing data fusion architectures, techniques, and their recent applications in the 

manufacturing industry were reviewed in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4, prevailing ML 

technologies were introduced, followed by the review of research and studies that 

applied ML to tackle AM issues. Section 2.5 summarises this chapter. 

2.2 AM Systems 

2.2.1 Popular AM Technologies 

The first commercial AM system recognizably emerged in 1987 with 

stereolithography by 3D Systems (Wohlers and Gornet, 2014). Since then, AM has 

become one of the most crucial manufacturing solutions across various industries, such 

as automobile (Sarvankar and Yewale, 2019), aerospace (Kamal and Rizza, 2019), and 

construction (Paolini et al., 2019). There are currently seven AM process categories, 

published in the Standard Terminology for Additive Manufacturing Technologies, 

which are binder jetting (BJ), directed energy deposition (DED), material extrusion 

(ME), material jetting (MJ), powder bed fusion (PBF), sheet lamination (SL) and vat 
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photopolymerization (VP) (ISO/ASTM, 2016). Table 2.1 shows the details of these 

AM process categories. These seven categories focus on the single-step process, and 

for the multi-step AM process, the system combines two or more AM processes (Quan 

et al., 2015). 

1) Binder Jetting: BJ process is one of the earliest AM processes developed for 

polymer powder-based material. An inkjet print head is used to spray the liquid 

binder onto the polymer powder. The powder material is solidified crossing the 

section of the produced part layer by layer by the chemical reaction bonding at 

a reasonable speed (Gokuldoss et al., 2017).    

2) Material Extrusion: ME process is currently the most prevailing AM process 

in the market. The materials of extrusion-based AM systems are normally forced 

out in a semisolid state via a nozzle where constant pressure is applied. Then the 

extruded materials solidify and bond to the previous extruded materials to form 

a solid structure (Park et al., 2014). Fused deposition modelling (FDM) is the 

commonly used ME process. 

3) Direct Energy Deposition: DED processes utilize focused energy, such as a 

laser beam, electron beam, or plasma arc, to melt and fuse simultaneously the 

substrate and the material that is being deposited into the substrate’s melt pool 

to construct parts (Gibson et al., 2021a). Powder-based and wire-based materials 

can be used for DED processes (Shim et al., 2016). Representative DED 

technologies include wire arc AM (WAAM) and electron beam AM (EBAM). 

WAAM uses an electric arc to melt metal wire for depositing materials layer by 

layer. This technology is a variation of traditional welding techniques. EBAM 

uses an electron-beam gun to melt metal materials for depositing through a wire 

feedstock. 

4) Material Jetting: MJ is another fast AM process, which uses ultraviolet (UV) 

light as the main power to solid-liquid photopolymer droplets. The droplets are 

controlled by the voltage signal. Through the print head, the liquid or melted 

material is jetted onto the produced part surface (Udroiu et al., 2019). Drop on 

demand (DOD) is one of the most popular MJ technology. DOD releases 

droplets when necessary instead of continuous lines and is normally used for 
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viscous liquid materials.  

5) Powder Bed Fusion: PBF processes consist of thin layers of fine powders, 

which are spread and closely packed on a platform. One or two thermal sources 

are employed in the systems to melt and fuse material powder particles in each 

layer. Selective laser sintering (SLS), selective laser melting (SLM), and 

powder-based electron beam melting (EBM) are the commonly used PBF 

technologies (Ngo et al., 2018). SLS technology uses lasers to sinter powder 

materials while EBM technology uses an electron gun to generate a high-velocity 

electron beam to melt and fuse materials. SLS commonly uses powder materials 

such as polymers, ceramics, or meta powders with lower melting points. SLM 

and EBM are normally used for metals with higher melting points.  

6) Sheet Lamination: Two AM technologies are commonly classified into the 

class of SL processes, ultrasonic additive manufacturing (UAM) and laminated 

object manufacturing. The sheets of the material are bonded together as part 

based on the fusion resource, like ultrasonic (Bhatt et al., 2019). Continuous 

sheets of materials (normally plastic or paper) are fused or laminated by heat and 

pressure in the LOM technology. 

7) Vat Photopolymerization: VP processes mainly use ultraviolet (UV) to cure or 

harden materials such as photopolymers, liquids, and resins for building products. 

These processes are capable of manufacturing large parts with submillimetre 

details and are widely applied in the coating and printing industry (Chartrain et 

al., 2018). The popular VP technologies include stereolithography (SLA) and 

digital light processing (DLP). The most commonly used materials for VP 

processes are resins. 
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Table 2.1 Categories of AM processes and representative technologies 
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Different AM technologies have their unique advantages and limitations. When 

dealing with different materials, manufacturing requirements, and considerations for 

resource efficiency, industries will select the technologies based on specific AM task 

requirements and application scenarios. FDM is the most commonly used AM 

technology, especially for personal and low-cost applications while SLM and EBM 

are typically used for certain aerospace and medical applications. DED is more often 

used for repair work or adding materials to existing components. AM is able to offer 

enhanced performance, such as for parts with complex and customized geometries that 

are either difficult or expensive to produce using traditional manufacturing methods. 

For example, lattice structures (LS) can only be produced by AM and are typically 

used in end-use products (Chen et al., 2021a), such as components in the aerospace 

industry. In the medical industry, with the increasing demand for personalization, AM 

has received widespread attention as it can provide customized products for patients.  

According to the Wohlers Report (Wohlers, 2022), PBF systems tend to be 

increasingly adopted for end-use parts production than VP. Considerable growth has 

been witnessed in the use of polymer powder for custom products and series 

production in 2021, which increased by 43.3 % to make photopolymers the most 

commonly used AM material. AM also enables manufacturers to minimize inventory 

levels by combining components and utilizing on-demand production, thereby 

decreasing the requirements for storage and warehousing. AM is believed to be widely 

used for manufacturing end-use and customized parts in the near future. Hence, how 

to enhance the quality of the final produced parts, improve the stability of the process, 

and ensure the repeatability of the process become the most critical research targets. 

2.2.2 Data Generation of the AM Process 

This section will introduce the data generation of a standard AM process. The 

advancement of sensing and storage technologies has led to the data-intensive 

environment of AM systems where a large amount of production information can be 

captured, stored, and leveraged. Normally, AM data is continuously generated from 

the part design phase to the final part validation phase, the attributes of which involve 
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various types, structures and dimensions. Different studies characterise AM data from 

different perspectives with different purposes in terms of the temporal dimension, 

spatial dimension, and functions of the process. Figure 2.1 illustrates the data 

generation and collection of a standard AM process. 

 

Figure 2.1 Data generation process of an AM system 

Sayyeda et al., (Razvi et al., 2019) characterised AM data from three perspectives, 

including volume, velocity, and variety. From the volume perspective, terabytes (TB) 

size of monitoring data and CT scan data can be generated for each build. The velocity 

of data depends on the sampling rates of sensors and machine log frequencies. For the 

variety aspect, various data types are generated per build, such as sensor signals, 

machine logs, images, CAD models, CT scan data, thermal videos, etc. Qin et al., (Qin 

et al., 2018a) defined the data generated from AM production as multi-source data, 

including four main sources, process operation data, working environment data, 

design-relevant data, and material condition data. Process operation data is the data 

generated by process operating, including parameter setting. The working environment 

data represents the data generated during the AM production. It can be collected from 

monitoring systems where chamber temperature, gas rates, and multi-sensor signals 

can be captured. The authors classified part design, material design, and part location 
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and orientation data into design-relevant data. In material condition data, information 

such as material density, melting point, and humidity is included.  

Hyunseop et al., (Park et al., 2019) defined 6 types of AM data, including material 

properties, design parameters, process parameters, process signatures, part properties, 

and product performance. For example, in material properties, information on material 

chemistry and powder size distribution is included. To systematically manage and 

analyse the data generated from design to final product, the end-to-end digital 

spectrum of AM was categorized by Kim et al., (Kim et al., 2015) into 8 phases. The 

first phase is the part geometry which deals with the information created during part 

design. Materials are also selected in phase 1. The second phase and third phases are 

defined as tessellated data and tessellated 3D models respectively where usable 

geometries are created from raw data. Followed by the fourth phase build file, the fifth 

phase machine data, the sixth phase fabricated part, seventh phase finished part, and 

eighth phase validated part. Information of post-processing and mechanical testing on 

the fabricated parts are included in phases 7 and 8 respectively. Particularly targeted 

at the metal powder bed fusion process, the study (Witherell, 2018) also mentioned 

data categories which are separated into 3 subsections, feedstock materials, and in-situ 

and ex-situ measurements. For this thesis, more details of the data generated during 

AM production in terms of data categories, types, and stages of generation are 

presented in Section 3. 

2.3 Data Fusion Technologies 

In general, the terms  “data fusion” and “information fusion” are typically used as 

synonyms while there are still slight differences under some specific contexts 

(Castanedo, 2013). When it comes to the raw data especially obtained from multiple 

sensors, the term “data fusion” is normally used. The term “information fusion” is 

adopted to define the fusion of already refined or processed data, which implies a 

higher semantic level than the “data fusion”. But in general contexts, these two terms 

mean the same thing and can be used interchangeably. Decision fusion, data 

integration, data aggregation, and data combination are commonly used terms that are 
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associated with data fusion. There are several versions of the definition of the term 

“data fusion”. They have some differences due to the limitations of their eras but the 

core concepts expressed in these definitions are consistent. A widely accepted 

definition of data fusion is provided by the Joint Directors of Laboratories workshop 

(White, 1991): “A multi-level process dealing with the association, correlation, 

combination of data and information from single and multiple sources to achieve 

refined position, identify estimates and complete timely assessments of situations, 

threats and their significance.”. Another widely-used definition of data fusion is that 

data fusion is defined as a framework, fit by an ensemble of tools, for the joint analysis 

of data from multiple sources or modalities that allows achieving information or 

knowledge not recoverable by the individual ones (Cocchi, 2019). Data fusion 

technologies have been widely implemented for fusing data in multisensory 

environments to achieve higher reliability and accuracy of estimation. With the 

advancement of sensing technologies, an exponential growth of data with different 

modalities, types, and dimensions can be obtained and captured. Data fusion 

technologies are also applied to various domains, such as manufacturing industries, 

robotics, healthcare, earth observation (Salcedo-Sanz et al., 2020), and so on. The 

following paragraphs will introduce the detailed categories of data fusion strategies, 

prevailing techniques, and their typical applications in the manufacturing domain. 

2.3.1 Categories of Data Fusion Strategy 

Data fusion is a multidisciplinary domain that involves various fields, making it hard 

to define a clear and rigid classification for their techniques (Castanedo, 2013). These 

techniques can be broadly classified into different categories in terms of abstraction 

level, relations between data sources, and type of architecture. The widely adopted and 

the most prevailing taxonomy for data fusion is based on the abstraction level, which 

is low-level, mid-level, and high-level. In some literature, the levels are also known as 

data-level, feature-level, and decision-level. 

Data fusion at low-level (also known as data-level, sensor-level, or observational level) 

refers to the fusion or integration of raw data directly without any significant 
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processing or feature extraction process. Low-level data fusion can be accomplished 

through various approaches that either operate directly on multiple data blocks, joined 

or coupled, by decomposition (e.g., multiblock, multiset, tensor, and coupled matrix-

tensor factorization), or by simply concatenating the different data blocks (Cocchi, 

2019). low-level data fusion can enhance the quality of raw data by reducing 

redundancy and noise either for further processing steps or directly obtaining the 

modelling results. The characteristic of low-level fusion is that the data is modelled 

for either exploratory or predictive objectives after the fusion process. The main 

advantage of implementing low-level data fusion is the possibility to interpret the 

results of fusion as it directly operates on the original variables from each data block. 

Additionally, it is more efficient in terms of computational resources. A major 

drawback of low-level fusion is that the number of observations in datasets is typically 

much smaller than the number of variables.  Low-level data fusion is commonly 

applied to real-time processing for sensor fusion in robotics, the automotive industry, 

and aerospace and defence. 

Mid-level data fusion, also known as feature-level data fusion, refers to the fusion of 

refined or processed data rather than directly combing raw data, in which features are 

obtained from multiple data sources. Feature vectors are extracted from data blocks by 

using decomposition techniques or variable selection methods before the fusion occurs. 

Then, these features are used as input in the integration for further analysis or decision-

making process, such as producing the desired outcomes (e.g., predictions). Hence, 

dimensionality reduction contributes to the main advantage of mid-level data fusion, 

making the subsequent processing more efficient. Also, noninformative variables can 

be removed in the feature reduction process, leading to better performance in the final 

modelling. For model interpretation in mid-level fusion, interpreting the model in 

terms of the original variables becomes straightforward if variable selection is 

employed initially. However, if not, it needs to trace back the importance of each 

feature in the final model to its corresponding pattern among the original variables. 

Typical applications of mid-level data fusion are natural language processing, medical 

imaging, and financial market analysis. 
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High-level data fusion, also known as decision-level data fusion, implies the fusion of 

decisions, outcomes, or interpretations that are obtained from the modelling results of 

each data block. High-level data fusion focuses on the final results, such as correctly 

classifying samples or identifying targets, where the significance of each data block 

and its original variables is not investigated. The main objective of high-level data 

fusion is to improve the performance of the final model by various approaches, such 

as weighted decision, Bayesian inference, and fuzzy set theory. By integrating 

decisions from multiple sources to reduce overall uncertainty, the final result is 

normally more reliable and robust. The computational complexity involved in the 

high-level fusion process is largely reduced as it simply tackles processed information. 

However, the major drawbacks of high-level data fusion are the difficulties in error 

tracing and the loss of detailed information from the original data sources. Since high-

level fusion deals with processed decisions rather than raw data, the granular details 

from the original variables are not provided, making it challenging to trace back the 

fused decisions to the original variables. Additionally, potentially informative patterns 

in the raw data might be overlooked in earlier data processing stages, leading to less 

accurate decisions. It is also difficult to deal with the scenarios when multiple sources 

generate conflicting results. 

Different levels (i.e., low, mid, and high) of the data fusion process are illustrated in 

Figure 2.2. In the figure, X1-Xn, F1-Fn, and D1-Dn represent the original variables, 

extracted features, and obtained decisions from datasets respectively. The solid lines 

with arrows indicate the low-level data fusion process where the fusion is directly 

implemented on original variables (raw data) for further generating model outcomes. 

The dashed lines with arrows indicate the mid-level data fusion process where features 

are first extracted before fusion. High-level data fusion is represented by the dotted 

lines with arrows where initial modelling results are obtained based on the original 

variables or extracted features and then used as input in the fusion for producing the 

final model outcome. 
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Figure 2.2 Illustration of the data fusion process based on abstraction levels 

Another widely adopted classification system for data fusion is Dasarathy’s 

classification (Dasarathy, 1997) which is composed of five categories, including data 

in-data out, data in-feature out, feature in-feature out, feature in-decision out, and 

decision in-decision out. This classification is the specification of the abstraction level 

for the input and output. For example, data fusion at the data in-data out fusion level 

is conducted immediately after the data is collected from multiple sources or sensors. 

At the feature in-decision out level, a set of features is used as input to provide a set of 

decisions as output. The Dasarathy’s data fusion model is illustrated in Figure 2.3. 

Besides the classification based on abstraction level, data fusion can also be classified 

based on the type of architecture, including centralised architecture, decentralised 

architecture, distributed architecture, and hierarchical architecture. In the centralised 

architecture, all data and information from multiple sources are sent to a central 

processor, node, or unit where the fusion occurs. The centralised data fusion system is 

generally easy to design, implement, and manage. However, the major drawbacks of 

centralised data fusion are the latency of transmitting data to the central processor and 

bandwidth limitations. In the decentralised architecture, this architecture contains a 

network of nodes where each node can fuse its local information and the information 

received from its peers.  

This type of fusion architecture can easily adapt to an increased number of data sources 

and offer benefits in terms of efficiency, leading to real-time processing. Data fusion 
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in distributed architecture refers to the data and information that are processed at each 

node independently before being sent to the fusion node. In other words, some level 

of fusion can be implemented on its local information at each node and this processed 

information (e.g., local estimation) is used as input in the final fusion node to provide 

global outcomes. It offers benefits in terms of scalability, efficiency, and flexibility 

but comes with complexity. The combination of decentralised and distributed nodes 

for data fusion is considered as a hierarchical architecture where the fusion is 

performed at different levels in the hierarchy. 

 

Figure 2.3 Illustration of Dasarathy’s data fusion model 

2.3.2 Prevailing Data Fusion Techniques 

Data fusion techniques have gained prominence due to their effectiveness across 

various application domains. These techniques can often be categorized based on the 

abstraction level at which fusion occurs—low-level, mid-level, and high-level. They 

can also be assigned into different categories according to their underlying 

methodologies. The following paragraphs introduce some of the prevailing data fusion 

techniques with their detailed principles. 
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• Kalman Filter 

Kalman filter is a widely used and powerful algorithm for state estimation of dynamic 

systems from a series of observations with noise. It was developed by R. E. Kalman in 

1960 (Kalman, 1960) and quicky became popular in the field of optimal estimation as 

it offers real-time operation, low computational cost, and robustness to noise. Due to 

the merits of Kalman filter and its variants (e.g., Extended Kalman filter), it has been 

extensively applied in target tracking, multi-sensor fusion, robotics, and especially in 

the current hot research fields, such as pattern recognition and image segmentation. 

The Kalman filter operates on the principle of recursively updating the estimated state 

of a system by two operations, prediction and update. In the prediction step, it 

generates an estimate of the current state along with the uncertainty of this estimate 

based on the system dynamics model. In the update step, it refines this prediction by 

incorporating a new measurement, weighting it by the respective uncertainty of the 

prediction and measurement. The following equations are used to describe the Kalman 

filter for a linear system. 

Prediction step: 

| 1 1| 1
ˆ ˆ

k k K k k kx A x Bu− − −= +                                                (2.1) 

| 1 1| 1

T

k k K k k KP A P A Q− − −= +                                               (2.2) 

Equations (2.1) ~ (2.2) represent the prediction step of Kalman filter, where | 1
ˆ

k kx −  is 

the predicted state at time k based on all information up to time k-1. 1| 1
ˆ

k kx − −  is the 

estimated state at time k-1. | 1k kP − denotes the error covariance and 1| 1k kP − −  is the 

estimated error covariance at time k-1. Buk and Q represent the control input and 

process noise covariance respectively. 

Update step: 

1

| 1 | 1( )T T

k k k k kK P H HP H R −

− −= +                                     (2.3) 
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| | 1 | 1
ˆ ˆ ˆ( )k k k k k k k kx x K z Hx− −= + −                                        (2.4) 

| | 1( )k k k k kP I K H P −= −                                                (2.5) 

Equations (2.3) ~ (2.5) represent the update step of Kalman filter, where Kk is the 

Kalman gain, H is the observation matrix, and R is the measurement noise covariance. 

|
ˆ

k kx  and |k kP is the updated state estimate and error covariance respectively. zk is the 

observation at time k. 

• Principal Component Analysis 

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a widely used dimensionality reduction method 

and commonly used in the field of data mining, image analysis, finance, and many 

other fields where high-dimensional data needs to be processed. The aim of PCA is to 

transform the original variables into a new set of uncorrelated variables (i.e., principal 

components) that keep most of the variance in the dataset. These principal components 

are the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the original dataset. The following 

equations explain the underlying mathematics of PCA.  

 ( )p p pCov X x x=                                                    (2.6)  

 p p pY X W=                                                       (2.7) 

In equations (2.6) ~ (2.7), Xp is a data matrix with m samples and n variables, Cov(Xp) 

is the covariance matrix of Xp. xp and λ are the eigenvector and eigenvalue respectively. 

Yp is the transformed dataset by projecting Xp onto the selected eigenvectors where Wp 

is the matrix formed by the selected eigenvectors. 

• Locally Linear Embedding 

Locally linear embedding (LLE) is a nonlinear dimensionality reduction technique for 

embedding high-dimensional data into a lower-dimensional space. It aims to preserve 

local neighborhood relationships in the data when embedding it to a lower dimensional 

space. LLE assumes the high-dimensional data lies on a manifold that can be 
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characterized by linear relationships locally and its objective is to find out the 

underlying manifold structure. LLE operates by computing the nearest neighbors for 

each data point and then captures the local geometric structure by calculating linear 

coefficients that reconstruct each data point from its nearest neighbors. The following 

equations describe the LLE algorithm. 

 
2

( ) i ij jj
i

L x l x = −                                                    (2.8) 

 
2

( ) i ij jj
i

Y y L y = −                                                  (2.9)  

Equation (2.8) represents the reconstruction with linear weights, where lij is the 

weights that linearly reconstruct data point xij from its k nearest neighbors xj. It aims to 

minimize the reconstruction error and it is subject to the constraints 0ijl =  if xj does 

not belong to the neighbors of xi and 1ijj
l = . Equation (2.9) is used to compute the 

lower-dimensional embedding, where yi and yj are the lower-dimensional 

representations of xi and xj respectively. The objective of the equation is to minimize 

( )Y  and to keep Y centered at the same time. LLE focuses on preserving local 

relationships and is useful for capturing structures from complex high-dimensional 

data. However, it inevitably suffers from high computational costs and it is hard to 

handle very high-dimensional data. 

• Majority Voting, Boosting, and Stacking 

Majority voting, boosting, and stacking techniques are typical high-level data fusion 

methods that aim to fuse decisions to obtain the final outcome. Majority voting is a 

simple ensemble technique to combine the decision outputs from multiple base models. 

Take classification as an example, in majority voting, it needs to train multiple base 

models on the same datasets and use each model to predict the class label of a new 

instance. Then count the number of votes for each class label and the one that receives 

the majority of votes is selected as the final classification. Majority voting performs 
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well when the base models make independent errors. It reduces variance without 

increasing bias. However, it performs badly if the classifiers make the same errors. 

For boosting techniques, the core idea is to combine multiple weak classifiers into a 

strong classifier by weighting their outputs based on their performance. Base models 

are trained sequentially that try to correct the errors made by their predecessors. The 

weak model is added to the ensemble of models. The final model is acquired by a 

weighted sum or vote of weak base models. Boosting algorithms are normally effective 

in dealing with imbalanced data but have relatively high computational costs. Popular 

boosting algorithms are adaptive boosting and gradient boosting. 

Stacking techniques are also ensemble techniques that combine multiple base models 

through a meta-model. In stacking, the outputs of each base model are used as input 

into the meta-model for the final prediction. The datasets used for training are normally 

divided into two subsets of which one subset is for training base models and the other 

subset is used for the trained base models to generate predictions. These predictions 

are used as inputs to train the meta-model where the original labels are used as targets. 

The meta model leans how to best combine the outputs from the base models to 

improve the accuracy of the final prediction. Stacking techniques can largely leverage 

the strengths of each base model to produce a more robust model. However, it also 

increases the computational complexity and may lead to overfitting problems.  

• ML Technologies 

With the increasing demand of multi-source, multi-dimensional, and multi-modal data 

fusion for real-world applications, conventional data fusion techniques are hard to 

handle the heterogeneous data effectively. As introduced previously, ML technologies 

have strong abilities of learning hidden patterns within the data, modelling highly 

complex relationships, and merging data with various modalities and dimensions at 

different abstraction levels. Therefore, ML technologies have become the most 

prevailing and effective data fusion methods in recent years. Also, for some ML 

algorithms, their underlying methodologies are based on data fusion techniques (e.g., 
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boosting). ML offers a wide range of techniques and approaches that can largely 

improve the effectiveness of data fusion in various domains.  

For low-level data fusion, unsupervised ML techniques, such as k-Means clustering or 

autoencoders can be used to reduce dimensionality and dig out essential information 

from raw data. In mid-level data fusion, techniques such as neural networks or t-

distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) can be used to transform features 

into different spaces to make fusion more effective. Neural networks are widely used 

for fusing data at different levels, fusing data into different layers, and merging 

features at intermediate layers. Multiple ML models can also be combined by using 

ensemble techniques (e.g., majority voting, boosting, and stacking) to obtain final 

decisions. The details of some prevailing ML techniques are introduced in Section 2.4. 

2.3.3   The Applications of Data Fusion in the AM Industry 

In recent years, benefiting from advanced sensing and IoT technologies, data fusion 

techniques have been increasingly applied in manufacturing industries, such as the 

aerospace industry, automotive industry, and additive manufacturing industry (Diez-

Olivan et al., 2019, Kong et al., 2020, Cai et al., 2017). It is common for real-world 

manufacturing data to be massive, heterogeneous, and contain noise, which makes it 

difficult to combine data from multiple sources for joint analysis. In AM, researchers 

have explored using data fusion strategies and techniques for regression and 

classification tasks, such as process monitoring and defect detection, mechanical 

property prediction, and surface roughness prediction, which obtained considerable 

performances (Kim et al., 2018, Montazeri et al., 2019, Bastani et al., 2016, Li et al., 

2019, Hu et al., 2021). 

Due to the diversity and complexity of interactions during the AM process, process 

monitoring and defect detection are the most common application scenarios of data 

fusion techniques. A fault diagnosis approach for fused deposition modelling FDM 

process states by using sensor data fusion was proposed by Kim et al. (Kim et al., 

2018). In this work, to classify process states, accelerometer and acoustic emission 
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signals were collected in real-time from healthy and faulty states where features were 

extracted from raw signals. Then these features were used as inputs in the SVM model 

for process state classification.  

Zhang et al. (Zhang et al., 2022a) introduced a registering and fusion method for in-

situ monitoring of the LPBF process based on sensor data. The signatures of melt pools 

were obtained from a coaxial high-speed camera and the spatial information of melt 

pools was collected by an off-axis camera system. Through perspective transformation 

and multi-thresholding filtering, the processed images were analysed by CNN where 

the spatial distribution of melt pools was retrieved and finally registered in both global 

and local coordinates systems. An LSTM neural network was used to fuse the melt 

pool signatures for predicting layer surface topography.  

Gaikwad et al. (Gaikwad et al., 2022) also adopted data fusion strategies for flaw 

detection in the LPBF process where multiple process phenomena of melt pools were 

captured by video cameras and a temperature field imaging system. Key signatures of 

melt pools were extracted and used as inputs in ML models for detecting laser 

defocusing and predicting porosity levels. Deep learning algorithms are prevailing 

approaches for fusing data to obtain desired outputs and have been increasingly applied 

in AM systems, such as CNN and long-term recurrent convolutional networks (LRCN) 

for in-situ porosity detection based on multiple sensor data from melt pools (Tian et 

al., 2021a), LSTM for tensile strength prediction based on in-process signatures and 

static factors (Zhang et al., 2019d), and CNN-LSTM for energy consumption 

prediction based on CAD models and process parameters (Hu et al., 2021).  

In the study (Zhang et al., 2019d), the tensile strength of the parts manufactured by the 

FDM process was predicted based on the in-process signatures and static factors. 

Multiple sensors were employed to capture in-process signatures and interactions 

between layers. These signatures were then fused with static factors (e.g., material 

properties) for tensile strength prediction based on the LSTM model. In addition to the 

strategies of fusing features in models for obtaining desired outputs, decision fusion is 

also considered in AM studies. For example, Li et al. (Li et al., 2019) introduced an 
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approach for surface roughness prediction of the products produced by the FDM 

process based on ensemble learning. In this work, real-time sensor signals were 

collected from different sensors, including accelerometers, thermocouples, and 

infrared sensors. Time and frequency-domain features were extracted from sensor 

signals and used as inputs in different ML algorithms for training. An ensemble 

learning model was introduced to fuse the decision outputs from those base ML models 

for final surface roughness prediction. The experimental results show that the 

developed ensemble model outperformed the individual base models.  

Apart from multi-sensor signal fusion, fusion strategies and techniques are considered 

significant when dealing with heterogeneous data. Data with different dimensions, 

such as images and geometries, is commonly generated in AM systems but is difficult 

to be analysed precisely and integrated properly. Chen et al. (Chen et al., 2021b) used 

in-situ point clouds to represent the geometries of the surface for defect identification 

in the DED process. In this work, the point cloud data was clustered by the density-

based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) algorithm for separating 

the regions that potentially have defects (4 surface classes were obtained). Then the 

key features of the clustered point cloud were extracted and used as input into different 

ML algorithms for defect classification.  

Differently, Ma et al. (Ma et al., 2022) calculated the entropy of geometries to 

represent the solid and empty information of complex lattice structures. The entropy 

was fused with other parameters in the SVM model for final mechanical property 

prediction. To fuse multi-dimensional data for the DED process control (Vandone et 

al., 2018), Vandone et al. proposed a data-driven approach for process modelling 

where the data collected from online and offline, including machine parameter settings, 

images of melt pools, sensor signals, 3D scan of geometries, were combined to 

estimate the performance of the developed process model.  

Data fusion techniques are also applied to refine data and improve the quality of data 

in AM research. For example, to enhance the quality of the reconstructed surface 
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topography of the parts produced by the DED process, Zou et al. (Zou et al., 2022) 

proposed two data fusion methods, competitive data fusion and cooperative data 

integration. The confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) and focus variation 

microscopy (FV) were used to acquire surface topography data. The CLSM was good 

at retaining the large shape features while FV was better in resolving small features. 

Therefore, the competitive data fusion method was used to integrate the advantages of 

CLSM and FV while cooperative data integration was aiming at including both the 

global and local details in a representation.  

Based on previous studies above, data fusion technologies are beneficial in reducing 

dimensionality, refining data, and improving model performance, especially when 

dealing with multi-source and multi-dimensional data. Studies that adopted data fusion 

techniques for tackling AM issues in the past 5 years are summarised in Table 2.2. It 

can be seen from Table 2 that most studies employed ML-based techniques for data 

fusion to obtain desired outputs, especially in classification and regression tasks. In 

addition, considering the nature of collected data, LSTM algorithms are frequently 

employed for tackling sensor signals and CNN-based algorithms are typically adopted 

for processing image data. Clustering techniques are used in some studies when 

dealing with the feature or data refinement task, such as (Qin et al., 2018a, Chen et al., 

2021b). A few studies (Zou et al., 2022, Lin et al., 2019) dealt with the data scale and 

spatial issues in AM.  

Owing to the advancement of data collecting and analysis technologies, data-driven 

methods and ML techniques have been increasingly employed to tackle AM issues. 

However, it lacks a systematic approach to identify what data should be collected for 

data analytics to support decision-making activities. This collected data is normally 

from different sources and has different dimensions, modalities, and structures, which 

is difficult to be jointly analysed. In addition, in what way to effectively uncover the 

hidden knowledge inside the data remains a challenging issue. 
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Table 2.2  The studies of applying data fusion strategies for tackling AM issues in recent 5 years 

Existing studies AM process AM tasks Data used in the study Data fusion method 

(Kim et al., 

2018)  
ME In-situ process state diagnosis Multi-sensor signals SVM 

(Li et al., 2019) ME Surface roughness prediction Multi-sensor signals, surface roughness 
SVM, RFs, ANN, Ridge 

regression 

(Zhang et al., 

2019d) 
ME Tensile strength prediction 

Material properties, process parameters, 

sensor signals 
LSTM 

(Zhang et al., 

2019e)  
ME 

Dynamic condition monitoring for 3D 

printer states  
Multi-sensor signals 

Sparse auto-encoders (SAE), 

LSTM 

(Lin et al., 2019)  ME 
Online monitoring of overfill and underfill 

defects in the ME process 
3D CAD models, 3D point cloud data 

Scale-invariant feature 

transform 

(Xu et al., 2022) ME Real-time in situ process defect detection  Acoustic emission, 3D point cloud data 
SVM, Naïve Bayes, decision 

tree 

(Vandone et al., 

2018) 
DED Process control for improving part quality 

Sensor signals, melt pool images, 3D 

geometries, process parameters 
Statistical process models 

(Chen et al., 

2021b) 
DED Automatic rapid surface defect detection 3D surface shapes  DBSCAN, k-NN 
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(Grasso et al., 

2018) 
DED Automatic process monitoring Multi-sensor signals 

Support vector data 

description (SVDD) 

(Zou et al., 

2022) 
DED 

Improving the quality of the reconstructed 

surface tomography 
3D surface tomographic data  

Cooperative fusion, 

competitive fusion 

(Qin et al., 

2018a)  
PBF 

Energy consumption prediction for the 

selective laser sintering (SLS) process 

3D CAD models, Multi-sensor signals, 

process parameters 
k-means, ANN 

(Tian et al., 

2021a)  
PBF In situ porosity detection 

Thermal images, pyrometer images, 3D X-

ray CT scan data,  
CNN, LRCN 

(Gaikwad et al., 

2022) 
PBF 

Process monitoring for porosity-related 

flaws 

Melt pool images, thermal signals, 3D X-

ray CT scan data 
k-means, CNN 

(Harbig et al., 

2022) 
PBF 

Determine melt pool anomalies in Metal 

PBF process  
Multi-sensor signals Threshold filters 
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2.4 Advanced Data Analytics for AM 

Data analytics is increasingly crucial to help engineers or technicians make decisions 

for tackling critical issues such as energy efficiency improvement, product quality 

enhancement, and waste reduction, in manufacturing industries. To achieve specific 

objectives for AM production, it is essential to identify what tasks are involved and 

then what data analytics activities should be required. These steps are normally done 

by experienced AM engineers and data scientists (Park et al., 2021). For example, to 

reduce the porosity of the manufactured parts, tasks such as process parameter 

optimisation or in-situ monitoring can be involved. In this case, the goal of data 

analytics is to infer where the porosities possibly form based on the collected 

information (e.g., process parameters, sensor signals, etc) and provide actionable 

insights for decision-makers. Identifying data analytics activities for tackling AM tasks 

is hard as it lacks systematic methods specifically for AM. Some researchers have 

made efforts to explore this.  

Hyunseop et al., (Park et al., 2019) introduced a five-tier taxonomy, i.e., “Value Tier”, 

“Decision-Making Tier”, “Data Analytics Tier”, “Data Tier”, and “Data-Source Tier”, 

to identify and prioritize data analytics opportunities in AM. In this classification, the 

target values are defined in the “Value Tier” in terms of quality, cost, and delivery. 

The decision-making activities for data analytics are obtained from the “Decision-

Making Tier” by using the integration definition for function modelling (IDEF0) 

(Technology, 1993) where the activities are defined by function models or ICOMs 

(input (I), control (C), output (O), mechanism (M)). Based on the predefined values 

and decision-making activities, the decision-making objectives can be represented by 

using the statement “Improving + [value] + when + [decision-making activity]”. 

Accordingly, the potential data analytics problems corresponding to the objectives are 

identified in “Data Analytics Tier”. As an extension of this study, a data analytics 

opportunity knowledge (DOKB) base was developed in (Park et al., 2021) where AM 

activity-specific data analytics tasks were defined by experts. 
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Typically, data analytics problems are classified into 4 types (Muneeswaran et al., 

2021, Kühn et al., 2018), descriptive analytics, diagnostic analytics, predictive 

analytics, and prescriptive analytics. Each type of analytics answers different types of 

questions. Descriptive analytics answers the questions of what happened. Diagnostic 

analytics is for answering why it happened. Predictive analytics is to figure out what 

and when will happen. Prescriptive analytics aims to answer the question of what 

strategies should be applied. The explosive availability of data in AM industries has 

motivated the transformation from traditional analysis methods to advanced data 

analytics for decision-making. The past decade has witnessed the rise of the adoption 

of ML technologies for smart manufacturing. As powerful data analytics tools for 

processing, interpreting, and leveraging data, ML technologies have played a central 

role in supporting decision-making for tackling AM issues in recent years (Ding et al., 

2021, Li et al., 2022, Kumar and Tripathi, 2018). 

2.4.1 Prevailing ML Algorithms 

As introduced in the previous sections, ML algorithms have risen to play an important 

role in advanced data analytics for a wide range of fields. The rapid development of 

computer hardware has led to significant enhancement of computational capabilities 

that make it possible for various complex and data-intensive applications. As a result, 

neural network-based algorithms, especially DL techniques, become the mainstream 

for data fusion, modelling non-linear systems, and decision support in various AI 

applications. The following paragraphs introduce several prevailing ML technologies.  

• Support Vector Machine 

SVM (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) is a widely applied supervised ML algorithm that 

mainly tackles classification and regression tasks. Although it was developed more 

than a decade ago, it still outperforms many conventional ML algorithms in a variety 

of applications. The core idea of SVM is to find out the optimal hyperplane in an n-

dimensional space (n is the number of variables) that can maximize the margin 

between classes (i.e., the maximum distance between data points of classes). Support 

vectors are the data points that lie closest to the hyperplane and are essential elements 
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of data to define the position of the hyperplane. In addition, SVM uses kernels to 

transform the original feature space into a higher-dimensional space where data 

possibly becomes separable. The most commonly used kernels are Linear kernel, 

polynomial kernel, and radial basis function (RBF) kernel. The following equations 

are the mathematical foundations of these prevailing kernels. 

 Linear kernel:  ( , )Kernel x y x y=                                         (2.10)  

 Polynomial kernel:  ( , ) ( )dKernel x y x y c= +                              (2.11) 

 RBF kernel:  
2( , ) exp( || || )sKernel x y x y= − −                             (2.12) 

In equations (2.10) ~ (2.12), x and y are vectors, and c, d, and γs are parameters that 

need to be set. SVM is normally effective in tackling high-dimensional data but its 

performance is sensitive to the kernel selected. Choosing the wrong kernel functions 

will lead to overfitting or underfitting problems. 

• Light Gradient Boosting Machine 

Light Gradient Boosting Machine (LGBM) is a decision tree-based algorithm and was 

developed in 2017 (Ke et al., 2017). It is a promotion framework using ensemble 

techniques that strengthens weak learners into strong ones and mainly tackles 

classification and prediction tasks. LGBM adopts a histogram-based decision tree 

algorithm and leaf-wise leaf growth strategy with a depth restriction, largely reducing 

the storage and computational costs while simultaneously ensuring high accuracy. The 

split points are determined by calculating variance gain in LGBM which adopts 

gradient-based one-side sampling (GOSS). GOSS keeps the instances with large 

gradients and performs random sampling on the instances with small gradients. 

Additionally, by converting features to a multi-dimensional one-hot feature for 

tackling sparse features, LGBM employs an exclusive feature bundling (EFB) 

algorithm to avoid additional computational and memory costs. As LGBM is an 

ensemble model, the final model can be obtained through a weighted combination of 

base decision trees. The basic gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT) can be 
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represented by the following equations of which the objective is to minimize the loss 

function Loss (y, T(x)). 

  arg min ( , ( ))xy
T

T E Loss y T x=                                                (2.13) 

x and y represent the data instance and the target to be predicted respectively, and T(x) 

is the estimated function. The loss function is minimized by the iteration in line search: 

 1( ) ( ) ( )m m m mT x T x tree x−= +                                                (2.14) 
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In equations (2.14) ~ (2.15), treem(x) represents the base decision tree, and m is the iteration 

number. The final LGBM model Tm(x) can be obtained through a weighted combination of 

decision trees, described by equation (2.16). 
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M m m
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T x tree x
=

=                                                   (2.16) 

LGBM is capable of distributed and parallel learning and is normally faster than 

gradient-boosting-based models. It is computationally efficient in dealing with large 

datasets. 

• Fully Connected Neural Network 

The fully connected neural network (FCNN), also known as multi-layer perceptron 

(MLP), is a basic type of neural network and is the most commonly used model for 

classification and regression tasks in a wide range of domains. FCNN consists of three 

kinds of layers, input layer, hidden layer, and output layer, where each neuron in a 

layer is connected to every neuron in the adjacent layers. The structure of an FCNN is 

illustrated in Figure 2.4.  
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Figure 2.4 Illustration of the structure of an FCNN 

The input layer is used to process the input datasets and the number of its neurons is 

equal to the number of variables in the datasets. In the hidden layer, the number of 

layers can be one or multiple layers where each neuron is connected to the neurons in 

the previous and next layers. With the increasing of hidden layers and neurons, the 

whole neural network becomes more complex and normally has stronger capability for 

modelling highly complicated non-linear relationships. A deeper neural network often 

means a more powerful model. In the output layer, the number of neurons equals the 

number of classes for classification tasks or one for regression tasks. In layers of an 

FCNN, each neuron is a computational unit, shown in Figure 2.4, and it treats the 

outputs of the neurons from the previous layer as input xn which will be multiplied by 

the weights wkn and then added with a bias bk. The equation is presented below: 
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The Sk is processed through the activation function fN to get the output yk. During the 

training process, a backpropagation approach is adopted to adjust the weights and 

biases of neurons in the FCNN to minimize the error between the final output and the 

actual target value. This process normally requires considerable computational power 

and costs a relatively long training time. FCNN has proven to be effective in modelling 

complex systems especially when the amount of training data is adequate. However, 

being computationally expensive is always a drawback when implementing the FCNN 

with deep structures.  

• Convolutional Neural Network 

CNN is a type of DL technique to deal with the data with grid patterns (e.g., image). 

It is able to automatically learn the spatial hierarchies of features by several building 

blocks (Yamashita et al., 2018), including convolution layers, pooling layers, and fully 

connected layers. In the vision of computers, an image is treated as an array of numbers. 

In a typical CNN architecture, convolutional layers aim to extract and learn the highly 

representative features from input images. A kernel is applied across the input image 

matrix where an element-wise product between each element of the kernel and the 

input matrix is calculated to obtain the output feature map, shown in Figure 2.5. In this 

figure, the kernel size is 3×3 and the stride value is 1. After the convolution operation, 

the output is passed through a nonlinear activation function to the pooling layer for 

dimensionality reduction. The pooling layers offer down sampling functions such as 

max pooling and average pooling to reduce the dimensionalities of the feature map 

received from the previous convolution layer. Max pooling uses the maximum values 

from the given grids to serve as the output, while average pooling uses the mean values 

of the grids as the output. Normally, a typical CNN architecture consists of more than 

one convolution layer and pooling layer. After several convolution and pooling 

operations, the extracted features are flattened and used as input into a fully connected 

layer for further processing. 
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Figure 2.5 An example of the convolution operation in CNN 

CNN has become the most prevailing algorithm in the field of computer vision where 

several well-known variants were designed and developed, such as ResNet-50 (Xie et 

al., 2017), VGG-16 (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014), FaceNet (Schroff et al., 2015), 

ShuffleNet (Zhang et al., 2018a), and so on.  

2.4.2 Research and Applications of ML in AM 

2.4.2.1 ML for DfAM 

AM has provided opportunities for innovative designs and advances in product 

performance, in terms of geometric freedom and highly integrated structures (Kumke 

et al., 2016). DfAM has been proposed as a way to provide AM design professionals 

with a wide range of design and analysis tools for complex part structures and AM 

processes. Typically, DfAM includes two main research topics, part design and design 

optimization (Thompson et al., 2016). For part design, AM creates free forms and 

customized geometries, enabling the creation of complex internal features to increase 

functionality and improve the performance of target parts, which provides designers 

with huge design space. For design optimization, AM part designers need to determine 
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production path strategies, part locations, build orientations, and support structures for 

improving the quality of final printed products. Due to the advances of artificial 

intelligence and available data, ML technologies have been increasingly applied to 

DfAM in recent years (Jiang et al., 2020a). 

• Part Design 

At the conceptual design phase, most AM designers select appropriate design features 

based on their knowledge and experience. However, there is a lack of systematic and 

intelligent techniques to assist AM professionals in exploring AM-enabled design 

space (Yao et al., 2017, Hsiao and Tsai, 2005). Hence, Yao, et al. (Yao et al., 2017) 

introduced a hybrid ML approach for design features recommendation at the 

conceptual design phase in AM. In the paper, the authors classified the functionality-

centric design knowledge inherent in AM design features and target components into 

‘loadings’, ‘objectives’, and ‘properties’, which were coded with numerical digits and 

saved in database files. Then hierarchical clustering was carried out on the coded 

design knowledge to reveal the relationships among design features and target 

components, resulting in a dendrogram. Previous industrial application examples with 

their design features implementation were simplified as a binary classification problem 

(implemented design features denote as ‘+1’, otherwise ‘-1’) and trained by an SVM 

classifier. The trained SVM model was used to refine the hierarchical clustering results 

by an SVM-based progressive dendrogram cutting process, which aims at identifying 

the final sub-cluster containing the recommended AM design features.  

Andrew and Markus (Lew and Buehler, 2021) introduced a method that uses 

variational autoencoders (VAE) and ML techniques for the compliance optimization 

of cantilever design. In this work, the cantilever structures were encoded into a 2D 

latent space by VAE and the LSTM was adopted to learn the latent space trajectories 

that correspond to the topology optimization process. A framework of using neural 

networks for the analysis and design of micro-lattice architectures in AM was 

introduced by Nathaniel (Després et al., 2020). In this study, to obtain training datasets, 

the authors used a compact genetic algorithm to generate micro-lattice structures of 
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which the corresponding mechanical properties were obtained by finite-element 

analysis (FEA). The graph convolutional networks (GCN) with an asymmetric auto-

encoder was adopted and trained by the graph representation of the generated micro-

lattices.  

Another example of applying neural networks is that Jonnel et al., (Alejandrino et al., 

2020) used ANN for geometry corrections of the designed lattice infill patterns in 

FDM systems. In this work, the 3D coordinates of the designed infill structures were 

used as the input of the ANN model, while the symmetrical deviation surface 

coordinates were the output. After training, the model was implemented into the STL 

file for geometric corrections.  

Considering the manufacturability of AM process, Tang et al., (Tang et al., 2017b) 

proposed a strategy for lattice structure design and optimization to ensure product 

quality. To represent the design space of lattice structures, the concept of “physical 

entity” was introduced to include the design information (geometrical information and 

material information) for each design stage. Then, the lattice unit cell model was 

defined and proposed to represent the topology of the elements inside lattice structures. 

The authors used the concept of “manufacturable element” to include the geometry, 

material, and process information of a lattice strut. ANN was used to bridge the 

relationship between manufacturability and geometrical data. Integrating the physical 

and domain knowledge in ML algorithms has been proven to improve ML 

performance significantly (Karniadakis et al., 2021).  

Hyunwoong et al., (Ko et al., 2021) introduced a methodology for bridging the gap 

between multi-discipline designs and AM capabilities based on knowledge graph ML. 

In this work, the framework of the proposed method consists of 4 main modules, 

including 1) AM prior knowledge structuration, 2) transformation of knowledge to 

DfAM ontology, 3) extraction of knowledge from AM data using ML, 4) design rules 

transformation. The design fundamentals, principles, and rules were obtained by 

formalizing unstructured AM prior knowledge into structured knowledge and 
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extracting knowledge from AM data based on ML algorithms. Then, these designs' 

knowledge was encoded into ontologies with knowledge graphs. Finally, the design 

rules were constructed by reasoning with prior knowledge and newly discovered 

knowledge. 

• Design Optimisation 

To obtain the required production quality, design optimization is a critical step before 

the AM process begins (Zhang et al., 2019f). Many crucial elements and parameters 

are defined in this step. For instance, the determination of build orientation and 

direction significantly affects process and fabrication attributes (Ahsan et al., 2016). 

In Ref (Zhang et al., 2019f), the authors applied k-means clustering with Davies–

Bouldin Criterion cluster measuring on surface models to generate alternative build 

orientations in a computationally efficient way. The k-means clustering method was 

adopted to decompose STL models into k-facet clusters where the number of clusters 

was determined by the Davies–Bouldin Criterion. The central normal vectors of each 

facet normal cluster were used as alternative build orientations where the optimal 

orientation was ultimately obtained by a statistical evaluation process.  

To prevent unsightly surface damage of fine surface details when removing support 

structures, a perceptual model of preference in the printing direction of AM was 

proposed by Zhang, et al. (Zhang et al., 2015). Zhang, et al. developed a perceptual 

model to determine the preference of printing orientation in terms of area of support, 

visual saliency, preferred viewpoint, and smoothness preservation. To find the 

minimum amount of support structures for successfully fabricating a model, Huang et 

al. (Huang et al., 2019) developed a support detection approach based on a surfel 

convolutional neural network (surface element - CNN) in AM. In this method, the 

surfel is the sampling point on the surface with normal information, defined through 

the layered depth-normal image (LDNI) (Wang et al., 2010) sampling method. The 

LDNI stores an array of rays that are shot to intersect with the CAD model, where the 

depth and normal values of intersection points on the rays are included. Based on 
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LDNI sampling, local surfel images with ground-truth support regions were obtained 

and fed into the CNN model for classification.  

AM has been increasingly employed for printing composite material parts. However, 

the fibre size, volume fraction, and direction are important in determining the 

properties of the printed part.  Kaushik et al. (Yanamandra et al., 2020) introduced a 

method for reversing additively manufactured composite parts by toolpath 

reconstruction of the printing process using the LSTM network. In this method, the 

CT-scan images of fibre orientation at each layer were sequentially fed into the LSTM 

model for predicting the orientation angle of fibres. Then the G-code can be generated 

based on the fibre orientation and measured layer thickness. 

• Shape Deviation 

Due to the functionality and manufacturing requirements, shape accuracy 

measurement is essential and critical in DfAM, aiming to reduce the geometrical 

deviations of the final products (Zhu et al., 2018). The geometrical inaccuracies of the 

produced products pose significant challenges to the predictive modelling of shape 

deviations and developing error compensation strategies for AM. Several researchers 

have explored that ML models are used for tackling geometrical accuracy-relevant 

issues, such as shape deviation prediction (Zhu et al., 2018, Huang et al., 2020, Ferreira 

et al., 2019, Rong-Ji et al., 2009, Lee et al., 2001, Vosniakos et al., 2007, Li et al., 

2018, Wacker et al., 2021), classifying and quantifying geometrical accuracy 

(Khanzadeh et al., 2018b, Samie Tootooni et al., 2017), and deviation compensation 

(Shen et al., 2019). In studies (Rong-Ji et al., 2009, Lee et al., 2001, Vosniakos et al., 

2007, Li et al., 2018), ANN was adopted to model the relationship between process 

parameters and geometry-related errors in different AM processes.   

Zhu et al. (Zhu et al., 2018) proposed an ML-based method to model in-plane deviation 

and random local variants in AM. A mathematical relationship between the designed 

shape and the final shape was constructed from a transformation perspective, aiming 

at capturing the global trend of shape deviations. Due to unexplained variations with 
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complex patterns, a multi-task Gaussian process (GP) learning algorithm was adopted 

to learn from the unexplained deviation data and model the local deviation. An 

automated geometric shape deviation modelling approach based on Bayesian neural 

networks (BNN) and transfer learning techniques for different shapes and AM 

processes was proposed by Ferreira et al. (Ferreira et al., 2019). In this approach, the 

geometry shapes are defined under the polar coordinate representation, where each 

point on a product is identified by an angle θ. The in-plane and out-of-plane deviations 

of different shapes and processes are represented by statistical models. A baseline 

BNN for modelling shape deviation was first built by training on a small number of 

product samples under a specific AM process. Then transfer learning techniques were 

employed to transfer the baseline model to new shapes and processes.  

Tootooni et al., (Samie Tootooni et al., 2017) introduced a method to classify the 

dimensional variation of AM-produced products based on spectral graph theory and 

ML techniques. This work extracted the spectral graph Laplacian eigenvalues from the 

3D point cloud data of the manufactured parts and used them as features in ML models 

for classification. For shape deviation compensation, Shen et al. (Shen et al., 2019) 

introduced a framework for AM using CNN. In this framework, the 3D model was 

encoded as a binary probabilistic distribution in 3D space and fed into the CNN model 

for capturing deformation features. An inverse function network was trained to obtain 

the compensated model.  

2.4.2.2 ML on Material Analytics for AM 

A variety of materials, such as metals, ceramics, plastics, and their combinations are 

used for AM applications and the development of new materials is in progress (Singh 

et al., 2017). Using different materials for producing products can result in different 

performances and properties. A significant amount of data can be generated from 

material property and conditions. It is essential to analyse and understand the 

relationships among material chemistry, material characteristics, and final part 

performances based on the material data. The powder property is one of the key 

elements that affect the build process and final part quality in powder-based AM 
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(Poorganji et al., 2020). During the printing process, the interaction and consolidation 

between powder particles are complicated where high-quality powders are required to 

ensure the process reliability and final part property. Thus, qualifying powder 

materials is critical, and some researchers have made efforts to measure and analyse 

powder materials by using ML technologies.  

Powder characterization is important for evaluating the quality of powder materials in 

AM, where computer vision and ML technologies have been applied for autonomous 

characterization (DeCost et al., 2017, DeCost and Holm, 2017). DeCost, et al. (DeCost 

and Holm, 2017) introduced a method that used key-point-based computer vision for 

quantitatively characterizing powder materials. In this study, eight powders that only 

differed in their particle size distribution were considered. The study employed a 

computer graphics suite, called Blender, to generate synthetic powder micrographs. A 

bag of visual words image representation was adopted for characterizing the synthetic 

powder micrographs, where the images were represented by key-point features and 

organized into a visual dictionary. Then the difference between Gaussians and Harris-

LaPlace interest point detectors was used to select critical key-point features. The 

regions surrounding the key-point features were characterized by applying scale-

invariant feature transform (SIFT). Finally, the SVM was used for the particle size 

classification.  

Vrábel et al. (Vrábel et al., 2019) also adopted SVM to classify Al alloy powder 

materials for the SLM process. In this work, Vrábel et al. used the laser-induced 

breakdown spectroscopy technique to obtain spectra from the powder materials. Then 

the spectra were processed through unit vector normalization and PCA. The PCA 

model was applied to reduce dimensionality and remove noise data, where four 

principal components (PCs) were obtained. These PCs were fed into the SVM model 

for material classification. Richard et al., (Valente et al., 2020) used the decision trees 

(DT) algorithm to classify powder flowability based on particle-level physical 

property measurements in cold spray AM. 
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Currently, ML technologies are generally used for classification tasks for powder 

material analysis. There still needs further exploration and research to achieve the 

potential of leveraging ML for material analytics in AM, such as analysing material 

composition for alloy development and modelling the relationship among material 

chemistry, material properties, and final part performances.  

2.4.2.3 Defect Detection and In-Situ Monitoring for AM based on ML 

Lack of quality assurance in AM-produced parts is one of the key technological 

barriers that prevent manufacturers from adopting AM technologies, especially for 

high-value applications where component failure cannot be tolerated (Everton et al., 

2016). Due to different material supplies and working principles of different AM 

processes, the defects or quality issues can be various. For instance, the issues of 

porosity, lack-of-fusion, balling, crack are critical in the powder-based processes 

(Zhang et al., 2017a, Taheri et al., 2017, Everton et al., 2016) and the geometry 

deviation (Lee et al., 2014), shape shrinkage (Wang et al., 2016), and surface 

roughness (Ahn et al., 2009, Xia et al., 2021, Gerdes et al., 2021) in FDM processes 

have been focused by many relevant research groups. Only when these defect issues 

are detected synchronously and accurately during the AM process, the real-time 

control strategies can be realized. ML technologies have been increasingly used for in 

situ monitoring in AM systems (Bisheh et al., 2021, Bugatti and Colosimo, 2021). The 

ML models are trained by different types of data which are classified into three 

categories, including 1D data (e.g., spectra), 2D data (e.g., images), and 3D data (e.g., 

tomography) (Qi et al., 2019a). Each strategy developed in existing studies has pros 

and cons. In general, two main types of strategies, image-based and sensor signal-

based, are adopted for defect detection and in situ monitoring in AM. Strategies that 

leverage 3D point cloud data with ML models have also been explored in recent studies 

(Li et al., 2021a, Chen et al., 2021b).  

• Image-based Approach 

Zhang et al. (Zhang et al., 2018b) developed a vision system with a high-speed camera 

to capture sequential images for PBF process monitoring. Their research focused on 
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detecting the information of melt pool, plume, and spatter. Features of these objects 

were extracted based on the understanding of the physical mechanisms. These features 

were then selected by PCA before being used as inputs for SVM classification. CNN-

based defect detection and monitoring methods are developed in Ref (Caggiano et al., 

2019, Scime and Beuth, 2018, Zhang et al., 2019b, Zhang et al., 2019g, Angelone et 

al., 2020, Baumgartl et al., 2020, Khan et al., 2021, Davtalab et al., 2020, Snow et al., 

2021, Li et al., 2020b, Zhang et al., 2019a, Fathizadan et al., 2021, Westphal and Seitz, 

2021, Ertay et al., 2021).  

As an extension of the CNN model, deep CNN (DCNN) with a hierarchical structure 

that allows multilevel image features to be extracted to achieve accurate pattern 

discovery was employed by Caggiano et al. (Caggiano et al., 2019) for online defect 

recognition in the SLM process. Additionally, a modification of the CNN model 

developed by Scime and Beuth (Scime and Beuth, 2018), called multi-scale CNN 

(MsCNN), improves the flexibility and overall classification accuracy of the 

conventional CNN model in autonomous anomaly detection. The proposed MsCNN 

methodology has been demonstrated to be robust when analysing builds that were 

manufactured by different materials in the L-PBF systems. Lee et al. (Lee et al., 2020b) 

adopted 3D-CNN and CNN-LSTM for the classification of different statuses, 

including damaged, cured, and uncured, in the two-photon lithography process. 

Some researchers have also explored image-based monitoring approaches with their 

corresponding control strategies (Wang et al., 2021b, Wang et al., 2018b). Wang et al. 

(Wang et al., 2018b) presented a closed-loop control framework by seamlessly 

integrating vision-based techniques and neural networks to detect droplet phenomena 

and accordingly implement control strategies in liquid metal jet printing processes. 

The complex relationship between droplet features and voltage level was modelled by 

a neural network model that enabled the conversion of real-time droplet features to 

voltage values. A proportional integral derivative process was used to adjust the drive 

voltage by comparing the output values of the model with target values for process 

control. Besides, Jin et al. (Jin et al., 2019) developed a real-time monitoring and 
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autonomous correction system for FDM processes. A CNN classification model was 

used for detecting defects and a feedback loop was used to modify processing 

parameters.  

Apart from CNN-based models, SVM (Gobert et al., 2018, Scime and Beuth, 2019), 

Bayesian classification (Aminzadeh and Kurfess, 2019), deep belief networks (DBN) 

(Ye et al., 2018a), deep neural networks (DNN) (Siegel et al., 2020), k-means singular 

value decomposition (K-SVD) (Zhang et al., 2020c) have also been employed to 

analyse image data for quality inspection in AM systems. However, in Ref (Gobert et 

al., 2018, Aminzadeh and Kurfess, 2019, Scime and Beuth, 2019), key features of 

visual images need to be extracted before being fed into the ML models. In Ref (Ye et 

al., 2018a), Ye et al. proposed an in situ monitoring method based on analysing plume 

and spatter signatures during the SLM process. The plume and spatter images were 

obtained by a high-speed near-infrared (NIR) camera and normalized by zero mean 

and unit variance to capture the pair-wise interactions between pixel values. These 

processed data were then fed into the DBN structure with four-level hidden restricted 

Boltzmann machines for classifying 5 distinct melted states (i.e., over-melted, middle-

over melted, normal melted, middle-under melted, and under melted).  

• Sensor Signal-based Approach 

Sensor signal-based approaches for system monitoring are widely applied in the 

manufacturing industry. In existing studies, different signals, including Acoustic 

emission (AE), optical emission, infrared signal, and multi-sensor signals are used for 

defect detection and monitoring in AM systems. A quality monitoring approach based 

on AE for PBF AM processes was proposed by S.A. Shevchik, et al. (Shevchik et al., 

2018). In this paper, the AM machine was equipped with a fibre Bragg grating sensor 

to detect AE signals. The acoustic features, extracted from signals during the 

manufacturing process, were the relative energies of the narrow frequency bands of 

the wavelet packet transform. The spectrograms localized in the time-frequency 

domain were built from the acoustic features and used as input for spectral 

convolutional neural networks for classification. Similar methods using AE signals for 
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quality monitoring of PBF processes can be found in Ref (Shevchik et al., 2019, 

Wasmer et al., 2019).  

In Ref (Wasmer et al., 2019), the reinforcement learning (RL) algorithm was adopted 

for training and classification. In addition, some other researchers have also developed 

monitoring strategies by analysing acoustic emission data based on various ML models, 

such as SVM (Wu et al., 2016), hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM) (Wu et al., 2017), 

Clustering by fast search and find of density peaks (Liu et al., 2018), and LSTM 

(Becker et al., 2020) for FDM processes, DBN (Ye et al., 2018b) for SLM processes 

and k-means (Gaja and Liou, 2017) for laser metal deposition (LMD) processes. For 

example, the methodology developed in Ref (Ye et al., 2018b) is capable of identifying 

five melted states, including balling, slight balling, overheating, slight overheating, 

and normal phenomena for the SLM process. Liu et al. (Liu et al., 2018) also developed 

a machine-state monitoring platform based on AE sensors for FDM machine-state 

identification using unsupervised learning.  

Outputs from the visual and simulation-based porosity detection methods are possibly 

far from actual yields in some cases since they are often incapable of taking into 

account the uncertainty that results from material or process parameters (Khanzadeh 

et al., 2018a). Characteristics of a melt pool have been demonstrated to have a strong 

link with the formation of defects through existing studies(Pinkerton and Li, 2004, 

Song et al., 2012, Islam et al., 2013). Therefore, some researchers have explored 

methods for detecting and predicting porosity by capturing in situ melt pool 

morphologies using infrared sensors (Tian et al., 2021b, Khanzadeh et al., 2018a). The 

information about the melt pool can be obtained by using various instruments such as 

infrared sensors, pyrometers, or high-speed cameras.  

Khanzadeh et al. (Khanzadeh et al., 2019) adopted self-organizing maps to analyse 2D 

melt pool images for detecting anomalies in additively manufactured thin walls in the 

DED process. As an extension of the work in Ref (Khanzadeh et al., 2019), a real-time 

porosity prediction method based on morphological characteristics of melt pool 
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boundaries was proposed by Khanzadeh et al. (Khanzadeh et al., 2018a). In the 

proposed method, features from melt pool boundaries were obtained through 

functional PCA and used as input in different supervised ML models, including k-NN, 

SVM, DT, and linear discriminant analysis (LDA), for predicting porosity.  

Kim et al. (Kim et al., 2018) proposed a data-driven method based on SVM for 

monitoring and fault diagnosis of the FDM process states using two types of sensors, 

an accelerometer and an AE sensor. A heterogeneous sensor-based in situ monitoring 

approach was developed by Montazeri et al. (Montazeri et al., 2019) to detect the 

occurrence of lack-of-fusion defects in titanium alloy parts manufactured in the DED 

process. In this study, the data was collected from an optical emissions spectrometer 

and a CCD camera with a near-infrared (NIR) filter, aiming at capturing the dynamic 

phenomena around the melt pool region. The authors fused the data into a weighted 

network graph developed in Ref (Montazeri and Rao, 2018) and employed the graph 

Kronecker product approach to build a dictionary of graph-theoretic features related 

to the severity level of lack-of-fusion defects. These features were used as inputs to 

the SVM model for classification.  

Similarly, strategies for using multi-sensor data for quality monitoring in AM systems 

are developed in (Bastani et al., 2016, Wu et al., 2019, Li et al., 2019). Photodiode data 

is considered closely correlated to the properties of the melt pool by Okaro (Okaro et 

al., 2019). In this paper, the authors used a semi-supervised ML model, Gaussian 

mixture model, trained by the key features extracted from photodiode data to classify 

‘acceptable’ and ‘faulty’ AM builds regarding the tensile strength in the LPBF process. 

randomized SVD was employed as a feature extraction method to handle large datasets 

collected from photodiode sensors. Monitoring methods for AM systems based on 

vibration data and ML models were also developed by several researchers (Yen and 

Chuang, 2019, Stanisavljevic et al., 2019).  

Various monitoring and defect detection methodologies have been developed, such as 

using pyrometer, AE, optical emission, infrared camera, and high-speed visual camera, 

to detect macroscale or mesoscale defects based on ML models. Typically, the 1D 
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(sensing signal-based) data can be processed faster but is normally less informative 

while the 2D (image-based) or 3D data is often incapable of taking into account the 

process and material uncertainties.  

2.4.2.4 ML for Process Modelling and Control in AM 

The properties and performances of additively manufactured parts have long been 

major concerns of the AM industry as a high degree of quality, performance, reliability, 

and repeatability is required in aerospace, automobile, defence, etc. (Bae et al., 2018). 

This urges the development of robust predicting tools to feedback on specific 

properties and performances under different AM conditions. With the development of 

in-process sensing systems and IoT technologies, researchers tend to model the 

process-structure (PS) (Popova et al., 2017, Özel et al., 2018, Li et al., 2020a, Lee et 

al., 2021, Nguyen et al., 2020, Han et al., 2020), process-structure-property (PSP) (Gan 

et al., 2019, Herriott and Spear, 2020, Yan et al., 2018a, Kouraytem et al., 2020), and 

process-property-performance (PPP) (Smith et al., 2016a) relationships directly by 

exploring the data and information acquired from the printing processes. This 

information includes processing parameters and processing resultant data during the 

printing process.  

By building these models, further studies such as material design, process optimization, 

and quality improvement, can be explored. For instance, Gan et al. (Gan et al., 2019) 

introduced a data-driven method for modelling the PSP relationship in the DED 

process, where multi-physics modelling, experimental measurements, and data mining 

were integrated. In this method, simulations were carried out based on a computational 

thermal-fluid dynamics (CFD) model to obtain structure and property results (e.g., 

melt pool geometry, cooling rate, dilution, microhardness, etc.). These results were 

then validated by actual experiments and fed into the SOM (self-organizing map) 

model with process parameters (i.e., laser power, mass flow rate, and energy density) 

for investigating the PSP relationships. The following paragraph reviews and 

concludes the main areas that researchers apply ML technologies for process 
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modelling and control in AM, including the prediction for mechanical property and in-

process signature. 

• Mechanical Property 

Masahiro et al. (Kusano et al., 2020) introduced a prediction model for tensile 

properties based on analysing the microstructural features of the fabricated parts with 

post-heat treatments. In this study, The microstructures on the cross-section of the 

specimens were observed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), while the 

parallel-length part of the specimens was observed by using a micro-focus XCT. The 

averaged maximum and minimum Feret diameters and aspect ratios of each  and 

prior- grains were extracted by using ML-based image analysis tools. In addition, the 

defect features (e.g., the volume fraction of pore) were also taken into consideration. 

Finally, these features were used for the prediction of tensile properties by multiple 

linear regression analysis. Process parameters are considered significant to determine 

the properties of the printed parts.  

ANN is frequently adopted by researchers for modelling the complex relationships 

between process parameters and part properties such as the strain recovery rates and 

transformation temperatures (Mehrpouya et al., 2019) and compressive strength (Sood 

et al., 2012). Besides ANN, Nathan et al. (Hertlein et al., 2020) introduced a method 

that bridged the links between process parameters and part properties by using a BNN. 

In this study, laser power, scan speed, hatch spacing, and layer thickness were selected 

as the parent nodes with different parameter settings to govern the casual relationships 

with child nodes. The yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, surface roughness, 

hardness, and density were used as child nodes. By using this BNN model, the users 

can be provided with the probability distribution predictions of the remaining nodes 

when they enter a known value for one or more nodes.  

Compared with previous studies that investigated the relationships between static 

factors and part properties, Zhang et al. (Zhang et al., 2019d) presented a method 

taking into account the in-process layer-wise information. The authors proposed a 
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predictive model based on deep learning to improve the quality control regarding the 

tensile strength of printed parts in the FDM process. In this model, a merged structure 

that combines an FCNN with an LSTM was constructed for tensile strength predictions. 

The LSTM network was employed to process sensing signals, temperature, and 

vibration. Other relevant factors, such as printing speed, layer height, extruder 

temperature, and material property, were combined with the output of the LSTM 

network and fed into the FCNN for the final part property prediction. Researchers have 

also investigated and studied the mechanical properties of fabricated parts in AM 

processes using ML technologies (Koeppe et al., 2018, Yan et al., 2018b, Zhou et al., 

2019, Yan et al., 2018a, Baturynska, 2019, Zhan and Li, 2021b, Zhan and Li, 2021a, 

Demir et al., 2021, Hassanin et al., 2021, Herriott and Spear, 2020, Muhammad et al., 

2021, Nasiri and Khosravani, 2021).  

To explore substitute models for traditional numerical simulation methods, Koeppe et 

al. (Koeppe et al., 2018) introduced a strategy that combined experiments, FE 

simulations, and DL model, to predict the maximum von Mises and equivalent 

principal stresses of printed lattice-cell structures in AM. In this study, the FE 

simulations were validated by empirical experiments, and the datasets obtained from 

simulations were used to train the LSTM model for prediction. By taking design-

related information into account, Baturynska, et al. (Baturynska, 2019) developed ML-

based models for part property (e.g., tensile modulus, nominal stress, and elongation) 

prediction, where part location, orientation, and STL model properties were considered 

as the inputs. Using ANN for fatigue life predictions for aerospace alloy parts has been 

investigated by Zhan et al., (Zhan and Li, 2021b, Zhan and Li, 2021a).  

The flexibility in design and unique production paradigm of AM make it suitable for 

manufacturing parts with highly complex geometries based on customized LS to meet 

specific functional requirements (Tao and Leu, 2016, Chen et al., 2021a). The 

mechanical properties of AM-produced LS are influenced by various factors in terms 

of design, material, and manufacturing process, making it challenging to predict. 

Understanding and optimizing these factors is crucial for producing high-quality and 
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reliable LS. The impact factors that affect the mechanical properties of LS in the 

literature (mainly focusing on the publications in the past 5 years) are summarized and 

presented in Table 2.3. The geometry of the unit cell of LS is considered one of the 

most important impact factors related to the mechanical properties of parts (Tang et 

al., 2017a). The lattice porosity, thickness, the number of unit cells in structures, and 

material properties are also identified as the impact factors on the mechanical 

properties of LS. In addition, the process type and parameter settings are also 

considered crucial factors since they influence the manufacturing of LS directly. 

Different parameter settings can lead to different quality of the produced parts. For 

example, excessive scanning speed or overly high laser power can both lead to severe 

defects in the LS especially intricate LS.  

Conventional prediction or modelling methods for the mechanical properties of AM-

produced LS are normally based on FEA or statistical analytical models (Borleffs, 

2012, Maskery et al., 2018, McGregor et al., 2019, Zaharin et al., 2018). FEA, as a 

widely used method for mechanical property prediction, is able to simulate the 

mechanical responses of complex geometries under different boundary conditions 

(Azman and Nasir, 2019, Wang et al., 2020b). It offers high-fidelity physical-based 

models that allow for detailed simulations of complex LS geometries, capturing the 

intricate features of LS and simulating the mechanical responses under different 

constraints. However, it is highly time-consuming and computationally intensive to 

run the simulations, especially on fine meshes of complex LS with complicated 

conditions settings. Additionally, FEA often requires certain assumptions and 

simplifications about material behaviour, geometries, or loading conditions which 

might not always represent real-world scenarios. Using statistical-based analytical 

models for mechanical properties prediction requires fewer computation resources but 

they are normally limited by their non-linear modelling abilities. 

Hassanin et al., (Hassanin et al., 2020) developed a DNN model for predicting the 

mechanical properties of the diamond-shaped LS made by the LPBF process using Ti-

64 alloy. The strut length, strut diameter and strut orientation angle of LS were 

considered as the impact factors and used as input into the DNN model. By using the 
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information about the base material and porosity of the structure, Peloquin et al., 

(Peloquin et al., 2023) introduced a ML-based method for mechanical properties 

prediction of periodic gyroid LS manufactured by VP processes. The mechanical 

properties of the used material, including Young’s modulus, ultimate strength, and 

fracture strain, were used as input features with structure porosity into the kernel ridge 

regression model for final mechanical properties prediction.  

Table 2.3 Mechanical property-related factors of AM-produced LS in the literature 

Existing 

studies 

AM 

system 
Mechanical property-related factors of LS Method 

(Borleffs, 2012) EBM Cell geometry, porosity 
Statistical 

model, FEA 

(Ahmadi et al., 

2015) 
SLM Cell geometry, porosity Experiment 

(Zadpoor and 

Hedayati, 2016) 

General 

AM 
Cell geometry 

Statistical 

model 

(Maskery et al., 

2018) 
SLS Cell geometry, number of unit cells  FEA 

(Zaharin et al., 

2018) 
SLM Cell geometry, pore size of porosity FEA 

(Yang et al., 

2019a) 
SLM 

Cell geometry, number of cells, bulk size, 

thickness, aspect ratio 
FEA 

(McGregor et 

al., 2019) 
VP Cell geometry, material type, orientation 

Statistical 

model 

(Cao et al., 

2020) 
SLM 

Geometric defects (Strut porosity, strut thickness 

variation, strut waviness) 
FEA 

(Peng et al., 

2020) 

Mental 

AM 
Cell geometry, relative density FEA 

(Hassanin et al., 

2020) 
LPBF Cell geometry DNN 

(Yang et al., 

2021) 

General 

AM 
Geometry (material microstructure) 

Conditional 

GAN 

(Munford et al., 

2021) 
LPBF Structure density and fabric 

Multivariate 

LR 

(Yang et al., 

2022) 
LPBF Geometry CNN, FEA 

(Peloquin et al., 

2023) 
VP Material properties, cell geometry 

ML-based 

model 
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Munford et al., (Munford et al., 2021) used Multivariate LR for predicting anisotropic 

mechanical properties based on the density and fabric of LS. Apart from using hand-

crafted or statistical features of cell geometry, the geometric images are explored to be 

analysed by DL-based algorithms. A conditional GAN-based model for bridging the 

link between material microstructures and physical performances was proposed by 

Yang et al., (Yang et al., 2021). In this work, the geometric images are fed into the 

generator of GAN to generate field images of interest with random noise. Then these 

images were evaluated by the discriminator by comparing them with the real field 

images obtained from FEA. The GAN was trained to predict strain and stress fields 

from geometry images.  

The predicted mechanical properties of LS are higher than the experimental value due 

to the overestimated particle effect. Hence, a U-Net CNN model was employed to 

process μ-CT images of the LS printed by the LPBF process in the study (Yang et al., 

2022). The original CT images were fed into U-net to obtain segmentation images after 

removing unmelted particles. Then the FEA analysis was adopted based on the U-Net 

processed image reconstruction models for mechanical properties prediction. 

Previous studies have shown that predicting the mechanical properties of AM-

manufactured LS is feasible either using FEA or ML-based models. Various factors in 

terms of design, material, and process have been explored for prediction based on 

different methods.  The methods to be used should be selected based on the specific 

requirements or constraints of the real-world applications. 

• In-process Signature 

Meng and Zhang (Meng and Zhang, 2020) proposed a process modelling method for 

LPBF of stainless steel. In this work, a processing map of the re-melted depth of single 

tracks in terms of laser power and laser scan speed was developed by using the GP-

based ML model. The GP regression model was trained using the datasets obtained 

from simulations of the CFD model. Tapia et al. (Tapia et al., 2018) also adopted the 

GP model for process modelling of LPBF. A GP-based surrogate modelling 
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framework was proposed in the paper, which was then used to predict the melt pool 

depth of single tracks in terms of laser power, scan speed, and laser beam size 

combination. ML models have also been applied to predict in-process signatures such 

as geometries of deposited metal trace using ANN (Caiazzo and Caggiano, 2018) in 

laser metal deposition (LMD), the stress distribution of cured layers using CNN 

(Khadilkar et al., 2019) in SLA, product magnetic characteristics using XGboost in 

SLM (Chang et al., 2021), connection status between printed lines using DNN in FDM 

(Jiang et al., 2020b), and printed line morphology using ANN (Chen et al., 2020b) in 

SLM and using GP (Zhang et al., 2020a) and SVM (Zhang et al., 2019c) in aerosol jet 

printing. 

Melt-pool geometries or characteristics are closely related to the quality of the 

produced products in metal AM processes. The control and minimization of the melt-

pool variation are crucial to the stability and reliability of the AM processes. A data-

driven approach to predict melt-pool area for scan strategy improvement in the PBF 

process was developed by Yeung et al. (Yeung et al., 2020). The build time, laser 

power, scan speed, and neighbouring effect factors were considered as the input to the 

polynomial regression model for melt-pool area prediction. In addition, Mondal et al. 

(Mondal et al., 2020) also used the predictive melt-pool dimensions to obtain the 

optimal scan strategy based on the GP surrogate model. Other studies on the prediction 

of the characteristics of the melt-pool using ML models can be found in Ref (Kwon et 

al., 2020, Wang et al., 2020c, Lee et al., 2019, Kamath and Fan, 2018).  

Thermal profiles are able to reflect the interaction between layers, resulting in residual 

stress and distortion distribution during the printing processes. This drives researchers 

to investigate the thermal profiles for the improvement of product quality. Mriganka 

and Olga (Roy and Wodo, 2020) introduced a data-driven method for the modelling 

of thermal history based on ANN in FDM. The authors proposed a geometry 

representation method that translated G-Code into a set of features. There were three 

types of features, including features related to the deposition time, features related to 

the distances from the cool surfaces and heat sources, that were used for predicting the 
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thermal profile. Other studies on the prediction of thermal histories in different AM 

processes can be found in Ref (Mozaffar et al., 2018, Ren et al., 2020, Ren et al., 2021, 

Zhou et al., 2021, Kumar et al., 2021, Nalajam and Varadarajan, 2021), where ML-

based models were applied. For instance, Ren et al. (Ren et al., 2020) introduced a 

combined model called RNN-DNN to model the relationship between laser scanning 

strategies and their corresponding thermal history distributions in the DED process. 

From the studies above, it’s apparent that ML technologies have made significant 

contributions to model complex AM processes, largely facilitating the development of 

control strategies and improving the reliability of manufacturing processes. 

Integrating physical knowledge with ML models has great potential to provide more 

explainable results and reduce training samples. Hence, physical-informed ML 

techniques have risen in recent studies (Gaikwad et al., 2020, Kapusuzoglu and 

Mahadevan, 2020, Zhu et al., 2021, Liu et al., 2021). The bond formation and meso-

structure have strong influences on the final mechanical properties of the FDM-

produced products. Different from the studies that purely rely on data-driven or 

physical models, Berkcan et al., (Kapusuzoglu and Mahadevan, 2020) introduced a 

physical-informed ML approach to predict bond quality and porosity of the parts 

manufactured by the FDM process. In their study, two coupled multi-physics models, 

the thermal model and polymer sintering model, were first constructed to predict 

temperature evolution, bond formation, and meso-structure evolution. As the multi-

physics models were built within certain assumptions that cannot fully represent the 

highly complex physical phenomenon, a DNN was adopted to improve the prediction 

performance.  

2.4.2.5 ML on AM Sustainability 

Over the past couple of decades, AM technologies have attracted extensive attention 

across the world. Compared with conventional manufacturing, AM shows higher 

efficiency and flexibility, leading to its increasing adoption in the industry. However, 

according to the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), the energy consumption of AM 

systems tends to have a significant effect on the environment (Huang et al., 2016). 
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This drives AM sustainability to a crucial research topic as the number of AM systems 

being employed keeps growing. More specifically, cost and energy consumption are 

considered the key indicators to measure the sustainability of AM (Verma and Rai, 

2017).  

• Cost Estimation 

Cost estimation is a crucial task before the manufacturing processes start. Reduction 

of costs (e.g., material and build time costs) is significant to AM sustainability in the 

industry. A data-driven cost estimation framework was introduced by Chan et al. 

(Chan et al., 2018) for AM systems based on big data analytics tools, aiming at 

reducing the subjectivity of the cost estimation process. In the framework, the 

automated cost estimation system is an online service provider where manufacturing 

jobs with 3D models and relevant information, such as material types, surface textures, 

and tolerances, were uploaded. Feature vectors of the submitted jobs were extracted 

and clustered which were then fed into ML models with their costs as output for 

training. A simulation-based cost prediction function was also presented in the 

framework to simulate the whole manufacturing process for cost estimation when there 

was a small number of relevant jobs in the database. The final cost prediction from the 

ML model combined the costs of similar jobs in the database and the prediction from 

the simulation.  

• Energy Consumption  

Mathematical models for estimating energy consumption have been explored and 

investigated in existing studies (Verma and Rai, 2017, Yang et al., 2017) of various 

AM systems. For instance, Verma and Rai (Verma and Rai, 2017), developed 

mathematical models for estimating energy consumption and material waste in the 

SLS system and optimized the AM processes. However, AM systems are complex of 

which the energy consumption is correlated with various subsystems and factors, 

showing a large difference in terms of different working principles and main material 

supplies. The influences of these factors are normally inconsistent due to different 

machines, processes, and materials. Thus, it is rather difficult to uncover and analyse 
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all the energy-related factors from a single study or experiment. The identified energy-

related attributes with their energy consumption model in existing studies are 

summarized in Table 2.4.  

Yang et al. (Yang et al., 2017) developed a mathematical model for estimating the 

energy consumption of the SLA system by calculating the power consumed from three 

sub-consumers. The authors analysed the influences of orientation, layer thickness, 

and the curing time of stable layers and transition rates on the power usage. Lv et al. 

(Lv et al., 2020) also introduced a physical-based prediction approach for estimating 

the energy consumed by a SLM system based on the machine subsystems, 

subprocesses, and working status. In this study, the power consumption of each 

subsystem was firstly calculated. Then, the temporal models for the subprocesses, 

including warming up, building, and cooling down, were developed by taking machine 

setting, product design, and process parameters as input parameters. This work 

provides solid physical insights that mainly focus on the investigation of the impacts 

of process parameters on energy consumption. 

ML models have been increasingly adopted for analysing and modelling the energy 

consumption of AM systems. A linear regression (LR) model was adopted by Tian et 

al. (Tian et al., 2019) to capture the relationships between process parameters, part 

quality and energy consumption respectively in the FDM process. In the proposed 

method, the printing resolution, printing speed, and nozzle temperature were 

considered as the process parameters. The geometry accuracy features, including 

thickness deviation and average out-of-tolerance percentage, were selected as the 

indicators of part quality.  

Qin et al. (Qin et al., 2018b) proposed a multi-source data analytics method for AM 

energy consumption modelling based on ANN. In this method, the data generation of 

an AM process was categorized into four sources, including design, process operation, 

working environment, and material condition. As an extension of the study, the authors 

(Qin et al., 2020) found that the design-relevant features, including part design and 

design optimization, had significant impacts on AM energy consumption based on the 
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weights of neurons in the ANN model. Thus, a design-relevant feature-based energy 

consumption prediction model was established and a particle swarm optimization 

(PSO) method was adopted to optimize the design-relevant features for reducing the 

energy consumption of the target AM system. Hu et al. (Hu et al., 2020) also analysed 

the impacts of design and working environment attributes on AM energy consumption 

based on the LGBM algorithm. In this work, information gain was used to evaluate 

the contribution of each attribute to the unit energy consumption in the SLS process. 

Table 2.4 AM energy consumption-related factors in the literature 

Existing 

studies 

AM 

system 
Identified energy consumption-related factors Model 

(Sreenivasan 

and Bourell, 

2010) 

SLS 
The scan speed, layer thickness, laser power rate; 

road width size, material density 
N/A 

(Watson and 

Taminger, 

2018) 

Mental 

AM 

Deposited material volume, part envelope volume, 

the transported distance of feedstock and recycling, 

build platform size 

Mathematical 

model 

(Baumers et al., 

2011) 
SLS 

Manufacturing procedures, capacity utilization, Z-

height, part geometry, build time 
N/A 

(Tian et al., 

2019)  
FDM 

Process parameters (e.g., printing resolution, 

printing speed, nozzle temperature) 

Linear 

regression 

(Yang et al., 

2017)  
SLA 

Part orientation, layer thickness, the curing time for 

stable layers, curing time transition rate 

Mathematical 

model 

(Lv et al., 2020)  SLM 
Different machine subsystems, subprocesses, and 

working status 

Physical-

based model 

(Qin et al., 

2020) 
SLS 

Part geometry, process parameters (e.g., hatch 

width, hatch speed, hatch power, dispenser), in situ 

temperature, material conditions (e.g., temperature, 

humidity) 

ANN 

(Yang et al., 

2020) 
SLA Part geometry 

ML-based 

model 

(Li et al., 

2021b) 
SLS 

Part geometry, process parameters (e.g., hatch 

width, hatch speed, hatch power, recoater speed), in 

situ temperature, material types 

ML-based 

model 

(Wang et al., 

2023) 
FDM Part geometry 

DL-based 

model 
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Besides focusing on processing attributes and material-relevant information for power 

consumption modelling, the geometry characteristics of the products are also found 

significant influences on energy usage in several studies, such as build height (Telenko 

and Seepersad, 2010) and part envelop volume (Watson and Taminger, 2018). 

Geometry feature-based energy consumption estimation methods for mask image 

projection SLA systems using ML technologies were developed by Yang et al. (Yang 

et al., 2019b, Yang et al., 2020). In the Ref (Yang et al., 2020), three methods, 

including sensitivity analysis based on Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) and 

Laplacian score, PCA, and stacked autoencoders (SAE), were applied to feature 

extraction and selection of layer-wise geometry-related indexes. These extracted 

features were fed into different ML models for predicting energy consumption. The 

main contribution of these studies (Yang et al., 2019b, Yang et al., 2020, Qin et al., 

2018b, Qin et al., 2020, Hu et al., 2020) is presenting a design-based method to better 

manage the energy consumption of the target systems before the AM processes start 

for AM designers, which is an improvement for AM sustainability.  

Several existing studies have demonstrated the effectiveness and superiority of using 

ML technologies for cost estimation, reducing cost, and improving energy 

management in different AM systems. However, the potential of applying ML for AM 

sustainability has not been fully achieved, where further studies of using ML for 

energy saving, reducing material waste, and improving manufacturing process 

efficiency need to be explored. 

2.5    Summary 

In summary, the implementation of advanced data analytics in the AM industry were 

reviewed in Section 2, concerning an overview of AM technologies, data fusion 

technologies and their applications in AM, and research of ML in AM. During the past 

decades, advanced data analytics has grown rapidly in popularity, allowing many 

industries to employ it to discover hidden patterns in their systems, enabling them to 

create new analytics models to improve production quality, productivity, optimum cost, 

and maintenance. As the most prevailing data analytics tools, ML technologies are 
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capable of fusing multi-source data with various modalities, modelling highly complex 

relationships, and supporting smart decisions. The most used ML technology is deep 

learning which was applied for over half of the reviewed research. It has been 

implemented as one of the most popular ML technologies for tackling AM issues. 

Benefiting from its high compatibility of input data, various types of data is collected 

and used for deep learning models, such as image, video, acoustic data, process 

parameters, CAD model, and other sensor data. Also, comparing ML technologies 

between deep learning and others, deep learning has generally shown merit.  

Many researchers tend to compare deep learning with conventional ML algorithms 

which deep learning generally shows its merits, in terms of, high prediction accuracy, 

data adaptability and the capability of processing big data (Korotcov et al., 2017). 

However, deep learning algorithms are required a huge amount of training data to build 

the model. For many real issues, collecting high quality and large volume of data are 

challenging. Additionally, the majority of deep learning technologies require a high-

performance computational platform to train the model which increases the research 

or development budget. What essential data to be collected for data analytics and how 

to select appropriate analytics models should be considered (Qi et al., 2019b) 

In addition, about half of the reviewed research applied ML technologies to solve the 

issues in the research domain of defect detection and in-situ monitoring. However, for 

the work on defect detection and in-situ monitoring, multiple data processing and 

modelling are still crucial problems. While ML is a powerful tool for empirical 

modelling but it still highly depends on data. From the studies reviewed, various types 

of data are considered as the input of ML technologies, such as image data, video data, 

sensing data, and design data. How to integrate multi-source, multi-dimensional, and 

multi-modality data for ML is still an important research topic. Furthermore, 

researchers have moved their concentration from process to design and sustainability 

which ML technologies can also play a critical role.  
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Although ML technologies have been increasingly employed in digital manufacturing 

systems, there are still several challenges that remain to be tackled, as well as 

opportunities to be seized. For example, AM processes occur over a wide range of 

sizes and time scales. The wide ranges of spatial and temporal scales lead to significant 

challenges in AM process monitoring and control and, from an ML perspective, relate 

to the data fusion and latency issues. In what way and how to fuse the heterogeneous 

data for modelling and analysing becomes a critical challenge when applying ML for 

AM.
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Chapter 3 Framework and 

Methodology of Task-driven Data 

Fusion for AM 

3.1 Introduction 

The integration of advanced data sensing and collection technologies in AM systems 

has enabled exponential growth of data, providing unprecedented opportunities for 

understanding the nature of AM processes and uncovering hidden knowledge 

(Khosravani et al., 2022). In recent years, with the rapid development of advanced data 

analytics tools (e.g., ML technologies), data-driven methods have increasingly played 

important roles in decision support for solving AM issues, as reviewed in section 2. 

Nonetheless, the majority of existing studies focus on the performance of using 

different data analytics models for tackling a few typical AM issues while what data 

to be considered in the models and how to deal with the data have not been extensively 

discussed and explored. This urges in-depth investigations of the guidelines for AM 

data management, integration, and analytics, especially in the increasingly data-rich 

environment of AM industries. The data generated during each phase of AM 

production can contain crucial information related to the process stability and part 

quality. It’s essential to take the data from multiple sources or modalities into 

consideration. However, this multi-source data is normally heterogeneous (e.g., 

signals, images, geometries), multi-dimensional, and multi-hierarchical, leading to 

difficulties in integration, especially when high-speed and high-dimensional data is 

presented (Yin et al., 2020, Fernandez-Viagas and Framinan, 2022). Realizing the full 
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potential of data analytics for digging out critical knowledge from massive volumes of 

AM data with various modalities will significantly improve the process stability, 

repeatability, and product quality, and ultimately facilitate the development of AM 

industries (Seeger et al., 2022, Qin et al., 2022a). This section introduces a task-driven 

data fusion framework that provides guidelines when integrating heterogeneous data 

from various sources or modalities to support decision-making for AM.  

3.2 Definition of Task-driven 

In this thesis, the term “task-driven” refers to an approach, architecture, or system that 

is designed and developed to accomplish specific tasks to achieve predefined 

objectives. It focuses on achieving specific goals and is normally under particular 

constraints within the task. The term “task-driven” may have slight differences in 

interpretations under different application contexts, but they all share the common 

thread of focusing on specific tasks or objectives as a primary principle. Their designed 

approaches or frameworks are all driven by the tasks. For example, “task-driven 

dictionary learning” is defined as “the algorithms for learning dictionaries that are 

adapted to various tasks instead of dictionaries only adapted to data reconstruction” 

(Mairal et al., 2011, Bahrampour et al., 2015). “Task-driven colour coding” is 

described as “a colour coding approach that accounts for the different tasks users might 

pursue when analysing data” (Tominski et al., 2008). Other similar cases of using the 

term “task-driven” are widely shown in literature, such as “task-driven data 

augmentation” (Chaitanya et al., 2019, Chaitanya et al., 2021), “task-driven computing” 

(Wang and Garlan, 2000), “task-driven dynamic fusion" (Zhang et al., 2017b), and 

“task-driven generative modelling” (Zhang et al., 2018c). 

As reviewed in Section 2, researchers and engineers adopted various data-fusion 

techniques and data analytics approaches for tackling different AM tasks in terms of 

DfAM, material analytics, monitoring, process modelling and control, and 

sustainability. However, for the same or similar tasks, the developed models are rarely 

comparable and compatible. The majority of these models are hard to generalise and 

they were developed without following a systematic way especially using data-driven-
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based modelling and decision-making methods. It lacks a unified framework and 

guidelines on what essential data to be included in analytics and how to integrate multi-

source information.  Therefore, in the task-driven context, the developed data fusion 

models should focus on specific AM tasks with specific requirements, which have 

clear objectives and are easier to prioritize considerations. Meanwhile, the adopted 

techniques, developed models, and implemented strategies are more task-centric, 

making it more suitable to meet the specific demands of the tasks rather than 

employing a general strategy and method. 

3.3    Categories of AM data 

Previous studies have categorized AM data from different perspectives with different 

focuses, however, most of them aim for the ease of data storage and management, as 

reviewed in Section 2.2. To be closely linked to data analytics, this thesis classifies 

AM data into three major categories, process-input data, process-generated data, and 

validation data, based on the sequence of the stages (from part design to final part 

validation) in a standard AM process. Each category involves several stages of the 

whole process. 

3.3.1   Process-input Data 

Process-input data represents the data and information that are generated before the 

manufacturing process begins, including design-relevant data, process planning data, 

and parameter setting data. Examples of each sub-category are listed as follows. 

• Design-relevant data: in design-relevant data, part geometries (CAD models) 

and material information (e.g., material density, material melting point, material 

chemistry, particle size distribution, etc.) are included. The materials used in AM 

production should consider the complexity of part geometries, the working 

principle of the AM process, and the requirements of final part quality. Hence, 

the material information is classified into design-relevant data.  

• Process planning data: path planning, part orientation, location, adding support 

structures, etc. 
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• Parameter setting data: scan speed, voltage, scan width, etc. 

3.3.2    Process-generated Data 

Process-generated data consists of two parts, the data generated during the 

manufacturing process, and the data generated during the post-processing. During the 

manufacturing process, sensing and measuring technologies (e.g., multiple sensors, 

high-speed cameras, etc.) are employed for capturing in-process signatures (e.g., melt 

pool state, temperature, etc.). The in-process signatures are closely linked to the quality 

of the printed parts, process stability, and machine status. Most research focuses on 

this information to develop corresponding defect detection, monitoring, and process 

control strategies. Post-processing is essential in some AM processes in order to 

achieve quality requirements. Monitoring techniques can also be used during the post-

processing to capture crucial information. 

• Process monitoring data: voltage, current, temperature, gas rate, acoustic 

signals, optical emission, multi-sensor signals, melt pool images, etc.  

• Post-processing data: support structure removal, near-net-shape (NNS) part 

properties, heat treatment, milling, etc. 

3.3.3   Validation Data 

The produced products are validated by various testing methods where testing data is 

generated (e.g., CT scan data, density, tensile strength, hardness, fatigue life, etc.). 

Besides, information such as material waste, time cost, and energy consumption, is 

collected. This data can be collected and calculated at the end of the whole AM 

production.  

• Quality-relevant Data: density, tensile strength, surface roughness, part 

deformation, etc. 

• Cost-relevant Data: material waste, total power consumption, time cost, etc. 
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The data generated in a standard AM process are classified into three categories in this 

section, process-input data, process-generated data, and validation data. In each 

category, sub-categories with detailed AM data and information are provided.  

3.4    Task-driven Data Fusion Framework and Approaches 

Challenges in the multi-source and heterogeneous data integration for data analytics 

in AM urge the development of systematic methods for guidance in terms of what data 

should be included and how to integrate it. This section introduces a task-driven data 

fusion approach that consists of 3 steps, including identification of task-driven data 

analytics, data required for tasks, acquisition, and characterization, and task-driven 

data fusion. The three-step approach provides guidelines for (1) the identification of 

data analytics activities and required data for the tasks, and (2) the fusion of multi-

source data with different dimensions in data analytics for tackling different AM tasks. 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the proposed framework. In the framework, the general AM 

process falls into 4 main stages, part design, process planning and setting, part building 

and post-treatment, and part qualification, which constitutes the x-axis of the figure. 

The y-axis is constituted by different categories of AM data.  

As described in section 3.2, the general AM data (i.e., design data, process planning 

data, process parameter setting data, process monitoring data, post-process data, and 

validation data) is classified into 3 main categories, process input data, process-

generated data, and validation data. The maturity of the collected data and information 

increases vertically. Different AM tasks (e.g., design concept generation, defect 

detection, mechanical property prediction, etc) are assigned into different blocks (with 

dashed lines) according to the stages they belong to. With the increase in the maturity 

of the collected information, the tasks become more diverse. The collected data and 

information are processed by the task-driven data fusion methodology for data 

analytics to support the tasks. The detailed demonstrations of the proposed 

methodology are presented in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.1 The proposed task-driven data fusion framework for AM 
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Figure 3.2 Illustration of the 3-step methodology for identifying, collecting, characterising, and fusing 

data for AM data analytics 

3.4.1 Identification of Task-driven Data Analytics 

In the first step, the method for identification of data analytics activities of AM tasks 

is inspired by the method developed in the study (Park et al., 2019). The AM task is 

firstly defined by AM researchers or engineers and its target value (V) is defined in 

terms of quality, cost, and delivery or their extensions (e.g., specific indicators of the 

quality). Decision activities involved in the task can be represented by a set of 

components using Input (I), Control (C), Output (O), and Mechanism (M) 

(Technology, 1993). Data, objects, or materials can be represented by inputs. They are 

transformed by the activity. Controls are the essential conditions to ensure that correct 
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outputs are produced by the activity. The output is generated through the activity. 

Mechanisms are tools (e.g., equipment, software) that help execute an activity. Based 

on the predefined target value (V) and identified decision-making activities, the 

decision objective can be stated as “Conducting [decision-making activities] for 

improving/ maximising [V]”. Accordingly, the types of data analytics activities (i.e., 

descriptive, diagnostic, predictive, and prescriptive analytics) can be identified. The 

example statements of different types of data analytics are presented as follows. 

• Descriptive analytics: characterizing [V], [I], [C], [O], and [M]. 

• Diagnostic analytics: identifying the relationship between [ICOM] and [V]. 

• Predictive analytics: predicting [V] based on [ICOM]  

• Prescriptive analytics: prescribing [C] for maximising [V] 

3.4.2 Data Required for Tasks, Acquisition, and Characterization 

3.4.2.1 Data Required for Tasks 

Once the data analytics activities and corresponding types are identified, the data 

required for the analytics can be identified, collected and characterized in the second 

step. The connections between different types of data analytics are illustrated in Figure 

3.3. As shown in the figure, the lower-level data analytics supports the higher-level 

analytics while the higher-level analytics can reflect the results derived from the lower 

level. For example, descriptive analytics aims to describe or characterize the ICOM 

and V of which the analytics results are used to support the diagnostic analytics. 

Therefore, the data required for descriptive analytics is ICOM- and V-specific. 

Diagnostic analytics aims to analyse the relationship between ICOM and V, in other 

words, finding out their correlations or casual relations. Data required for this type of 

analytics should be the characterization data supported by descriptive analytics. The 

diagnostic analytics results can reflect whether the characterization data should be 

extended. The goal of predictive analytics is to accurately predict the target value V to 

support prescriptive analytics. Hence, supported by the diagnostic analytics, data 

required for predictive analytics is normally the characterization data of ICOM which 

has been identified to have correlations with V. Prescriptive analytics focuses on 
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developing strategies or providing possible solutions to achieve the decision-making 

objectives and is normally supported by the corresponding predictive analytics. The 

solutions or strategies generated from the prescriptive analytics aim to develop control 

C to obtain the desired target value V or obtain desired O based on I and M. 

 

Figure 3.3 The connections between different types of data analytics 

3.4.2.2 Data Acquisition and Characterisation 

After the data required for the task is determined, it is crucial to ensure the quality of 

data during the acquisition. For example, sensors must be calibrated before data 

collection and the status of AM machines should be checked regularly. In some cases, 

due to the constraints or limitations of the equipment, some required data is hard to 

obtain. Considering this, optional data can be chosen for collection. This optional data 

needs to contain critical information that is relevant to the initially required data. Data 

sources for collecting the required data can be identified based on 4 main stages of an 

AM process. Some of the data is recorded by machine automatically while others need 

to be captured by specific devices.  
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Table 3.1 An example of the data generated during an AM process 

Process stage Data source 
Measurement 

type 
Data type 

Device for 

Collection 

Design 

(process stage 1) 

Material 
Chemistry 

Multiple Test equipment 

Properties 

Part design Part geometry 3D geometry 
AM design 

software 

Process planning 

& setting 

(process stage 2) 

Process 

planning 

Support detection 

& generation 
3D geometry AM software 

Part location & 

orientation 
Multiple AM software 

Parameter 

setting 

Scan pattern, 

space, speed, 

Numerical 

value 
Machine log files 

Part building & 

post-process 

treatment 

(process stage 3) 

Process 

monitoring 

Melt pool images 2D image 
High-speed camera, 

infrared sensor 

Surface 

morphology 
2D image 

High-speed camera, 

spectral sensor 

Acoustic emission 

Time-series 

signal 

Acoustic sensor 

Optical emission Spectral sensor 

Temperature Infrared sensor 

Vibration Acceleration sensor 

Chamber 

conditions or 

machine 

conditions 

System-embedded 

sensor 

Power, voltage 

(laser, machine, 

etc.) 

Power meter 

Material 

conditions 
Multiple sensors 

Post-processing 

Post-process type 
Nominal 

information 
Text record 

Process 

monitoring 
Multiple Multiple sensors 

Part qualification 

(process stage 4) 
Part test 

Porosity Multiple 
XCT scan, acoustic 

sensor, etc. 

Mechanical 

properties 
Multiple Test equipment 

Surface roughness 3D geometry 
XCT scan, 

profilometer, etc. 

Deformation 3D geometry 3D scan 
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Table 3 presents examples of the data generated during an AM process and the 

measurement types and devices are not limited to the information provided. The 

required data needs to be characterised after it is collected for better understanding and 

the development of corresponding processing strategies to meet the task requirements. 

Normally, data is characterised by the “3V” approach, volume, variety, and velocity, 

which has been used to characterise AM data in previous studies (Razvi et al., 2019). 

The volume represents the amount of data received during AM processes and is to be 

processed for further analytics where adequate storage capacity and computing power 

are necessary. Variety in data refers to the different types of data (e.g., sensor signals, 

images, videos, text, etc). Due to the heterogeneity, it is usually hard to simply 

combine the generated data for analytics. Velocity indicates how fast the data is being 

generated. It is crucial for developing appropriate data processing and analytics 

strategies for some particular AM tasks, for example, online monitoring. 

3.4.3 Task-driven Data Fusion Techniques 

Data fusion techniques have different categories due to various criteria in multi-

disciplinary areas, such as the classification according to the relations between the data 

sources, the abstraction levels, and architectures. The data fusion defined in 

Dasarathy’s architecture (Dasarathy, 1997) is adopted in this framework as it considers 

the nature of input data and output data that aligns with the framework and approach 

of this thesis. Data fusion techniques in Dasarathy’s architecture fall into 5 categories: 

• Data In-Data Out Fusion (DAI-DAO): The purpose of this type of fusion is to 

improve the accuracy or polish the input data and it is normally used to directly 

process the raw data captured from devices. The processing of signals and 

images is one of its typical applications. 

• Data In-Feature Out Fusion (DAI-FEO): the raw data is integrated and 

extracted into a certain level of abstract information in this DAI-FEO fusion.   

• Feature In-Feature Out Fusion (FEI-FEO): The majority of feature fusion 

algorithms fall into this category, which incorporates both feature inputs and 

feature outputs. Compared with raw data inputs, feature inputs are normally 
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refined and have initially extracted characteristics. 

• Feature In-Decision Out Fusion (FEI-DEO): Most fusion models or algorithms 

are classified in this fusion type and they are typically used for classification or 

regression tasks to support predictive analytics. Decisions are acquired through 

FEI-DEO fusion based on feature inputs (e.g., pattern recognition, target 

identification, state estimation, etc).  

• Decision In-Decision Out Fusion (DEI-DEO): DEI-DEO fusion involves the 

transfer of certain local or low-level decisions to a global decision, considering 

the information from the local or low-level decision-making nodes. 

 

Figure 3.4 presents the flowchart of task-driven data fusion. The data required for AM 

tasks is first collected and characterized. Then the obtained data is judged if it is in the 

same dimensionality. If yes, the obtained data is pre-processed (e.g., dealing with 

missing data, abnormal data) and processed through data fusion techniques by 

considering data characteristics to support data analytics. If the obtained data is not in 

the same dimensionality, a dimensionality reduction process (e.g., feature extraction) 

is required to process the high dimensional data before using the data fusion techniques. 

The strategy for data fusion techniques follows Dasarathy’s architecture. For example, 

Data In-Data out techniques are typically employed for processing in-process sensor 

signals. The evaluation process is conducted based on the task requirements to evaluate 

the analytics results and finally choose the fusion technique that best meets the 

requirements.  

Different tasks have different evaluation metrics according to the types of data 

analytics and specific task requirements. In general, for regression tasks, the RMSE, 

R2, and MAE are used to evaluate the performance of prediction models. These metrics 

are the most commonly used metrics for evaluating the regression. For classification 

tasks, accuracy and F1-score are the mostly commonly used metrics for evaluating 

classification results. Other metrics such as confusion matrix and sensitivity can also 

be adopted for classification evaluation. Additionally, based on specific task 

requirements or objectives, specific indicators or metrics can be used or designed for 
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results evaluation. For example, the number of trainable parameters and model size 

can be used to evaluate the complexity of the developed model. 

 

Figure 3.4 The flowchart of the task-driven data fusion 
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3.4.3.1 Multi-source and Multi-hierarchy Data Fusion 

Typically, researchers and engineers focus on two levels of data and information 

collected from AM production for data analytics, layer level and build level. Layer-

level data represents the data collected during the manufacturing process (e.g., sensor 

signals) and contains the information for each printed layer. The build-level data 

represents the information for the whole build. This data is normally obtained before 

the start of the process (e.g., CAD models, process parameters) or after the part is 

finished (e.g., part test). The target value of the data fusion driven by the AM task can 

be represented by the following equation (3.1). 

 [ ( ), ( 1),..., ( )], ( ) , ( , , 1,..., )l i li li li bj bjV F f x t x t x t k f x i j k n= − − =       (3.1) 

In equation (3.1), t is the discrete-time, xli(t) represents the ith time-series measurement 

data at layer-level that is required by the task at time t, k represents the previous kth 

discrete time, xbj represents the jth build-level data, V is the target value, fli and fbj are 

the techniques used for processing the ith layer-level data and the jth build-level data 

(e.g., feature extraction, data refinement techniques) respectively, and F represents the 

data fusion techniques. The data fusion techniques follow Dasarathy’s architecture and 

consider the characteristics of xli(t) and xbj. The [ ( ), ( 1),..., ( )]li li li lif x t x t x t k− −  and 

( )bj bjf x  should be processed to the same dimension for fusion. Specifically, for the 

target value to be obtained at the layer-level (e.g., real-time defect detection), the target 

value of the next moment can be estimated based on the data collected at the current 

moment and previous measurement data. It can be represented by the following 

equation (3.2).  

  ( 1) [ ( ), ( 1),..., ( )], ( ) , ( , , 1,..., )l l i li li li bj bjV t F f x t x t x t k f x i j k n+ = − − =    (3.2) 

In equation (3.2), Vl (t+1) represent the estimated target value at (t+1) discrete time. 

For the target value to be obtained at the build-level (e.g., mechanical properties 

prediction of printed parts), the layer-level data required by the task should be packed 

to the build-level and the fusion can be represented by the equation (3.3). 
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  [ ( ), ( 1),..., (1)], ( ) , ( , 1,..., )b li li li li bj bjV F f x t x t x f x i j n= − =    (3.3) 

In equation (3.3), [ ( ), ( 1),..., (1)]li li li lif x t x t x−  represents the time-series measurement 

data during the whole build, and Vb is the target value at the build-level. A typical fli 

method is to extract time and frequency domain features. 

3.4.3.2 Cloud-edge Fusion  

Apart from multi-source and multi-hierarchy data fusion, researchers also explore how 

to implement data fusion from different system levels. Different from the concepts of 

traditional decentralized data fusion, Cloud-edge fusion is defined as a concept that 

integrates the capabilities of cloud computing with edge computing for data analytics, 

where data, knowledge, and analytics models can be analysed, shared, and transferred 

between different system levels. This fusion paradigm aims to meet some specific 

demands and requirements of AM tasks. 

• Cloud 

Data processing and analytics in Cloud platforms denote the data and applications are 

hosted on centralized servers or systems. Cloud computing provides powerful 

computation, large storage capacity, and advanced analytics services. It enables 

conducting computational-intensive tasks, such as training complex DL models on 

large datasets, large-scale data analytics, simulation on high-fidelity models, and so 

on. 

• Edge 

Data processing and analytics at edge devices refer to performing these operations 

closer to the source of data generation rather than in a centralized system (e.g., Cloud). 

Data analytics at edge is particularly beneficial for real-time applications or fast-

inferencing required tasks where latency is the major concern. Edge computing 

architectures often use lightweight ML models and data streaming platforms to meet 

the demands of edge-based data processing and analytics. 
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Cloud-edge fusion paradigm leverages the strengths of both systems to deal with data 

analytics and their corresponding applications. It allows systems to scale as needed 

and efficiently manages where and how data should be processed. Given the sensing 

data collected from n sources X = [x1, x2,…, xn] with ground truth value VA = [v1, v2, …, 

vn], data fusion techniques fc, and the analytics model trained in the Cloud platform FC, 

the estimated target value VC in the Cloud can be represented by the following equation: 

 1 2[ ( , ,..., )]C C c nF f x x x=V                                            (3.4) 

Since the analytics model trained in the Cloud is normally complicated and hard to 

make fast responses when new data is collected. Therefore, a lightweight analytics 

model used for estimating the target value at edge devices is needed. Given the initially 

designed target analytics model at edge FE with parameter E , the objective is to 

transfer the learned knowledge from the Cloud model while approximating the ground 

truth value, represented by the following equation: 

 
'

1 2arg min {( , ), [ ( , ,..., ); ]}
E

E A C E e n ELoss F f x x x


 = V V                  (3.5) 

In equation (3.5), fe is the data fusion technique employed to process the collected data 

X, and the 
'

E is the fine-tuned parameters by knowledge transfer from the Cloud 

model. The final analytics model at edge
'

EF  and its estimation 
'

EV  can be represented 

by the equation (3.6). 

 
' ' '

1 2[ ( , ,..., ); ]E E e n EV F f x x x =                                   (3.6) 

It is worth noting that, the equations presented above show a general method to 

implement Cloud-edge fusion. For specific tasks, the detailed data fusion approaches, 

analytics models, and knowledge transfer paradigm can be specialised to meet the 

demands and requirements. 
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3.5 Summary  

This chapter proposes a task-driven data fusion framework and methodology that 

provides a systematic way to identify, collect, characterise, and fuse the data to support 

data analytics for AM tasks. Data fusion techniques defined in Dasarathy’s architecture 

are employed in the methodology to consider the nature of input data and output data 

in data analytics. Based on the levels (layer-level and build level) of the target value 

to be obtained, guidelines were introduced for integrating data with different sources, 

dimensions, and modalities. From the system level, methods for enabling the Cloud-

edge fusion paradigm for data analytics are provided.  
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Chapter 4 Multi-source and Multi-

hierarchy Data Fusion for AM Using 

Deep Learning 

4.1 Introduction 

An AM system is considered complex as it normally contains several subsystems with 

different sub-processes, of which the process stability, product quality, and system 

sustainability are influenced by numerous factors. These factors are rarely independent 

and affect the final target value jointly. The data generated of an AM system often 

covers a wide range of spatial and temporal scales and is normally from different 

sources, leading to critical challenges for joint analysis. As reviewed in Section 2.3, 

data fusion strategies and techniques have been increasingly employed in the AM 

industry in recent years. Appling data fusion strategies for tackling AM tasks not only 

considers the multiple measurements but also leverages the information from various 

modalities, aiming to improve the performance of the corresponding analytic models. 

Since AM data is normally heterogeneous and has different spatial and temporal scales, 

conventional data fusion techniques are hard to be applied to obtain desired outcomes. 

Hence, DL learning techniques have risen to play a crucial role in multi-source and 

multi-dimensional data fusion. Data fusion using DL techniques is also referred to as 

“deep fusion” in literature (Sun et al., 2020, Chen et al., 2017, Wagner et al., 2016, 

Chen et al., 2020a).  
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As a subset of ML techniques, DL is the algorithm based on artificial neural networks 

that is capable of learning hidden patterns from large amount of data automatically. 

The term “deep” in DL refers to the depth of hidden layers and is determined by the 

number of these layers. The number of hidden layers of conventional neural networks 

is normally less than three, making it less effective than deep neural networks when 

dealing with data with numerous variables for modelling highly complicated non-

linear relationships. With the increasing number of hidden layers and neurons, the non-

linear modelling ability is usually enhanced. However, it normally requires a 

significant amount of data and computational power to train such deep neural networks. 

Algorithms such as DCNN, RNN, CNN, and LSTM are the mainstream of DL 

techniques. Compared with conventional ML techniques, one of the crucial advantages 

of DL is the strong ability to learn hierarchical representations automatically while 

conventional ML techniques normally require feature engineering with domain 

knowledge in data processing. In AM, the final target values of data analytic models 

normally lie in the quality and cost aspects. Based on the nature of AM processes, the 

geometry features of CAD models are often considered critical factors related to the 

target values in various AM tasks (e.g., part deformation, mechanical property 

prediction, energy consumption estimation). Thus, essential geometric features need 

to be extracted for data analytics. In general, hand-crafted features, such as height, 

width, and area, are typical geometric features that are extracted in studies. However, 

these features are hard to describe highly complex geometries precisely. Meanwhile, 

these hand-crafted features usually cannot reflect the time-series patterns and they are 

difficult to fuse with other information of different hierarchies (e.g., sensory data). 

Additionally, how to integrate this multi-source and multi-hierarchy data for obtaining 

the target value of AM tasks is challenging. 

To tackle the challenges stated above, this study aims to propose a multi-source and 

multi-hierarchy data fusion method for AM to obtain the target value of AM tasks 

based on the Merged CNN-LSTM (M-CNN-LSTM) model. The main contributions of 

this chapter are: (1) Different from the conventional hand-crafted feature extraction 

approach for AM CAD models, a layer-wise geometric feature extraction method 

based on CNN is developed. The developed method can extract highly representative 
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layer-wise geometric features of CAD models automatically. (2) Considering the 

layer-by-layer manufacturing nature of the AM process, an M-CNN-LSTM 

architecture is introduced to fuse the geometric features with other target value-related 

information where layer-level and build-level data is included. The rest of this chapter 

is organised as follows: Section 4.2 introduces the DL-based multi-source and multi-

hierarchy data fusion method. A case study is demonstrated in Section 4.3 with 

detailed experimental setup and experimental results in Section 4.4. Finally, Section 

4.5 presents the discussion of the experimental results, and Section 4.6 summarises 

this chapter. 

4.2 Methodology 

A multi-source and multi-hierarchy data fusion approach based on the M-CNN-LSTM 

architecture is proposed for predicting the target values of AM tasks in this section. 

This heterogeneous data contains information with different dimensions and 

hierarchies, such as 3D geometries, time-series data, layer-level information, and 

build-level information. The proposed method consists of three main parts, including 

convolutional feature extraction of CAD models based on CNN, layer-level and build-

level data processing, and time-series modelling of layer-level information based on 

LSTM and merged with the neural networks of build-level information for predicting 

final target values of AM tasks. The approach is illustrated in Figure 4.1. As introduced 

in Section 3, the multi-source and multi-hierarchy data are first collected for further 

corresponding data analytics. This collected data contains 3D geometries or images 

that are essential information related to the final target value of the specific AM task 

(e.g., mechanical property prediction, power consumption estimation). Information 

such as process parameters, material information, or sensory measurement data can be 

involved. In the first place, the collected data is classified into CAD models, layer-

level information, and build-level information for further processing respectively. 

Layer-level data represents the data collected during the manufacturing process (e.g., 

sensor signals) and contains the information for each printed layer. The build-level 

data represents the information for the whole build. This data is normally obtained 

before the start of the process (e.g., process parameters) or after the part is finished 
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(e.g., part test). In the layer-level and build-level data processing part, a data pre-

processing step is employed to deal with the information. This step could involve a 

dimensionality reduction process to make sure the layer-level data is in the same 

dimension. 

 

Figure 4.1 The flow chart of the proposed approach based on M-CNN-LSTM 

The convolutional feature extraction part aims to reduce the dimension of 3D 

geometries while obtaining highly representative features automatically. Conventional 

geometric feature extraction is normally hand-crafted which focuses on the statistical 

domain of the geometry. However, hand-crafted features are useful in describing 
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simple geometries but are less effective in describing highly complicated geometries 

that inevitably lead to information loss. Therefore, the sliced CAD models are 

transformed into layer-wise images where highly representative convolutional features 

can be extracted by CNN. The CNN algorithm has been introduced in Section 2.4.  

During the transforming process, the precision of the images is determined by 

predefined pixels that can be adjusted according to different application scenarios. The 

number of convolution and pooling layers are also designed based on the performance 

of the models on the datasets. After several convolution and pooling operations in the 

CNN architecture, the extracted feature maps are flattened to obtain the one-

dimensional convolutional features. In the time-series modelling part, the 

convolutional features of layer-wise images are concatenated with the processed layer-

level information, which are used as input into the LSTM network. As the parts are 

created layer by layer, the LSTM network is capable of learning the sequential patterns 

within data and its detailed principles will be introduced in Section 4.2.2. The build-

level information is used as the input into a neural network and merged with the output 

of the LSTM network in the FCNN to be trained for predicting the target value of the 

AM task by fusing the multi-source and multi-hierarchy data.  

4.2.1 Convolutional Feature Extraction of CAD models 

The CNN architecture used for CAD model feature extraction is illustrated in Figure 

4.2. As introduced in Section 2.4, the layer-wise images are treated as arrays of 

numbers in CNN networks. A typical CNN architecture consists of the input layer, 

convolutional layer, activation function, pooling layer, and fully connected layer. 

However, in this CNN-LSTM architecture, the CNN part only consists of the input 

layer, convolutional layers, activation functions, pooling layers, and flatten layer. The 

fully connected layer is removed where the output feature maps at the last layer (flatten 

layer) are flattened to serve as the feature representation of the images.  
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Figure 4.2 The illustration of the CNN architecture without the fully connected layer 

In order to reduce the dimensionality of 3D geometries and consider the nature of AM 

processes at the same time, the CAD models were first sliced and transformed to binary 

layer-wise images with predefined layer thickness. The illustration of the 

convolutional feature extraction process is shown in Figure 4.3. 

Figure 4.3 The illustration of the convolutional feature extraction process of CAD models 
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Choosing different planes to slice the parts to be printed can significantly influence the 

analysis and interpretation of their geometric features. For the part shown in Figure 

4.3, due to its unique geometry, the same slicing results are obtained when slicing it 

along different planes (i.e., XY, XZ, and YZ planes). For general cases, to capture the 

geometric features of the parts’ internal structures more accurately, the slicing plane 

should be perpendicular to the building direction. For instance, if the building direction 

is along the Z-axis, the slicing plane should be parallel to the XY plane. 

• Convolutional Layer 

In the convolutional layer, a kernel is employed to slide over the input matrix (image) 

where an element-wise product between each element of the kernel and the input 

matrix is calculated to obtain the output feature map. The convolution operation is 

expressed as: 

 ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
m n

Y i j K i m j n X m n= − −                           (4.1) 

In equation (4.1), Y (i, j) is the output feature map of the next layer, (i, j) denotes the 

position of the output pixel, X is the input image, K is the kernel, (m, n) is the position 

of the kernel element, and * represents the convolution operation. 

• Activation Function (ReLU) 

The activation function is applied to the neurons after the convolution operation. The 

most commonly used activation function is the rectified linear unit (ReLU) that is 

expressed as: 

 ReLU( ) (0, )f x max x=                                                (4.2) 

The ReLU function aims to add non-linearity into the network. It returns x for all 

values of x ˃ 0 and returns 0 for 0x  . 

• Pooling Layer 
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The pooling layers offer down sampling functions such as max pooling and average 

pooling to reduce the dimensionalities of the feature map received from the previous 

convolution layer. The most commonly used pooling is max pooling which uses the 

maximum values from the given grids to serve as the output. The equation of max 

pooling is shown below. 

 ( , ) ( { , })n ny i j max Y i j=                                           (4.3)  

In equation (4.3), { , }nY i j  are the elements in the neighbourhood of (i, j) in the 

extracted feature map at the nth layer and ( , )ny i j  is the output through the max pooling 

operation. The max pooling operation aims to replace the sub-region of feature maps 

with the maximum value in the region. 

4.2.2 Time-series Modelling based on LSTM 

After obtaining the flattened feature maps of each layer-wise image of the CAD 

models, the LSTM algorithm is adopted to treat the flattened features as time series 

data and fused with target value-related information (e.g., process parameter, material 

information). LSTM is a type of RNN in the field of DL techniques which consists of 

several cells that capture the temporal information of previous cells and are widely 

used for learning the sequential patterns within data. LSTM is composed of cells with 

the same structure where the data of the next moment is predicted each time by the 

previous data and historical data. In the LSTM cell, there are three gates, including the 

input gate, forget gate, and output gate, that are used to control memory in each cell. 

The schematic diagram of the LSTM structure and an LSTM cell are illustrated in 

Figure 4.4. As shown in the figure, the ht represents the hidden state and LSTM 

maintains a memory cell ct that stores the observed information up to the time step t. 

The behaviour of the memory cell is determined by the three gates of which the 

updating equations are expressed below. 

 1( )t i t i t ii sigmoid U h W x b−= + +                                      (4.4) 
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 1( )t f t f t ff sigmoid U h W x b−= + +                                     (4.5) 

 1( )t o t o t oo sigmoid U h W x b−= + +                                     (4.6) 

 1( )t c t c t cc sigmoid U h W x b−= + +                                     (4.7) 

 1 tt t t tc f c i c−=  +                                                 (4.8) 

 tanh( )t t th o c=                                                 (4.9) 

 

 

Figure 4.4 The schematic diagram of the LSTM structure and an LSTM cell 
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In equations (4.4) ~ (4.9), U, W, and b are learnable parameters. it, ft, and ot represents 

the input gate, forget gate, and output gate at time step t respectively. Firstly, the forget 

gate ft is obtained by the function of the new input data xt and previous hidden state ht-

1. The information from the last memory cell will remain if the value of forget gate is 

close to 1. The input gate it is formed by the function of the new input data and prior 

hidden state. Then, the memory cell ct is obtained based on the input gate and forget 

gate. The new hidden state ht is acquired through the equation (4.9) based on the output 

gate ot. 

4.2.3  Fusion of Multi-source and Multi-hierarchy Information based 

on M-CNN-LSTM 

As described in Section 3, in AM systems, researchers and engineers focus on two 

levels of data and information for data analytics, layer level and build level. The build-

level data represents the information for the whole build while layer-level data contains 

the information for each printed layer during the production. The collected AM data 

and information are normally from multi-source that may contain both layer-level and 

build-level information with different spatial and temporal scales, which are 

considered multi-hierarchy information. To fuse this information for final target value, 

the 3D geometries are transformed to layer-wise images where 1-D convolutional 

features are extracted based on CNN. These convolutional features are then 

concatenated with the processed layer-level data to serve as the input into the LSTM 

neural network. The build-level data is processed through the neural network and then 

merged with the output from the LSTM network in the FCNN for obtaining final target 

values, illustrated in Figure 4.5. In Figure 4.5, xln represents the concatenated feature 

vectors for nth layer and the whole previous information used for LSTM prediction can 

be denoted as Xl = [xl1, xl2, xl3,…, xln]. The LSTM model can be represented as 

( )LSTM nf x  and the output of LSTM can be obtained by the following equation: 

 1 2 3= ( , , ,..., )l LSTM l l l lnY f x x x x                                          (4.10) 
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There are various parameters to be determined in the LSTM model during the training 

and test processes. Different parameter settings can lead to different model 

performances in terms of accuracy and are dependent on different application 

scenarios. Xb = [xb1, xb2, xb3, …, xbn] represents the feature vectors of build-level 

information which are processed through the neural network where the output of 

neurons Nb can be obtained by the following equation: 

 
1

( ), ( )
k

b b b b b b bN w X y f N b=  = +                                 (4.11) 

 1 2 3[ , , ,..., ]b b b b bkY y y y y=                                         (4.12) 

In the equation (4.11), wb is the weight of each neuron in the neural network for build-

level data processing, k is the number of neurons, bb is the bias, fb is the activation 

function, and yb is the output of each neuron. The output of the neural network can be 

represented by equation (4.12), Yb = [yb1, yb2, yb3, …, ybk]. In the concatenation layer, 

the vectors can be represented by X(l+b) = [Yl, Yb] which are used as input into the 

FCNN for final target value prediction. The final output Yfinal of the merged LSTM can 

be represented by the following equation: 

 ( )( )final F F l b FY f W X B+=  +                                         (4.13) 

In equation (4.13), fF, WF, BF are the activation function, the weight matrix, and the 

bias of the FCNN, respectively. In this section, a multi-source and multi-hierarchy data 

fusion approach based on the M-CNN-LSTM model was proposed for tackling the 

AM tasks which require taking into account the geometric features and other target-

value-related information. This information could involve the layer-level data and 

build-level data which constitutes the multi-source and multi-hierarchy data. 
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Figure 4.5 Fusion of the multi-source and multi-hierarchy information in the merged LSTM 
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4.3 Energy Consumption Prediction for AM  

The energy efficiency of manufacturing processes is considered not only closely 

related to process parameters, but also other factors (e.g., processing time., material 

attributes, and auxiliary processes states) (Apostolos et al., 2013).  For AM systems, 

existing studies (Telenko and Seepersad, 2010, Sreenivasan and Bourell, 2010, 

Watson and Taminger, 2018) have shown that energy usage has large variations due 

to different working principles and material types in different AM technologies. 

Several factors, such as the volume of part envelopes, part geometry, platform 

temperature, and process parameters, have been identified to have strong relationships 

with energy consumption in AM processes. Various approaches have been developed 

in previous research for modelling power usage. However, each of these methods has 

advantages and limitations. With the facilitation of IoT technologies and machine 

learning ML techniques, data-driven approaches have shown their merits and have 

been increasingly used for modelling complex systems, as well as uncovering hidden 

knowledge in digital manufacturing systems (e.g., AM systems).  

Typically, in AM production, data is generated from the part design stage (i.e., CAD 

models) to the post-treatment stage. This data is heterogeneous and contains different 

formats, structures, and dimensions. It is rarely independent and hard to be jointly 

analysed. Moreover, CAD models normally contain highly complex geometries that 

are difficult to describe by simple hand-crafted features. Therefore, it is crucial to 

capture the information of part geometries more effectively and integrate the data 

collected from different sources for modelling AM energy consumption. Predicting 

energy consumption before AM production begins can provide opportunities for AM 

designers to optimize their design and process parameter settings. Also, based on the 

prediction results, the strategy for arranging the components in each build for energy 

saving can be developed. Therefore, in this case study, the task is to predict the AM 

energy consumption before the process begins. 
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4.4 Experimental Setup 

As described in Section 4.3, the AM unit energy consumption prediction task requires 

that the prediction can be obtained before the manufacturing process begins. In other 

words, the task aims to leverage the essential information related to energy 

consumption that can be collected before the production (i.e., process-input data) to 

estimate the unit energy consumption. Hence, the data to be collected includes design 

CAD models, material information, process planning data, and process parameter 

setting data. Meanwhile, the ground-truth energy consumed during the manufacturing 

process should be collected by using a power meter.  

4.4.1 Data Acquisition and Preparation 

The target system in this case study is an SLS machine (EOS P700). The EOS P700 

has a build envelope, maximum size is 740* 400* 590 mm (𝑥, y, and 𝑧), and the 

effective build envelope size is 700* 380* 580 mm (x, y and z). This platform enables 

the production of multiple parts and components, sometimes even more than hundreds, 

at the same time. The collected datasets include data and information from more than 

a hundred production processes with thousands of produced parts. The produced 

products were designed by different AM designers and had a variety of shapes and 

geometries. Two examples of the builds manufactured by the SLS system are shown 

in Figure 4.6. 

As shown in Figure 4.6, the SLS production covers a wide range of parts and 

components with various shapes and geometries. In production, the number of parts, 

part locations, and part orientations are determined by the experienced AM technicians. 

The information of process parameters, six attributes, was recorded in machine log 

files for each build, including hatch speed, hatch space, hatch power, recoater speed, 

and the values of the dispenser. The material used is polyamide PA2200. In an AM 

process, the total energy consumption largely depends on the building time for 

manufacturing parts. In other words, for the same process, the longer the build time is, 

the more energy is consumed. 
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Figure 4.6 Examples of CAD models in the SLS production 

Therefore, the unit energy consumption Eu (Wh/g) is used to evaluate the consumed 

energy level of printed layers and calculated by the following equation. 
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In equation (4.14), El is the total energy consumed for each printed layer, and Ml 

represents the weight of each layer. The weight of each printed layer can be calculated 
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by the product of the area of the printed layer Al and layer thickness Hl and material 

density Dm. In equation (4.15), ET represents the total energy consumed for the whole 

build that equals to the sum of energy consumed of all energy consumers (e.g., sub-

process), k and t represent the number of energy consumers and printing time 

respectively. The unit energy consumption of the whole printed build EuT is calculated 

by the equation (4.16) where MT represents the weight of the whole printed build and 

n represents the number of layers. The material properties and thermal properties of 

the used material, PA220, are collected from the support company material sheet 

which are presented in Table 4.1. The process parameters were recorded in the 

machine log files, including six attributes of which the detailed explanations are 

presented in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.1 Material information collected from the support company material sheet 

Material properties PA2200 

Average grain size 56 m   

Bulk density 0.45g/cm3 

Density of the laser-sintered part 0.93g/cm3 

Melting point 172~180 ˚C 

Vicat softening temperature B/50 163 ˚C 

Vicat softening temperature A/50 181 ˚C 

 

Table 4.2 Description of the process parameters recorded in the Job file 

Attributes Description 

DispenserMax The maximum value of the dispenser measured in ‘%’. 

DispenserMin The minimum value of the dispenser measured in ‘%’. 

HatchPower The power of the laser for sintering measured in ‘%’. 

RecoaterSpeed The recoater speed measured in ‘mm/min’. 

HatchSpeed The scan speed of laser for sintering measured in ‘mm/s’. 

HatchWidth The scan space of laser for sintering measured in ‘mm’. 
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4.4.2 Evaluation Metrics 

The evaluation metrics for the fusion models are the root mean squared error (RMSE) 

and the coefficient of determination (R2). They are the most commonly used evaluation 

metrics for regression tasks. The evaluation metrics are calculated by the following 

equations. 
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In equations (4.17) and (4.18), s represents the number of samples, yi, ˆ
iy , and y  

denote the actual, predicted, and mean value of the outputs, respectively. 

4.4.3 Experiment 1: Analytics of the Impacts of Design Features on 

Energy Consumption 

Design features of the parts to be manufactured by AM have been identified 

correlations with energy consumption. However, in existing studies, only a few hand-

crafted statistical features of CAD models were extracted for modelling while their 

impacts on energy consumption have not been paid enough attention to. Investigating 

the relationship between design features and energy consumption will not only provide 

evidence for modelling energy consumption based on CAD models but also insights 

for AM designers to optimize their designs regarding power consumption reduction. 

The data used for analysing the impacts of design features on the unit energy 

consumption are primarily collected from the design models and the power meter. This 

collected data are generated from the AM process during different builds. The design 

feature data is collected from design models and analysed by using AM software where 

the information of features such as geometries, part locations, and part numbers can 

be obtained. To analyse the impact of design features on unit energy consumption, 

statistical correlation analysis based on the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) 
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combined with feature importance ranking based on information gain are adopted. The 

analytics method is illustrated in Figure 4.7. 

 

Figure 4.7 The flow chart for the analytics of the impacts of design features on energy consumption 

The PCC is calculated by the following equation (4.19) where rXY is the PCC between 

variables X and Y, x  and y represent the mean values of X and Y respectively. 
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                                   (4.19) 

PCC analysis only measures the linear relationship between variables, therefore, 

feature importance ranking based on the information gain is employed for further 

investigation. Information gain measures the reduction in uncertainty about the target 

variable after splitting the dataset on a particular feature. The information gain of the 

tree-based algorithms is calculated by the following equations. 
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In equations (4.20) ~ (4.22), H (D) is the entropy of dataset D relative to the K-wise 

classification, pi denotes the proportion of D that belongs to class i. Di denotes the 

subset of dataset D where feature A takes the value i. |Di| is the number of instances in 

Di, and |D| is the total number of instances in D. H (D | A) represents the entropy of D 

conditional on feature A, and Gain (D, A) represents the information gain of feature A 

relative to the dataset D. The FEI-DEO fusion strategy was adopted for design feature 

impact analytics. XGBoost was employed for unit energy consumption prediction 

which is an ensemble learning algorithm of decision trees. It provides a parallel tree 

boosting for classification, regression, and ranking tasks. The unit energy consumption 

of the whole build was used as the target value.  

Table 4.3 The extracted design features of CAD models 

Design feature Description 

Filling degree part The average filling degree of the single printed part (%) 

PartRate_wl The average ratio of length to width of the printed parts (%) 

PartRate_hl The average ratio of length to height of the printed parts (%) 

PartRate_wh The average ratio of height to width of the printed parts (%) 

Part height The average height of the printed parts (mm) 

Filling degree build The filling degree of the whole printed build (%) 

TotalRate_wl The ratio of length to width of the whole printed build (%) 

TotalRate_hl The ratio of length to height of the whole printed build (%) 

TotalRate_wh The ratio of height to width of the whole printed build (%) 

Height The height of the whole build (mm) 

Bottom_area The area of the bottom of the whole build (mm2) 

NumPart The number of printed parts 
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For design features extraction, twelve design features in terms of space utilization rate 

were extracted to describe the CAD models to be produced by the SLS machines. The 

features with their detailed explanations are presented in Table 4.3. For example, the 

feature “filling degree build” represents the filling degree of the whole printed build. 

It describes the whole space utilization rate of the SLS building platform. The feature 

“NumPart” represents the number of parts or components that are included in a build. 

The feature “PartRate_hl” represents the average ratio of length to height of the printed 

parts. 

• Results of Experiment 1 

The unit energy consumption of 102 builds was used in the analytics. The PCC 

between features and feature importance ranking are shown in Figure 4.8 and Figure 

4.9 respectively. As shown in Figure 4.8, in general, the features “TotalRate_hl” and 

“Height” show relatively strong linear relationships (0.64) with the feature “Part 

height”. This is because they all share dependencies on the dimensions of parts. The 

features “PartRate_wh” and “Filling degree build” show relatively strong linear 

relationships (0.56 and -0.32) with the unit energy consumption of the target SLS 

system. The filling degree of the whole printed build and the area of the bottom tend 

to have relatively strong negative linear relations (-0.32 and -0.29) with the power 

consumption which possibly indicates that the unit energy consumption tends to 

reduce if the spatial utilization rate of the building chamber increases. No strong linear 

relations are observed between the features “ PartRate_wl”, “PartRate_hl”, “Part 

height”, and energy consumption.  

In Figure 4.9, the feature importance ranking is based on the average information gain 

of the XGBoost model in 5 trainings. The average ratio of height to width of the printed 

parts and the filling degree of the whole printed build have strong impacts on unit 

energy consumption. No strong impact is observed from other features. These results 

partially align with the result of the PCC analysis as the information gain reflects the 

non-linear aspect of the dataset. However, both results indicate that the utilization of 

the building platform space is crucial. The enhancement of the spatial utilization rate 
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of the whole build can improve the energy efficiency of the SLS system. This analytics 

result could provide AM designers and technicians with valuable insights to improve 

the sustainability of AM systems from the design perspective. 

Figure 4.8 The PCC between design features and unit energy consumption 

Conducting the analytics of the impacts of design features of CAD models on energy 

consumption helps to improve the understanding of energy consumption prediction 

based on geometry information and paves the way for energy reduction. The following 

sections demonstrate the method for energy consumption prediction by using multi-

source and multi-hierarchy information. 
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Figure 4.9 Feature importance ranking based on information gain 

4.4.4 Experiment 2: Energy Consumption Prediction Based on M-

CNN-LSTM   

To implement the predictive analytics, different fusion strategies, including (1) FEI-

DEO, and (2) FEI-FEO combined with FEI-DEO, are considered that directly use 

feature inputs for predicting the target energy consumption values. For the FEI-DEO 

fusion strategy, it is common for the 3D models of the products to have different shapes 

and geometries some of which are difficult to be described by hand-crafted features 

due to their complexity. In conventional feature extraction methods, such as statistical 

features or envelopes of geometries, the inner structures are inevitably neglected while 

the general information about geometries is extracted. 3D models in AM systems are 

sliced into layer-wise models with predefined layer thicknesses for layer-by-layer 

construction of physical objects. This facilitates the analysis of 3D geometries by 
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transforming the sliced models into layer-wise images (shown in Figure 4.10), which 

is consistent with the nature of AM processes.  

 

Figure 4.10 An example of transforming the CAD model to sliced layer-wise images for analysis 

 

Figure 4.11 The illustration of the feature extraction process of layer-wise images of sliced CAD 

models 

Figure 4.11 illustrates the convolutional feature-extracting process. The resolution of 

the images in this case study is 128*128. The extracted features of the layer-wise 

images are flattened into 1D feature vectors which are used as the input in the LSTM 
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and fused with the process parameters and material information in the FCNN for final 

energy consumption prediction of each printed layer. For comparison, different ML 

models, including LGBM, XGBoost, RFs, and ANN are adopted for energy 

consumption prediction where convolutional features from CNN are concatenated 

with process parameters and material information for being used as inputs. 

 

Figure 4.12 Energy consumption prediction based on the proposed M-CNN-LSTM model with 

different fusion strategies 

For the FEI-FEO combined with the FEI-DEO fusion strategy, as the features (over 

thousands of feature vectors) extracted from layer-wise images through convolution 

operations are sparse and contain redundant features, the extracted features are refined 
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by typical fusion techniques before being used as inputs for FEI-DEO fusion in the 

LSTM model. PCA, kernel PCA (KPCA), LLE, and locality preserving projections 

(LPP) fusion techniques are applied to refine the features while simultaneously 

retaining essential information. The proposed approach is illustrated in Figure 4.12. 

The CNN architecture designed in the M-CNN-LSTM model in this case study 

consists of 4 convolution layers with kernel size 1*1 and 4 max-pooling layers with 

pool size 2*2. The activation function is ReLU. The number of neurons is 32, 64, 128, 

and 256 of the convolutional layers respectively. The FCNN has 2 dense layers. 

• Results of Experiment 2

There were more than 10000 layer-wise images in the dataset used in this 

experiment. The values of the unit energy consumption of printed layers range from 

2.84 to 301.63 Wh/g, with a mean value of 17.17 Wh/g. When the area utilization 

rate of the building platform is low, the unit energy consumption becomes very high 

due to the very small area of the parts being printed, such as at the beginning and end 

of the printing process. As a result, the range of unit energy consumption is relatively 

wide. So, outliers and unit energy consumption values on printing very small area 

were removed from the dataset. 

Figure 4.13 The performances of different prediction models 
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In the first FEI-DEO fusion strategy, the performances of different models are shown 

in Figure 4.13. In the figure, the proposed M-CNN-LSTM model had the best result 

with an RMSE of 7.12 while RFs performed the worst with an RMSE of 12.35. The 

experimental results of implementing the FEI-DEO strategy using the proposed M-

CNN-LSTM model were demonstrated effective for learning the hidden patterns from 

the multisource and multi-hierarchy data while other employed ML algorithms are less 

effective. This is due to the strong ability of DL-based algorithms to model complex 

non-linear relationships through learning the hidden patterns from a large amount of 

data.   

 

Figure 4.14 The comparisons of performances between different fusion techniques 

Figure 4.14 shows the comparisons of the performances between the original M-CNN-

LSTM model and the models with different fusion techniques. In this experiment, the 

fusion strategy was to combine FEI-DEO with FEI-FEO for energy consumption 

prediction. The M-CNN-LSTM model combined with the LLE fusion algorithm 

obtained the best results in terms of RMSE (5.28) and R2 (0.62) while the M-CNN-

LSTM combined with PCA had the largest error with an RMSE of 8.64. Also, the M-

CNN-LSTM combined with PCA had the worst performance in R2. Obviously, after 
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applying FEI-FEO strategies, the performances of most prediction models are 

improved. Although Information loss could occur during the FEI-FEO process, the 

fused features are normally more informative and less likely to lead to underfitting 

problems when the number of training samples is limited. The extracted features of 

layers-wise images contained thousands of feature vectors where some of these 

features are sparse. Using the FEI-FEO strategy properly to reduce the dimensionality 

of the extracted convolutional features is effective and can lead to better performance 

of the following FEI-DEO fusion. However, some FEI-FEO algorithms are less 

effective since their basic principles are not suitable for capturing hidden information 

inside the data. In this case, the evaluation method of the AM task is essential for 

selecting the most suitable algorithm for fitting the data. 

4.5 Discussion 

In this chapter, experiments on (1) impact factors analytics of AM energy consumption, 

and (2) multi-source and multi-hierarchy data fusion for predicting AM energy 

consumption based on M-CNN-LSTM were conducted.  The results have 

demonstrated the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed task-driven data fusion 

framework and detailed fusion approaches. In impact factors analytics, 13 geometric 

features of CAD models were extracted based on statistical and domain knowledge. 

The relationships between geometric features and energy consumption were analysed 

by PCC and the information gain derived from FEI-DEO results. The results of feature 

importance ranking based on information gain are partially aligned with the results of 

PCC. This is because only linear relationships were captured by PCC while non-linear 

relationships were analysed by information gain. This is why impact analytics in this 

case study employed two methods from different levels. 

 The PCC results measured the linear relationships between data points at a lower level 

while the feature importance ranking was calculated from a higher level by FEI-DEO. 

In addition, conducting control experiments can acquire more accurate and reliable 

results. However, considering the impact features are numerous, conducting control 

experiments to analyse the impacts of these features on energy consumption is almost 
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impossible due to constraints of time and expenses. Hence, to explore and analyse the 

relationships from observation data is more appropriate and efficient. However, in 

some cases, it is difficult to obtain insights into the causal relationships due to 

confounding variables that may influence the target value.  

In the experiment of multi-source and multi-hierarchy data fusion for energy 

consumption prediction, the proposed M-CNN-LSTM model outperformed the 

prevailing ML algorithms based on the fusion of convolutional features, process 

parameters, and material information. This is largely due to the strong fitting ability 

for non-linear relationships of DL algorithms. Combined with the FEI-FEO and FEI-

DEO fusion strategies, the proposed M-CNN-LSTM can effectively learn hidden 

knowledge of energy consumption from hierarchical information. This hidden 

knowledge refers to the complex patterns and dependencies within energy 

consumption data, including sequential patterns, geometric representations related to 

energy usage, and the joint influence of various features on energy consumption. It is 

worth noting that conducting the FEI-FEO fusion strategy on raw data can reduce the 

dimensionality, noise, and redundant information, leading to improved prediction 

results since the convolutional features extracted from CNN are normally sparse. 

However, significant information loss could occur during the FEI-FEO fusion if the 

input features are already selected, refined, and informative. Therefore, it is critical to 

implement the FEI-FEO strategy properly and evaluate the fusion from the prediction 

results.  

Predicting energy consumption precisely based on convolutional features and other 

related information is challenging since the relationship is highly complex. The 

performance of the proposed model was improved by applying the fusion strategy, 

highlighting the value and effectiveness of the fusion strategy. Also, the model 

performances, especially DL-based models, are influenced by the model complexity 

and quantity of training data. There is potential to refine and improve the model by 

training with more data in the future. In addition, uncertainties will inevitably occur 

during the AM process where some latent factors can affect the energy consumed. 

Through experiments on training with available data, the obtained performances were 
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the best outcome of the current model, reflecting the unpredictable nature of the 

uncertainties within the underlying data. Another important thing should be mentioned 

that over 10000 images and corresponding energy consumption ground truth values 

were included in the dataset in experiment 2. If the data samples used for training are 

small, transfer learning and using other ML algorithms are better options.  

Traditional statistical-based or physical-based methods for predicting energy 

consumption are generally easier to interpret than data-driven modelling methods. In 

scenarios where physical parameters and system dynamics of the AM process are well 

understood, traditional methods usually provide more accurate predictions. However, 

in cases where the underlying factors influencing the energy consumption of AM 

processes are unclear, data-driven methods are effective. These methods can learn 

hidden patterns and dependencies automatically from large datasets. The proposed 

method can predict unit energy usage based on the parts to be printed before the 

production begins, providing insights into the relationship between design models and 

energy consumption. It has great potential for AM engineers to reduce energy 

consumption from the design perspective. 

4.6 Summary 

As AM covers a wide range of spatial and temporal scales, it is often necessary and 

challenging to deal with data collected from different sources, with various types and 

modalities (referred to as multi-source and multi-hierarchy data) in data analytics. The 

contribution of this chapter is that a multi-source and multi-hierarchy data fusion 

method based on the M-CNN-LSTM model was proposed. This method is typically 

employed to address AM tasks that necessitate the combined analysis of geometric or 

image data with information across various hierarchical levels in sequential patterns. 

In this proposed method, the layer-level information and build-level information are 

processed separately and fused in the neural networks to obtain target values. A case 

study was carried out on an energy consumption prediction task since AM energy 

consumption prediction is a crucial and challenging issue in improving AM 

sustainability. Different from traditional statistical-based or physical-based energy 
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consumption modelling methods, the proposed energy consumption prediction 

methods take into account the geometric impacts and essential energy-related 

information of different levels, allowing the prediction can be implemented before the 

AM process begins and providing insights for AM designers to reduce energy usage 

from design perspectives. Considering the nature of the AM process that parts are 

manufactured layer-by-layer, the proposed method transforms CAD models into layer-

wise images with a pre-defined layer thickness in sequential patterns, which aligns 

with the patterns of energy consumption during the AM process. The prediction results 

have demonstrated the rationality and effectiveness of the proposed fusion strategy and 

method. 
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Chapter 5 Cloud-edge Fusion for AM 

based on Knowledge Distillation-

enabled Incremental Learning 

5.1 Introduction 

The costs of producing products using AM technologies tend to be relatively high 

(Frazier, 2014, Madhavadas et al., 2022, Prashar et al., 2022) when manufacturing 

parts with specific requirements in terms of material composition (e.g., Titanium 

alloys), process type, and part test method (e.g., XCT test) (Calignano and Mercurio, 

2023). As a result, some AM tasks usually cannot provide a sufficient amount of data 

samples for analytics due to the constraints of time and expenses. According to the 

literature reviewed in Section 2, ML algorithms play an important role in the 

classification and regression of AM tasks. However, the performances of ML 

algorithms are influenced by the data available for training. For instance, in the topic 

of process monitoring, CNN is the prevailing algorithm to process image data for 

defect detection. It is capable of learning useful information from raw images directly 

and automatically. The convolutional layers and pooling layers in the CNN 

architecture can extract representative features and lower feature dimensions. In the 

meantime, its performance suffers from the data volume.  

The CNN model often requires a sufficient amount of data for training processes and 

fine-tuning the parameters to yield high-accuracy results. Using XCT to detect defects 

(e.g., porosity, cracks, and lack of fusion) of the produced products for labelling data 
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is typically costly and time-consuming. Additionally, when using DL for mechanical 

property predictions, researchers need to conduct a series of experiments where 

different processing parameter combinations are considered. Testing the properties of 

the manufactured parts also requires considerable labour. Thus, it is always expensive 

and impractical to collect a large amount of training data from experiments.  

Some researchers are investigating the use of process simulations for training, in 

addition to experimental results. Furthermore, the DL models are consequently applied 

to the real AM process and collaborate with some control algorithms, such as adaptive 

control. The limited data may lead to a high possibility of failure due to the lack of 

training. Even if the DL model is trained on large datasets, it is difficult to be robust 

and widely applied in the same AM process but for different machines where the 

uncertainties affect the model performance. Therefore, it is hard to obtain a robust and 

reliable DL model when dealing with AM tasks that only have a limited amount of 

training data. In addition, the developed DL model is hard to implement especially 

when tackling AM tasks where low latency is the major requirement (e.g., real-time 

defect detection) due to the model's complexity.  

Using DL technologies for modelling and data analytics based on cloud computing 

often requires considerable computing power. For instance, DNN is a prevailing DL 

algorithm and DNN-based models are capable of performing high accuracy or 

generating reliable inferences in many different AM tasks. However, training a DNN-

based model normally requires considerable time and computing resources. This is 

unlikely to be supported by local or edge devices due to the limited computing power. 

Thus, in the real-time monitoring and control scenario, the collected data normally 

needs to be sent to the Cloud for processing and analysis. Then the control instructions 

are sent back from the Cloud to the local system. This whole process normally causes 

latency for real-time defect detection and control. Moreover, the uncertainties of the 

network connection and the limitation of the network bandwidth also affect the 

reaction time. 
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To address the challenges above, combining knowledge distillation (KD) (Gou et al., 

2021, Hinton et al., 2015) and incremental learning techniques (van de Ven et al., 2022) 

provides an effective way to transfer prior knowledge from a large and complex model 

to a smaller one and learn continuously to improve model performances when new 

data is collected. KD has attracted increasing attention in both industry and academia 

as it offers the perspectives of effective knowledge transfer and efficient computing. 

It is a representative knowledge transfer method for model compression and 

acceleration which employs a teacher-student scheme for the distillation of previously 

learned knowledge (Wang and Yoon, 2021). The term "knowledge" can be understood 

as a mapping from input vectors to output vectors. By mimicking the output class 

probabilities and feature representation of the teacher model, the prior learned 

knowledge can be transferred to the student model with a smaller network.  

There are three typical schemes for KD, including online distillation, offline 

distillation, and self-distillation (Gou et al., 2023). Each scheme has its advantages and 

limitations which need to be selected based on application scenarios. Incremental 

learning refers to the ability of ML models to learn new information from newly 

collected data without forgetting previously learned information (Zhou et al., 2023). 

Compared with traditional ML models that are trained once on a static dataset, 

incremental learning retains previously learned knowledge and is trained continuously 

when new data arrives. It provides possibilities for improving model performances 

when the initial amount of training data is limited and adapting to new data 

distributions. Also, incremental learning techniques are memory-efficient and don’t 

need to store the whole dataset for training. In recent years, DL-based incremental 

learning techniques have become dominating (Xiang et al., 2019) in lifelong learning 

and AI systems which need to adapt to evolving environments.  

This chapter proposed a Cloud-edge fusion paradigm based on transfer learning and 

the multi-stage KD-enabled incremental learning method that aims to address the 

issues (1) in the initial stage, building relatively accurate analytics models to tackle the 

AM tasks on a limited amount of training data, (2) fusion of previously learned 
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knowledge and new knowledge incrementally for the improvement of model 

performance, (3) towards implementation of the analytical model on the devices or 

platforms with constrained computational resources. A case study is carried out to 

demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method, presented in the 

following sections.  

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 5.2 introduces the transfer 

learning-based multi-stage KD-enabled incremental learning method. A case study on 

energy consumption prediction is demonstrated in Section 5.3 and 5.4, of which the 

results are presented. Finally, Section 5.5 discusses the experimental results, and 

Section 5.6 summarises this chapter.  

5.2 Methodology 

In this chapter, a multi-stage KD-enabled incremental learning method based on 

transfer learning was proposed for the fusion of knowledge from the Cloud system to 

edge devices for data analytics in AM. The proposed methodology is illustrated in 

Figure 5.1 and the Cloud-edge fusion process is explained in Figure 5.2. As illustrated 

in Figure 5.1, the proposed methodology consists of three main steps, including (1) 

transfer learning for feature extraction, (2) base model building via DML and fusion 

of base models, and (3) multi-stage KD-enabled incremental learning. In the first step, 

as the size of training data samples is small, a transfer learning approach is adopted for 

feature extraction of collected images. The model used for transfer learning needs to 

be pre-trained on related or similar tasks. For example, the model was pre-trained for 

object detection and it can be transferred to extract features of similar objects. The 

FEI-FEO fusion strategy is implemented on the extracted feature for dimensionality 

reduction. Other task-related information and data are pre-processed (e.g., remove 

outliers, dimensionality reduction, etc) and concatenated with the flattened 

convolutional features which are used as input features for the next step. 
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Figure 5.1 Illustration of the proposed methodology 

In the second step, the features obtained from step 1 are used for base model training. 

DML strategy is adopted to train three neural network-based base models where the 

hidden knowledge learned by individual models can be shared during the training. The 

aim of employing DML is to improve the model performance. After the DML, a DEI-

DEO model fusion strategy is applied to fuse the outputs of base models for building 

an ensemble model. The ensemble model is normally more robust and reliable, being 

less sensitive to outliers, noise, and bias. Then, a KD process is adopted to transfer the 

learned knowledge from the ensemble model to a student model with simplified 

structures. 
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Figure 5.2 Illustration of the Cloud-edge fusion paradigm 

Implementing KD aims to compress the ensemble model to the student model while 

simultaneously maintaining the performance of the student model by knowledge 

transfer. As the student model aims to be applied to edge devices for inferences, the 

structures of the student model should be simplified or less complicated than the 

ensemble model. In the third step, a multi-stage KD-enabled incremental learning 

approach is employed to improve the performance of the student model incrementally. 

In the multi-stage KD process, when the new batch data is collected, the previously 

trained student model acts as the teacher model for transferring learned knowledge to 

the latter student model with the same structures. In this incremental learning paradigm, 

the previously learned knowledge will be preserved in the latter student model while 

the knowledge inside new data will also be learned through training.  

Figure 5.2 illustrates the Cloud-edge fusion process. At the initial stage, the data used 

for the tasks is collected by sensors from the AM system. Since no model is embedded 

on the edge devices at this stage, the data is directly sent to the Cloud platform. The 

base model training and testing, model fusion and knowledge transfer, and KD-

enabled incremental learning processes are implemented on the Cloud platform due to 

their significant computing resource requirements. After KD on the ensemble model, 

the first student model is applied to edge devices to make inferences for the AM tasks. 
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When new data is coming, the embedded student model will make inferences on the 

edge devices while the new data is also sent to the Cloud platform for incremental 

learning. After KD-enabled incremental learning on the Cloud platform, the latter 

student model will be updated on the edge devices. The new data is also used for 

improving the base model. However, considering the computational resource 

efficiency, the base model is not retrained by using the whole dataset when every new 

data is collected. It is only retrained when the newly collected data accumulates to a 

certain volume. Through this paradigm, old knowledge and newly learned knowledge 

are fused incrementally from the Cloud to edge devices. The proposed methods and 

employed techniques in the three steps are described and explained in detail in the 

following sections. 

5.2.1 Base Model Building via Transfer Learning and DML 

• Transfer Learning for Feature Extraction  

In real-world applications of AM, due to constraints of production cost and expenses, 

and the time-consuming of manual labelling, the collected data samples are usually 

insufficient to train a mature DL-based model for data analytics (e.g., CNN network 

for accurate image recognition and feature extraction). Even a well-trained DL model 

with complex structures is hard to be applied to fast-response scenarios, leading to the 

seeking of transfer learning approaches of pre-trained and well-trained models to 

leverage prior knowledge for saving costs and improved accuracy in some specific 

AM tasks. The purpose of transfer learning is to improve the performance of target 

learners by transferring knowledge from different but related source domains to target 

domains. Categorized by its solutions, transfer learning approaches can be classified 

into instance-based, feature-based, parameter-based, and relation-based approaches 

(Zhuang et al., 2020). Each approach has its pros and cons which need to be selected 

based on application scenarios.  

Parameter-based approaches transfer knowledge at the model/parameter level while 

relational-based approaches mainly focus on the issues in relational domains. Feature-
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based approaches use the features learned from one task to improve the performance 

on different but related tasks. They normally require fewer data samples to achieve 

faster convergence and better performance of the tasks. Therefore, in this study, 

feature-based transfer learning of DL is adopted and illustrated in Figure 5.3. 

Figure 5.3 Illustration of the employed feature-based transfer learning approach for feature extraction 

As shown in Figure 5.3, the pre-trained DL model should be trained on similar or 

related tasks (e.g., pre-trained CNN for image classification). The weights and layers 

used for feature extraction in the pre-trained model are transferred to process the data 

for training the customized model to obtain the final target of the task. In this study, 

the features extracted from the transferred model are used for base model training 

through DML. 

• DML for Base Model Training 

DML refers to a training and knowledge-sharing strategy between multiple neural 

network models and it was first proposed by Zhang et. al., (Zhang et al., 2018d) for 

multi-class classification tasks. The core concept of DML is to train the neural 

networks together so that each neural network can learn from the predictions of other 

models. This strategy was inspired by KD where the student model can learn from the 

teacher model. However, in real-world applications of AM, there are usually no well-

trained or pre-trained teacher models for student models learning. In the DML, the 

base neural network models can learn from each other for knowledge sharing during 

training. The mutual learning paradigm makes the training more efficient and is 

capable of digging out hidden knowledge even from limited samples of data. In 
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addition, it normally leads to improved performance after DML than training 

individual models separately. Additionally, the DML strategy is flexible in training 

models with different architectures. The basic description of the original DML strategy 

for the muti-class classification task is presented as follows. Given n samples X = [x1, 

x2, …, xn] with M classes, and the ground truth label Y = [y1, y2, …, yn] with

{1,2,..., }iy m , for the neural network 1 , the probability of class m for xi can be 

calculated as: 

 1
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In equation (5.1), 
m

is  represents the output of the softmax layer in the neural network

1 . For training the neural network 1 , the cross-entropy error between the predicted 

classes and the ground truth labels is calculated as: 
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In equation (5.2), ( , )iI y m  = 1 if yi = m, otherwise ( , )iI y m = 0. To improve the generalisation 

performance of the neural network 1  , the training experience in the form of posterior 

probability of predictions is provided by another neural network 2  in the DML training. The 

Kullback Leibler (KL) Divergence is used to calculate the distance between the predictions of 

two neural networks. Then the overall loss function of neural networks 1  and 2  can be 

represented by the following equations: 
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2 2

( || )CE KLLoss Loss D = + 1 2p p                                        (5.5) 

In equations (5.3) ~ (5.5), the DKL represents the KL distance between the predictions 

of neural networks and Loss  represents the overall loss function which combines the 

supervised loss function LossCE and the probability estimate of its peer neural network 

DKL loss. 

In this study, the DML strategy is extended to regression tasks on three base neural 

network models. The illustration of the extended DML on the regression task is shown 

in Figure 5.4. Given k input variables Z = [z1, z2, …, zk], and the ground truth values V 

= [v1, v2, …, vn], the mean squared error (MSE) is employed to calculate the error 

between the predicted and the ground-truth values for the regression. Hence, the loss 

function of MSE for the neural network   is calculated as: 
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In equation (5.6), ˆ
iv is the ith predicted values of the neural network   on given 

variables Z, and vi is the ith ground truth value. The distance between the predictions 

of neural networks 1  and 2  for regression is calculated as: 
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In equation (5.7), y2 and y1 are the predictions of neural networks 1 and 2  

respectively, ,
ˆ

iy  represents the ith predicted value of the neural network for sample i. 

Based on the equations (5.6) and (5.7), the overall loss function for DML on three 

neural networks can be denoted as the following equations: 

 1 1 2 1 3 1( ) ( ) ( || ) ( || )MSE MSE MSELoss Loss D D    = + +y y y y                 (5.8) 
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 2 2 3 2 1 2( ) ( ) ( || ) ( || )MSE MSE MSELoss Loss D D    = + +y y y y                (5.9) 

 3 3 1 3 2 3( ) ( ) ( || ) ( || )MSE MSE MSELoss Loss D D    = + +y y y y              (5.10) 

 1  + + =                                                  (5.11) 

In equations (5.8) ~ (5.11), the α, β, and γ are the weights for the training loss, normally, 

the value of weight is equal to each other if no prior knowledge of the training neural 

networks is given. During the training, the objective is to minimize the loss function 

(5.8) ~ (5.10) by stochastic gradient descent. The following Table 5.1 shows the 

Pseudo-code of the DML process. A common criterion for convergence is no 

improvement of the model’s performance that has been observed for a certain number 

of epochs during training. 

Table 5.1 The Pseudo-code of the DML on three base models for regression tasks 

Algorithm 1: DML on three base models for regression tasks 

Input:   Training data set X of the task, ground truth value Y, learning rate t   

Initialise:   Initialise base models 1 , 2 , and 3 ; t = 0 

Repeat: 

       t = t + 1 

       Sample data x from X 

       Compute predictions y1, y2, and y3 by 1( )x , 2( )x , and 3( )x respectively 

       1: Based on loss function (5.8), compute the stochastic gradient and update 1  : 

 1
1 1
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 +


  

       2: Update the predictions y1 of x by 1( )x . 

       3: Based on loss function (5.9), compute the stochastic gradient and update 2  : 

                                                          2
2 2

2
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t
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 +


 

       4:  Update the predictions y2 of x by 2( )x . 

       5:  Based on loss function (5.10), compute the stochastic gradient and update 3  : 

                                                          3
3 3

3

( )
t

Loss 
  




 +


 

       6:  Update the predictions y3 of x by 3( )x . 

Until:  convergence 
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Figure 5.4 The illustration of DML for regression tasks on three base models 

• Fusion of Base Models  

The main objective of the model fusion is to improve the performance of the final 

model by combining the outputs of each base model. By integrating decision outputs 

from multiple sources to reduce overall uncertainty, the final prediction result is less 

sensitive to training data and is normally more reliable and robust. The ensemble 

method used for fusing the outputs of DML-trained base models is weighted averaging. 

The weighted averaging method is widely used in regression tasks where predictions 

from multiple models are averaged to obtain the final prediction. It can be denoted as: 
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In equation (5.12), Z = [z1, z2, …, zk] is the given input with k variables, ( )i Z  denotes 

the prediction of the ith base model, wi denotes the weight assigned to the ith base model, 

and EN is the final ensemble model. By weighted averaging the predictions of base 
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models, the ensemble model is normally more robust with improved performance, 

which can reduce bias and uncertainties from individual models.  

5.2.2 Knowledge Transfer and Model Compression based on KD 

Typically, the learning schemes of KD can be divided into three main categories, 

online distillation, offline distillation, and self-distillation. In online distillation, both 

the teacher and student models are updated simultaneously while offline distillation 

transfers the knowledge from a pre-trained teacher model to the student model. Self-

distillation represents the student model of learning knowledge by itself. The teacher 

model in online distillation is updated with the most recent knowledge but is normally 

computationally intensive which is not suitable for edge devices with low computation 

ability. Hence, in the first stage of the proposed method, an offline distillation process 

is adopted to transfer prior knowledge from a pre-trained larger model to a smaller one 

to make the latter model more computationally efficient in deployment while retaining 

as much of the performance as possible.  

• Offline Distillation 

The offline distillation procedure includes two main steps: 1) a complex teacher model 

is first trained based on the collected datasets, and 2) leveraging the previously trained 

teacher model to provide extracted information, such as logits or intermediate features, 

to assist the student model through the distillation process. Offline distillation is 

efficient during the student’s model training when the computational resources are 

limited in an online platform. However, as there is usually a capacity gap between 

teachers and students, students highly rely on their teachers.  

Therefore, in this study, 3 base models are trained via DML strategies with limited 

training samples and a model fusion strategy is employed to ensemble the output of 

each base model. The final ensemble model is treated as the teacher model for KD. As 

training base models through DML require considerable computing resources, the 
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training process of the teacher model and the corresponding KD process are 

implemented offline. 

• Teacher-student Architecture 

The classic KD architecture employs a teacher-student paradigm for knowledge 

transfer where three major components are included, a teacher network, a student 

network, and the distillation operator, as shown in Figure 5.5. 

 

Figure 5.5 The schematic diagram of KD in the classic teacher-student architecture 

In classification tasks, the soft labels are the probability distributions generated by the 

softmax function of the teacher model. In regression tasks, the soft labels are the 

predicted values of the teacher model. In KD, the softmax function is often modified 

with a temperature parameter T, shown as follows. 

exp( / )
softmax ( )

exp( / )

i
T i

jj

l T
l

l T
=


                                        (5.13) 

In equation (5.13), softmax ( )T il  represents the estimated probabilities by the softmax 

function for the given input that belongs to the class, li is the logit that passes through 

the softmax function. T represents the hyperparameter, called temperature, to control 

the importance of each soft target.  
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Figure 5.6 The schematic diagram of KD between the ensemble teacher model and student model 

In the KD process, the teacher model is used to generate soft labels for student model 

training, and the student model is trained on both soft labels and ground truth labels. 

In this study, the teacher model is built based on the ensemble of three base models 

with complex structures which are trained through the DML strategy. The student 

model is designed to have a simplified structure. The KD process between the 

ensembled teacher model and student model is illustrated in Figure 5.6. In KD from 

the ensemble teacher model to the student model, the loss function for classification 

tasks is defined as: 

, 1student soft hardLoss Loss Loss   = + + =                        (5.14) 
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In equations (5.14) ~ (5.15), T denotes the hyperparameter temperature in the softmax 

function, qi is the weighted averaging soft label generated from the teacher ensemble, 

qsi is the soft label generated from student model, and wi is the weight assigned to the 

base model in the teacher ensemble. Losssoft measures the difference between the 

student model’s predictions and the teacher model’s predictions while Losshard 

measures the difference between the student model’s predictions and ground truth 

labels. For regression tasks, the loss function for the student model is calculated as: 

 , 1student distill ALoss Loss Loss   = + + =                          (5.16) 
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In equations (5.16) ~ (5.18), vi denotes the actual value, ˆ
Eiv is the predicted value of 

the teacher ensemble, and ˆ
siv is the predicted value of the student model. Through the 

KD from the teacher ensemble model with strong learning ability and complex 

structure to the simplified student model, the hidden knowledge of the teacher model 

is transferred to the student model during training. The learning capacity of the student 

model is inevitably lower than the teacher ensemble model, however, the student with 

simplified structures is more computationally efficient and normally performs better 

than the one training without a teacher model. 

5.2.3 Cloud-edge Fusion through KD-enabled Incremental Learning   

The capability of incremental learning is to continuously process the flow of 

information, digging out the hidden knowledge from the new data and absorbing it 
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while retaining, integrating, and optimizing old knowledge. Instead of training on 

static datasets, incremental learning techniques enable the model to learn 

incrementally from incoming data and are particularly effective in scenarios where the 

pre-trained model needs updating, the storage capacity of computing platforms is 

limited, the computational efficiency is a major concern, and the task requires real-

time responses. As a result of learning new data, ML models tend to forget what they 

have learned previously, making catastrophic forgetting the main challenge in 

incremental learning.  

KD-enabled incremental learning methods have been explored by several studies 

(Kang et al., 2022, Shi et al., 2022, Michieli et al., 2021, Zhang et al., 2020b, Hou et 

al., 2019) and have proven to be effective in preserving the old knowledge and 

absorbing new knowledge during the incremental learning process. To achieve fast 

responses and implement KD-enabled incremental learning on edge devices with 

limited computing resources, transfer learning of pre-trained models with similar tasks 

or related tasks is used to process data for feature extraction and for incremental 

learning on the edge side. The developed approach is shown in Figure 5.7.  

As shown in Figure 5.7, the KD process from teacher ensemble to compressed student 

model is implemented on the Cloud platform (central server). Then the compressed 

model is loaded and treated as a previously trained model where KD is implemented 

for transferring learned hidden knowledge. In this KD process, the structures of the 

previous student model and the latter student model remain the same. Hence, the latter 

student model is not compressed but learns knowledge from the previous student 

model and incoming data. The KD process is repeated with the arrival of each batch 

of new data from edge devices to continuously improve the performance of models. 

By this incremental learning paradigm, the knowledge is transferred from the Cloud 

model to the final model that is embedded on the edge devices where the fusion of 

knowledge occurs during the multi-stage KD-enabled incremental learning process in 

the form of the weights update of neurons in the neural networks.  
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Figure 5.7 The proposed Cloud-edge fusion approach through multi-stage KD-enabled incremental 

learning 

Take two-stage KD-enabled incremental learning for regression tasks as an example, 

given the training batch dataset XP and ground truth value YP, load the pre-trained 

network p and initialise the latter network l . The structures of networks p  and l

are the same. The loss function for the KD process can be defined as: 
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In equations (5.19) ~ (5.21), the ( )distill lLoss   represents the MSE of predictions 

between the pre-trained network p  and the latter network l , and ( )true lLoss 

represents the MSE between the predictions of the latter network l  and the ground 

truth values. Then the overall loss function is denoted as latterLoss .  In the second stage, 

the latter network l  will be treated as the teacher model for KD where the process is 

repeated as the same as it is in the first stage. The Pseudo-code for the whole process 

described above is presented in Table 5.2.  

Table 5.2 The Pseudo-code of the two-stage KD-enabled incremental learning 

Algorithm 2: Two-stage KD-enabled incremental learning for regression tasks 

Input:   Training batch dataset XP of the task, ground truth value YP, learning rate l   

Initialise:   Load pre-trained network p , Initialise latter network l ; tp = 0, tl = 0 

Step 1:   KD from network p to latter network l  

    Repeat: 

         tp = tp + 1 

         Sample sub-batch data (x p, y p) from (XP, YP) 

         Compute predictions yp and yl by networks ( )p

p x  and ( )p

l x  respectively 

         Based on loss function (5.20), compute the stochastic gradient and update l  : 

 
( )l

l l l

l

Loss 
  




 +


                                                         

    Until:  convergence 

Step 2:   Collecting batch dataset Xl of the task, ground truth value Yl, Treat network l  

as the teacher network, KD from l  to latter network 2l  

Initialise:   Initialise the second latter network 2l  

Repeat: 

     tl = tl + 1 

         Sample sub-batch data (x l, y l) from (Xl, Yl) 

         Compute predictions yl1 and yl2 by networks ( )l

l x  and 2 ( )l

l x  respectively 

         Based on loss function (5.20), compute the stochastic gradient and update 2l  : 

                                                         2
2 2

2

( )l
l l l

l

Loss 
  




 +


 

Until:  convergence 

Output: The second latter network 2l  
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The proposed Cloud-edge fusion paradigm and approaches in this chapter aim to deal 

with (1) building analytics models to tackle the AM tasks with a limited amount of 

training data in the initial stage, (2) fusion of previously learned knowledge and new 

knowledge incrementally for the improvement of model performance, (3) towards 

implementation of the analytics model on the devices or platforms with constrained 

computational resources. A case study is carried out to demonstrate the feasibility and 

effectiveness of the proposed method, presented in the following sections. 

5.3 Multi-stage KD-enabled Incremental Learning for AM 

Energy Consumption Prediction 

In Chapter 4, the datasets collected for AM energy consumption prediction have 

sufficient samples to train a DL-based model with relatively complicated structures. 

However, as discussed in previous chapters, in real-world applications of AM, the 

collected data is usually with a limited number of samples due to the constraints of 

time and expenses. Some AM material powders are expensive and testing the quality 

of the products can be time-consuming which leads to the insufficient amount of 

training samples to build robust and reliable analytics models for some specific AM 

tasks. Additionally, some AM tasks require fast responses of models and the analytics 

models built for the tasks are not suitable to be applied in devices with limited 

computing resources. To address these challenges, this case study demonstrates the 

application of the proposed Cloud-edge fusion method through multi-stage KD-

enabled incremental learning for energy consumption prediction. 

5.4 Experimental Setup 

The detailed description of the AM energy consumption data collection and 

preparation can refer to Section 4.4.1. According to the task scenario, the data samples 

of AM energy consumption collected at the initial stage are limited, the strategy is to 

leverage the proposed transfer learning and KD-enabled incremental learning method 
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to tackle the task. Three experiments were designed to demonstrate the feasibility and 

effectiveness of the proposed method. 

5.4.1  Evaluation Metrics  

As energy consumption prediction is a regression task, RMSE and mean absolute error 

(MAE) are adopted. R2 was adopted for evaluation of the previous regression task, 

however, the increase of R2 doesn’t necessarily reflect the improvement of the model’s 

non-linear relationship fitting ability. Hence, RMSE and MAE are used to reflect the 

improvement of the models after DML and KD-enabled incremental learning. Besides, 

as the developed model aims to be applied in edge devices with constrained computing 

resources, the model size and inference time also need to be considered. The MAE is 

calculated by the following equations: 

 1

ˆ| |
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i i

i

y y

MAE
n

=

−
                                            (5.22) 

In the equation, yi, and ˆ
iy are actual values and predicted values respectively. MAE 

calculates the average of the absolute errors between the predicted values and the 

actual values. It is robust to outliners so that large errors don’t disproportionately affect 

the metric. 

5.4.2 Experiment 1: Transfer Learning Combined with FEI-FEO 

Strategy 

Since the training samples of energy consumption data are limited at the initial stage, 

it is hard and almost impossible to train an entirely customized DL-based model (e.g., 

M-CNN-LSTM) with reliable and robust performances. Therefore, based on the 

proposed method in Section 5.2.1, transfer learning combined with the FEI-FEO 

fusion strategy is applied in this experiment. To obtain relatively accurate 

representations of layer-wise images of CAD models, the weights and layers used for 

feature extraction of pre-trained CNN models with (similar tasks or related tasks) can 
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be transferred for extracting convolutional features. These extracted convolutional 

features are then concatenated with essential energy consumption-related features to 

be fed into three DL-based models for energy consumption prediction via DML. 

Considering the extracted convolutional features are normally sparse and contain a 

large number of feature vectors while the volume of training samples is small, the FEI-

FEO strategy is adopted to reduce the dimensionality of the extracted convolutional 

features. The overall method is illustrated in Figure 5.8. 

Figure 5.8 The transfer learning combined with FEI-FEO strategy for energy consumption prediction 

via DML 
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The pre-trained CNN model adopted in this study is MobileNet V3 (Howard et al., 

2019) which is an efficient CNN model for multi-class classification tasks. It was 

trained on the ImageNet dataset (with more than a million image samples) and had the 

best performances in the MobileNet series. It is typically applied in resource-

constrained environments or devices due to its efficiency, small size of model, and 

adaptability.  

The FEI-FEO technique used in this study is LLE, which performed the best for fitting 

the layer-wise image dimensionality reduction (Section 4.4). In DML, for using the 

features extracted by MobileNet V3 as the input, three DNN models with different 

numbers of dense layers and neurons were used as the base models (DNN1 has one 

dense layer with 32 neurons and an output layer, DNN2 has one dense layer with 64 

neurons and an output layer, and DNN3 has one dense layer with 128 neurons and an 

output layer). For comparison, three different CNN architectures, but their dense layers 

and the number of neurons are the same as the previous DNN networks respectively. 

The layer-wise images of CAD models are directly used as input into these CNN 

models. A DEI-DEO model fusion strategy (weighted averaging) is adopted to fuse 

the outputs from the three base models for the final prediction of energy consumption. 

As the experiment assumes that the collected data is limited at the initial stage, the 

training samples for base model training only use 100 sample images. 

• Results of Experiment 1 

Table 5.3 presents the experimental results from experiment 1. As is shown, comparing 

the performances of ensemble models, the best prediction results in terms of RMSE 

and MAE (7.65 and 4.65) were obtained from the ensemble model with the strategy 

that transferred MobileNet V3 for feature extraction and employed LLE for feature 

fusion and dimensionality reduction. The ensemble model combined with features 

extracted from MobileNet V3 but without dimensionality reduction achieved 10.42 

and 9.48 for RMSE and MAE respectively, which was slightly better than the 

performance (12.17 and 10.69) of the ensemble model from three CNN base networks. 
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These results show that employing a pre-trained model from related tasks or similar 

tasks for feature extraction contributes to the improvement of the final model. 

Table 5.3 Performances of models in experiment 1 

Models RMSE (Wh/g) MAE (Wh/g) 

CNN 1 14.10 12.56 

CNN 2 14.12 12.58 

CNN 3 7.81 6.82 

Ensemble 1 12.17 10.69 

DNN 1 + MobileNet V3 2.54 1.46 

DNN 2 + MobileNet V3 14.92 13.57 

DNN 3 + MobileNet V3 14.91 13.56 

Ensemble 2 + MobileNet V3 10.42 9.48 

DNN 1 + MobileNet V3 + LLE 7.56 4.56 

DNN 2 + MobileNet V3 + LLE 7.88 4.82 

DNN 3 + MobileNet V3 + LLE 7.46 4.57 

Ensemble 2 + MobileNet V3 + LLE 7.65 4.65 

 

However, due to the limited data samples used for training, the ensemble model either 

used or did not use the transfer learning strategy performed almost the same. This was 

largely due to the number of feature vectors far exceeding the number of training 

samples, leading to underfitting problems. It can be seen from these results that 

employing proper FEI-FEO techniques can reduce redundant information and help 

avoid underfitting problems. The worst results were obtained by the DNN2 combined 

with the transfer learning strategy, having an RMSE of 14.92 and MAE of 13.57. This 

showed that directly using extracted features without fusion for training on small data 

samples can lead to underfitting problems. In addition, some base models achieved 

relatively good performances (e.g., CNN3, DNN1+MobileNet V3) even without 

transfer learning, feature fusion, or ensemble. This could result from the randomness, 

bias, and overfitting problems. 
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5.4.3 Experiment 2: With DML or Without DML 

In experiment 2, the training of models is implemented on two strategies, with DML 

or without DML. This experiment is conducted to compare the performances of base 

models trained with different strategies to show whether DML is effective or not. The 

base models designed in this experiment contain different algorithms and structures. 

As the core concept of DML is to learn from other models during the training process, 

the base model can learn different hierarchies of hidden information from different 

algorithms. Therefore, 1D-CNN and DNNs with different structures are used as the 

base models. The 1D-CNN has 3 convolutional layers with kernel size 3 and 2 max-

pooling layers. The neurons of convolutional layers are 16, 32, and 64 respectively. 

The first DNN base model has 4 dense layers with neurons 128, 64, 32, and 16 

respectively. The other DNN base model has 3 dense layers with neurons 256, 128, 

and 64 respectively. For capture the features more accurately, VGG16 is adopted in 

this experiment as the pre-trained model for transfer learning. The method used for the 

fusion of the base models is weighted averaging which assigns lower weights to the 

models with significant differences in prediction to avoid bias. The data used in 

experiment 2 for training are 100 samples (same as experiment 1). 

• Results of Experiment 2 

The results of experiment 2 are presented in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10. Overall, from 

both figures, the performances of models trained via DML were better than the models 

trained without DML. It’s apparent that DML helped improve the learning ability and 

knowledge-sharing process between peer models. Figure 5.9 shows the RMSE of 

predictions of models with and without DML. The best RMSE result (3.62) was 

achieved by the base CNN model trained via DML. The worst performance of RMSE 

(8.02) was achieved by the base DNN3 model trained without DML.  

In Figure 5.10, the best MAE (2.65) was obtained by the base CNN model trained via 

DML while the worst result was achieved by the base DNN3 model without DML. 

The ensemble model assigned a lower weight to the base CNN model to avoid bias. It 
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is worth noting that although the student model obtained by the KD process performed 

slightly worse than the teacher ensemble model, it still outperformed most of the base 

models which had relatively more complex structures.  

 

Figure 5.9 The RMSE results of models trained via different strategies 

 

Figure 5.10 The MAE results of models trained via different strategies 
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It can be seen from the results that implementing the DML training strategy can 

improve the performance of peer models even on small samples of training data. In 

addition, the learned knowledge can be transferred effectively from the teacher 

ensemble model to the student model by the KD process. 

5.4.4 Experiment 3: Multi-stage KD-enabled Incremental Learning 

In this experiment, the multi-stage KD-enabled incremental learning method is 

adopted to learn and predict AM energy consumption, illustrated in Figure 5.11. 

 

Figure 5.11 Multi-stage KD-enabled incremental learning for AM energy consumption prediction 

The teacher ensemble model is obtained through experiment 2, where 1D-CNN and 

two DNN networks are used as base models. For knowledge transfer and model 

compression, the first KD is implemented between the teacher ensemble model and 
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the first student model. To simplify the structures of the student model, the student 

model only uses 1D-CNN with 2 convolutional layers with kernel size 3 and 2 max-

pooling layers. The neurons are 32 and 16 for the convolutional layers respectively. In 

KD-enabled incremental learning, the structures of the previous student model and the 

latter student model retain the same so that the old knowledge can be transferred to the 

new student model smoothly. During the training, the test samples are obtained 

randomly from the whole dataset (5085 samples in total) and the data used for training 

contains 50 samples for each batch. Each batch of data is used for implementing one 

KD process. For comparison, another model is designed to have the same structures as 

the student model, but it is trained on the batch data continuously without KD. 

• Results of Experiment 3 

The experimental results are shown in Figures 5.12 and 5.13 where the RMSE and 

MAE of student models trained with and without KD-enabled incremental learning are 

presented. As is shown in Figure 5.12, the solid line in red represents the RMSE of the 

student model trained with the KD-enabled incremental learning strategy (KD_IL) for 

each batch and the dotted line in black shows the RMSE of the student model trained 

without the strategy (Without KD_IL). It can be seen from the red line that the trend 

of RMSE declined apparently during the batch training while the dotted line in black 

fluctuated severely.  

The RMSE of the student model trained with the KD_IL showed fewer fluctuations 

during training which was largely due to the model learning both knowledge from the 

previous model and new data. It needed to fit both data distributions (previous and 

new) rather than to fit new data only. Large differences between peak values and valley 

values are observed in the dotted line for almost every 10 batches of training. This is 

because the student model trained without the KD_IL strategy was easily affected by 

the changes in data distributions. In addition, even after 80 batches of training, a clear 

decline trend is not observed in the dotted line. For the solid line in red, not only a 

clear decline trend is observed but also a relatively more stable performance during 

training with the changes in data distributions can be seen. 
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Figure 5.12 The RMSE of student models trained with and without KD_IL strategy 

 

Figure 5.13 The MAE of student models trained with and without KD_IL strategy 
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In Figure 5.13, for both the solid line and dotted line, similar trends to that observed 

in Figure 5.12 can be seen. The MAE of the student model trained with the KD_IL 

strategy was declined stably. From both figures, the student model trained with the 

KD_IL showed better performance than the model trained without the KD_IL. It 

learned hidden knowledge not only from the previous model but also from new data. 

The old knowledge can be preserved in the latter student model in the form of KD. As 

the trained student model aims to be deployed in devices or platforms with constrained 

computing resources, detailed information of the models is presented in Table 5.4. 

Table 5.4 Detailed information of the models 

Model 
Model 

size (MB) 

Trainable 

parameters 

Average training 

time/ epoch (ms) 

Average prediction 

time/ batch (ms) 

Teacher ensemble 9.77 844067 N/A 88 

Student_KD_IL 2.09 543233 131 56 

 

As shown in Table 5.4, the model size of the student model (2.09MB) is much smaller 

than that of the teacher ensemble model (9.77MB). Since the teacher ensemble model 

adopted DML strategy for training, the training times of teacher and student models 

were not comparable.  Also, the student model using the KD_IL strategy required 131 

ms for training per epoch and only took 56 ms to make inferences on each batch of 

data (50 samples). It is easy to apply on the edge devices for quick responses. In 

addition, it didn’t need much training time for incremental learning which could reduce 

the time of updating the model from the Cloud server to edge devices. 

5.5 Discussion 

In this chapter, a case study was carried out on the energy consumption prediction task. 

The task assumed that the data samples collected from AM production at the initial 

stage were small. Three experiments were conducted that aimed to demonstrate the 

feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed transfer learning-based multi-stage KD-

enabled incremental learning method for AM energy consumption prediction. In 
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experiment 1, the model trained with transfer learning combined with the FEI-FEO 

strategy had the best prediction performances in terms of RMSE and MAE. The 

weights and layers of pre-trained CNN models (MobileNet V3 and VGG16) were 

transferred to extract representative features from layer-wise images of CAD models. 

Although the prediction results showed that the extracted features are informative and 

contain critical information about CAD models, the model trained on original features 

without the processing with FEI-FEO fusion had bad performances in terms of RMSE 

and MAE. This was largely due to the sparsity of features and the number of feature 

vectors far exceeded the number of training data samples.  

Also, it still recommends transferring the model that has been trained on more related 

tasks. For example, if the task requires predicting the tensile strength of the AM-

produced parts, the pre-trained CNN model used for transfer learning is better trained 

for porosity detection or porosity prediction tasks since the extracted features can be 

more accurate and task-related. As these kinds of pre-trained models are barely shared 

in AM communities, choosing public pre-trained DL models with relatively similar 

tasks is also an acceptable alternative option. This is because the customized model 

for your tasks also needs to be trained where the weights can be fine-tuned to fit the 

specific task value.  The reason for choosing MobileNet V3 for transfer learning in 

experiment 1 is that it not only maintains accuracy but also efficiency, which makes it 

suitable to apply in edge devices. 

In experiment 2, the improved performance of models trained via the DML strategy 

was observed. The DML enabled the base models to learn from each other where some 

hidden information learnt by individual models could be shared during the training. 

This hidden information includes several aspects, such as feature representation and 

bias correction. The models adjust their neuron weights based on the feedback from 

the loss function during training, learning more diverse feature representations for 

better prediction accuracy. Though three base models with different algorithms and 

structures were employed in this case study, it could be extended to more than three 

models with more complex structures and diverse algorithms. However, this will 
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require large computational resources and training times. Additionally, since it is 

trained on small data samples, the performance of models won’t be improved 

significantly with the growth of base models and their complexity. On the contrary, 

underfitting problems may occur. Using the DEI-DEO strategy to fuse the outputs 

from base models can improve stability and robustness, making the ensemble model 

less sensitive to outliers and bias.  

In experiment 3, the proposed transfer-learning-based KD-enabled incremental 

learning method was proven to be effective. The model with the KD_IL strategy was 

observed to be more stable and effective in learning new knowledge while still 

preserving old knowledge transferred from the previous model. The student model had 

a much smaller size (only 2.09 MB) than the teacher ensemble model with a much 

faster response time for inferences. According to the computing capabilities of edge 

devices in the current market, the developed student model is easy to apply for fast 

responses. Also, this Cloud-edge fusion paradigm doesn’t require re-training teacher 

ensemble models with the whole datasets when the new data comes. This considerably 

reduces computing costs and improves resource efficiency. As mentioned in previous 

sections, this experiment was used to demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of 

the proposed method in the case of AM energy consumption prediction. For specific 

edge devices, customized models can be designed to tackle specific tasks. In the future 

work, the complex teacher model and compressed student model can be embedded in 

different edge devices for performance testing. 

5.6 Summary 

The scarcity of large-scale datasets presents a significant bottleneck for leveraging ML 

and DL to tackle critical challenges in AM. The demand for large-scale, diverse, and 

high-fidelity data is critical to move from empirical, trial-and-error methods to data-

ML-based driven approaches that can unlock the full potential of AM technologies. In 

addition to the scarcity of data issues at an initial stage, some AM tasks often require 

fast responses or near real-time responses that lead to the analytical model becoming 

more computationally efficient. The contribution of this chapter is that a transfer 
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learning and multi-stage KD-enabled incremental learning method was proposed to 

tackle the issues. To tackle the issue of the limited amount of data samples, the transfer 

learning approach combined with the DML training strategy was proposed which has 

been demonstrated effective in improving the performance for energy consumption 

prediction in the experiments. Then, to implement the prediction model on the devices 

with constrained computing resources for fast responses, a transfer learning-based 

multi-stage KD-enabled incremental learning method was proposed to transfer the 

knowledge from the pre-trained teacher ensemble model to the compressed student 

model to learn new knowledge incrementally. The student model can be trained and 

learned from the Cloud server and updated to edge devices when new data samples is 

collected. This Cloud-edge fusion paradigm has potential to be implemented in real-

world AM applications. 
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Chapter 6 Case Studies 

6.1 Introduction 

To demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed task-driven data 

fusion framework and methodology, three case studies on different AM tasks were 

carried out, including mechanical property prediction of additively manufactured LS, 

porosity defect classification, and investigating the effect of the remelting process on 

part density. (1) In case study 1, the task is to predict the mechanical properties of AM-

produced LS with the requirement that the prediction model can be applied to different 

materials and LS. Considering the requirement, the data and information to be 

collected should be relevant to the mechanical properties of AM-produced parts, such 

as the used material density, LS types, process parameter settings, etc. The mechanical 

property data of printed LS need to be collected from the part qualification stage 

(process stage 4) by using specific test equipment. As the LS is complex, the fusion 

strategies should consider the complexity of LS for the prediction model. (2) In case 

study 2, the AM task is to classify different porosity defects of AM-produced parts 

Therefore, it is predictive analytics involving porosity defect classification. In order to 

obtain different porosity defects of parts, different combinations of process parameters 

for production should be employed. For acquiring detailed information of defects, 

cross-section micrograph images of AM-produced parts need to be collected. The 

fusion strategy should be evaluated by the classification performances. (3) In case 

study 3, the AM task aims to investigate the joint effect of different remelting process 

parameters on printed part density. 
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Table 6.1 The details of applying the proposed task-driven data fusion framework and methodology for the case studies 

Step Sub-items Case study 1 Case study 2 Case study 3 

Step 1 

AM task Mechanical property prediction of LS Porosity defect classification of parts 
Investigation of the joint effect of 

remelting processes on part density 

Task requirements Applicable to different materials 

Classification of different defect 

patterns resulting from different 

parameter settings 

Identifying the relationship between 

remelt process and part density  

Type of the target value Quality Quality Quality 

Involved decision-making 

activities 

Predicting mechanical properties of 

LS manufactured by using different 

materials 

Classification of the porosity defects 

of parts based on the micrograph 

images of cross-sections 

Predicting part density level 

Type of data analytics Predictive analytics Predictive analytics Diagnostic analytics 

Step 2 

 

Data required for the task 

Design CAD models, material 

information, parameter setting data, 

the mechanical property of final 

printed parts 

Parameter setting data, micrograph 

images of cross-sections of printed 

parts 

Parameter setting data, remelting 

strategy, the density of final printed 

parts 

Data 

acquisition 

Process stage 1 
AM design software, material test 

equipment 
N/A N/A 

Process stage 2 Machine log file Machine log file Machine log file, manual records 
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Process stage 3 N/A N/A N/A 

Process stage 4 Mechanical property test equipment XCT equipment Density test equipment 

Data characterization 

Volume 5MB (total) Volume 780 MB (total) Volume >1GB (total) 

Velocity N/A Velocity N/A Velocity N/A 

Variety 
3D models, 1D numerical 

data 
Variety 

2D images, 1D numerical 

data 
Variety 

1D numerical data 

(porosity is calculated 

based on the 3D 

reconstruction) 

Step 3 

Data dimensionality Multi-dimensional data Multi-dimensional data Data in the same dimension 

Data fusion strategy  FEI-DEO FEI-FEO + FEI-DEO FEI-DEO 

Data fusion techniques 

consideration 

The fusion technique should consider 

the complexity of 3D geometry 

features, and the sample size 

The fusion technique should consider 

the complexity of porosity images 

and extracted features of images 

Combined with statistical analysis, 

leveraging feature importance ranking 

based on information entropy in 

predictive models for density 

prediction 

Evaluation method Prediction accuracy   Prediction accuracy Prediction accuracy 
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Hence, it is diagnostic analytics involving statistical correlation analysis. As predictive 

analytics can provide reflections to its corresponding diagnostic analytics, predictive 

analytics is also adopted in this case study. Data required for the task is different 

combinations of remelting process parameters and corresponding part densities of 

printed parts. Combined with statistical analysis, the importance of each remelting 

process parameter is analysed based on the predictive model for density prediction. 

Table 6.1 presents the details of applying the proposed task-driven data fusion methods 

for the case studies. The specific fusion techniques adopted for the case studies are 

demonstrated in the following sub-sections. 

6.2 Case Study 1: Mechanical Property Prediction of AM 

Produced LS 

6.2.1 Background 

This LS is a porous structure formed by repeating unit cells in a 3D grid (Seharing et 

al., 2020). It is a complex geometric design where its patterns influence the mechanical 

performance of the structures. LS has attracted tremendous attention from academia 

and industry as it offers opportunities for multifunctional design and great potential 

for lightweight applications (e.g., aerospace and automotive) (Wang et al., 2018c). 

Compared with non-lattice or solid structures, one of the main advantages of LS is to 

reduce the weight of the produced parts while still maintaining the mechanical property. 

Additionally, apart from weight reduction, it can reduce the cost of material since LS 

normally uses less material than solid structures. Another main advantage of LS is that 

it can customize the mechanical properties (e.g., strength) of the parts by changing the 

design of its unit cells, size, or porosity of the lattice. The complexity of designed LS 

is largely restricted by traditional manufacturing processes. AM greatly enlarges the 

design space of LS. The mechanical properties of LS fabricated by AM are influenced 

by numerous factors, making it challenging to predict. Traditional prediction methods, 

such as FEA, are usually time-consuming and computationally intensive. Also, 

simplifications and assumptions can lead to discrepancies between simulation results 

and real-world behaviour. Therefore, using data-driven approaches based on ML 
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techniques for mechanical property prediction of LS has become a critical research 

issue. 

6.2.2 Data Description 

This case study is conducted via research collaboration with the 3D printing research 

group of Chongqing University where the AM data used in this case study includes 57 

samples in total. The parts were fabricated by SLM machines using Ti6Al4 V and 

316L stainless steel powders. Different LS, strut structures and strut-based and sheet-

based TPMS structures, are included in the samples. The final printed parts are 

composed of LS units. The examples of LS are shown in Figure 6.1. The mechanical 

properties of produced LS were tested through compressive experiments and indicated 

by the elastic modulus and yield strength. Elastic modulus and yield strength are 

widely used and the most essential indicators for mechanical properties. The tested 

elastic modulus of the final printed LS ranges from 37.5 to 9309 MPa, with a mean 

value of 3299 MPa. The tested yield strength of the final LS ranges from 1.9 MPa to 

590.3 MPa, with a mean value of 154.88 MPa. The test was conducted in accordance 

with the standard “ISO 6892-1:2019(en) Metallic materials — Tensile testing — Part 

1: Method of test at room temperature” (ISO, 2019). 

 

Figure 6.1 The examples of LS in the case study 
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6.2.3 Data Fusion for Mechanical Properties Prediction based on ML 

Models 

LS produced by AM has been increasingly adopted in industries, such as the aerospace 

industry, due to its adjustable mechanical properties and light weights. LS are normally 

complex and their geometric features are hard to be extracted and analysed. Methods 

such as point clouds and feature curves are typically employed for analysing LS 

geometries. However, there are also drawbacks when applying these methods, such as 

too much data generated through point clouds, and hard to represent the internal shapes 

and structures of LS. The proposed geometry analysis method in Section 4 is effective 

and feasible for geometric feature learning and extraction, especially for AM CAD 

models. However, the prediction performance based on convolutional features using 

DL is largely affected by the volume of data samples. Since DL models are normally 

“data-hungry”, it usually needs a considerable amount of labelled data to train a DL 

model. The data collected in this case study only includes 57 samples as the 

experiments are time-consuming and expensive. Therefore, considering the 

mechanical properties of printed parted are affected by the solid proportion of LS units, 

the geometric features of LS can be extracted and represented by the entropy of their 

voxelized 3D models (Ma et al., 2022).  

As described in Section 6.1, the AM task requires the prediction model can be applied 

to different materials and LS types. The common attributes of materials and LS units 

should be considered. The geometric features of LS can be represented by the entropy 

vector of the unit, the unit length, and the porosity of the unit. The density and elastic 

modulus of used materials and the machine process parameters are closely related to 

the mechanical properties of the final printed parts. Thus, the geometry of different LS 

units, the porosity of LS units, the length of LS units, process parameters of AM 

production, material density, and the elastic modulus of materials are used as input 

features in ML models for mechanical properties prediction. The descriptions of input 

features are presented in Table 6.2 and the proposed method is illustrated in Figure 6.2.  
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Table 6.2 The input features for mechanical properties prediction 

Input feature 
Data 

dimension 
Description 

Entropy of LS unit 3D The entropy is calculated based on the voxelized CAD model 

Porosity of LS unit 1D The porosity of the LS unit (%) 

Length of LS unit 1D The length of the LS unit (mm) 

Material density 1D The density of the used material (kg/m3) 

Material elastic 

modulus 
1D The elastic modulus of the used material (MPa) 

Process parameter 1D The process parameter settings in the AM production 

 

 

Figure 6.2 The proposed fusion method for mechanical properties prediction of LS 
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The model with the best performance of prediction should be selected as the final 

prediction model. The proposed method fuses multi-source and multi-dimensional 

data where the geometry of the LS cell is 3D data and other input features are 1D data. 

• Geometric Feature Extraction based on Entropy of Voxelized 3D models 

Voxelization refers to the process of converting 3D models into a volumetric 

representation using voxels. Similar to the grid patterns of 2D images, a voxel stands 

for the volume pixel and voxelization divides a 3D space into a grid of small voxels. 

Voxelization can simplify complex geometries into a uniform grid, making certain 

computations more straightforward. Also, the 3D models can be voxelized at different 

resolutions according to different precision requirements of applications. By 

voxelization of a 3D model, a new model consisting of pixels of a specified size is 

created and positioned in a space with an R3 resolution. This space contains empty and 

solid pixels to represent the geometries of LS. In this case study, 100 × 100 × 100 

resolution was used. The LS units were first voxelized into 3D voxels of which the 

porosities can be calculated. Examples of the voxelization of LS unit is presented in 

Figure 6.3. 

 

Figure 6.3 Examples of voxelization of LS with 100*100*100 resolution 
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The following equations are used to calculate the entropy of the geometry (Liu and He, 

2008). In equations (6.1) ~ (6.2), Eg is the entropy of the given geometry, and P1 and 

P2 represent the proportions of solid and empty voxels respectively. 

 1 2 1 2 2 2log loggE P P P P= − −                                        (6.1) 

 1 2 1P P+ =                                                   (6.2) 

Using entropy to describe geometries integrates concepts from information theory into 

geometry representation. It is a quantitative measure to describe the complexity or 

structural information of 3D models for understanding and analysing shapes and 

structures. As described in the equations, the entropy of different LS units can be the 

same if the proportions of solid and empty voxels are the same. Since it is hard to 

distinguish different LS unit models with the same entropy but have completely 

different geometries, the units were divided into subspaces and the entropy of each 

subspace was calculated.  

 

Figure 6.4 Obtaining the entropy vector of LS units based on the entropy of 20 subspaces 

The direction for dividing the LS units aligns with the fabrication direction Z-axis. 

Then the entropy of an LS unit is represented by the entropy vector that consists of the 
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entropy of subspaces. To better distinguish the LS units while not making the features 

redundant, 20 subspaces were used, illustrated in Figure 6.4. The LS unit was divided 

into 100×100×5 voxels for each subspace. Therefore, the geometric features of an LS 

unit can be represented by the entropy of its 20 subspaces, denoted by the following 

equation. 

 1 2 20( ) [ ( ), ( ),..., ( )]g whole g sub g sub g subE X E x E x E x=                       (6.3) 

In equation (6.3), Xwhole is the whole geometry of an LS unit, xsubn represents the nth 

subspace of the unit. 

6.2.4 Evaluation Metrics 

The evaluation metrics for the fusion models are RMSE and R2. They are the most 

commonly used evaluation metrics for regression tasks. The evaluation metrics are 

calculated by the equations (4.17) and (4.18) which have been explained in Section 

4.4. 

6.2.5 Experimental Results 

The elastic modulus and yield strength are used as indicators of part mechanical 

properties. Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 show the prediction results for elastic modulus 

and yield strength respectively. The RMSE and R2 were used to evaluate the model's 

accuracy. As shown in the figures, the RFs achieved the best results in RMSE (556.80 

MPa) for elastic modulus prediction with an R2 of 0.76. Also, it had an RMSE of 28.28 

MPa with an R2 of 0.78 for yield strength prediction. The k-NN algorithm had the 

worst performance with an RMSE of 1417.96 MPa for elastic modulus prediction and 

an RMSE of 81.31 MPa for yield strength prediction. The SVM had the best 

performance in R2 (0.91) for elastic modulus prediction while ANN had the best 

performance in R2 (0.96) for yield strength prediction. Since R2 measures the linear 

relationship between independent variables and the dependent variable, models with a 

lower RMSE are given priority. Thus, the RFs model was chosen as the final model 
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for the mechanical properties prediction task as it had the lowest RMSE with a 

relatively high R2 among prevailing ML algorithms.  

 

Figure 6.5 The performances of different prediction models for elastic modulus prediction 

 

Figure 6.6 The performances of different prediction models for yield strength prediction 
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Normally, the more subspaces the LS unit is divided into, the more detailed geometric 

information can be obtained, leading to better prediction performance theoretically. 

However, it usually causes underfitting problems when the dimensionality of features 

is high and the training samples are insufficient. Additionally, the computational costs 

will increase significantly when the dimensionality of features increases. Therefore, 

the adopted approaches and strategies should be determined based on specific AM 

tasks and conditions.  

6.3 Case Study 2: Porosity Defects Classification of Parts 

6.3.1 Background 

Ensuring and improving part quality of AM-produced products have always been the 

major concerns in the AM industry. Owing to the diversity in material supplies and the 

working principles of various AM processes, the defects or quality issues of produced 

components can be various. For example, in powder-based AM processes, porosity 

defects are the most common and concerning issues. Porosity defects can be classified 

into different types, including lack-of-fusion, balling, and cracking. These defects can 

significantly impact the mechanical properties and overall quality of the printed parts. 

They are particularly prevalent due to the challenges associated with managing powder 

materials and the specific melting and solidification dynamics inherent in these AM 

processes. Porosity defects are influenced by a variety of factors, such as powder 

material properties, process parameters, process stability, and part geometry and 

orientation. Classification of the porosity defects of printed parts helps in 

understanding the root causes of these defects, which can be linked to different impact 

factors for process optimization, reducing material waste, and quality enhancement. It 

also helps to reduce huge labour costs for manual checking and classification, largely 

improving efficiency.  

Hence, this case study aims to classify the porosity defects of parts that are 

manufactured by different process parameter settings based on the proposed task-

driven data fusion framework and methodology. It offers methods to reduce the labour 
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costs involved in manual categorization and labelling, and to provide assistance for 

further root cause analysis. 

6.3.2 Data Description 

The data used in this case study is a public dataset (Ackermann, 2023) which was 

published in 2023. The dataset is based on 81 printed cubes of high manganese steel 

with different process parameters (varied laser speed and power) through the LPBF 

process. In this dataset, 1135 light optical microscopy (LOM) images of different 

cross-sections of the printed cubes are collected. Cubes were prepared by 

metallography (grinding and polishing to one micron as surface finish). The examples 

of raw LOM images are shown in Figure 6.7. 

 

Figure 6.7 Examples of LOM images for porosity detection in the dataset 

The raw LOM images were processed to ignore scratches, uneven lighting, and stains 

from metallography by using various data pre-processing techniques (e.g., binarization, 

thresholding, blurring, etc.). The images used for porosity detection are the binary 

images after pre-processing, shown in Figure 6.8.  
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Figure 6.8 Examples of binarized LOM images in the dataset 

Binary images are less sensitive to noise and suitable for fast processing since they 

contain less information per pixel compared to colour images. Also, it requires 

significantly less storage space and memory, which is ideal for devices with low 

storage capacity.  

6.3.3 Data Fusion for Porosity Defects Classification based on ML 

Models 

Classification of porosity is crucial for quality assurance, as it helps in determining 

whether a part meets the required strength and density specifications. Also, advanced 

data analytics (e.g., ML models) are increasingly applied to automate the detection and 

classification of porosity, enabling more efficient quality control in additive 

manufacturing processes. The following figure shows the proposed approach for 

classifying porosity defects of the cross-section of cubes. 
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Figure 6.9 Illustration of the proposed approach for classifying porosity defects of the cross-section of 

cubes 

In the proposed approach, the LOM images are pre-processed by different pre-

processing techniques to improve the quality of images by removing noise, enhancing 

contrast, and making the images more suitable for the algorithms to work with. Also, 

the empty and corrupted images are removed from the dataset. After pre-processing of 

the LOM images, the processed images are processed through two different workflows. 

The first workflow is used for pore detection and statistical feature extraction, aiming 

to categorize the images by k-Means clustering on the statistical features of pores (FEI-

FEO). The statistical features of detected pores are clustered into different clusters for 
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initially labelling different images. The labels of clustered images are then processed 

by manual checking and correction. For the other workflow, the pre-processed images 

are used for classification by ML models where convolutional features are extracted 

by pre-trained CNN models. FEI-FEO fusion strategy is adopted for dimensionality 

reduction of the extracted convolutional features and the FEI-DEO fusion strategy is 

applied to obtain the final target value. 

6.3.4 Evaluation Metrics 

Accuracy and F1-score are commonly used evaluation metrics for classification tasks. 

Accuracy is one of the most intuitive performance measures and it is simply a ratio of 

correctly predicted observation to the total observations. It is the most straightforward 

metric to assess the performance of a classification model. The accuracy for binary 

classification can be calculated by the following equation: 

 ccuracy
TP TN

A
TP TN FP FN

+
=

+ + +
                                       (6.4) 

In equation (6.4), positive samples refer to the samples that belong to the class of 

interest or the target class. Conversely, negative samples are the samples that do not 

belong to the class of interest. TP represents the number of correctly predicted positive 

samples, FP represents the number of incorrectly predicted positive samples, TN is the 

number of correctly predicted negative samples, and FN is the number of incorrectly 

predicted negative samples. For multi-class classification problems, the accuracy is 

calculated as the ratio of correctly predicted samples to the total number of samples. 

The F1-score is a measure of a model's accuracy that considers both precision and 

recall to compute the score. Precision is the number of correct positive results divided 

by the number of all positive results, including those not identified correctly, and recall 

is the number of correct positive results divided by the number of positives that should 

have been identified. F1-score can be calculated by the following equation: 

 
2

F1-Score=
2

TP

TP FP FN+ +
                                       (6.5) 
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The F1-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, taking both false positives 

and false negatives into account. 

6.3.5 Experimental Results 

The statistical features extracted of pores in each cross-section image are the average 

area of pores, the max area of pores, the standard deviation of pores, and the ratio of 

pores area to normal area. The k-means clustering was performed on these statistical 

features for assigning images to different clusters. To determine the optimal k, the 

elbow method and silhouette score were used. The elbow method is in determining the 

number of clusters in a dataset. The method consists of plotting the explained variation 

as a function of the number of clusters and picking the elbow of the curve as the 

number of clusters to use. The silhouette score is a measure of how similar an object 

is to its cluster compared to other clusters. The silhouette score ranges from -1 to 1, 

where a high value indicates that the object is well-matched to its cluster and poorly 

matched to neighbouring clusters. The clustering results with different k are presented 

in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11. As shown in Figure 6.10, the sum of squared errors 

(SSE) of different k of clusters was calculated where the downward trend slowed down 

when the number of k=3. Also, in Figure 6.11, the highest silhouette score was 

obtained when the number of k=2. However, in these clusters, the images are merely 

categorized into those with pores or a small number of pores and those with a large 

number of pores. Hence, in this experiment, the k=3 was adopted for clustering the 

images. 
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Figure 6.10 The SSE of different numbers of clusters 

 

Figure 6.11 The silhouette scores of different numbers of clusters 
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After clustering images based on k=3, manual checks and corrections were conducted 

in the clusters to improve the clustering results. Figure 6.12 shows the typical porosity 

defect images for each cluster. 

 

Figure 6.12 Typical porosity defect images for each cluster 

In Figure 6.12, (a) represents the images in cluster 1 with a small number of tiny pores, 

(b) shows the images in cluster 2 with a large number of pores and distributed in the 

cross-section, and (c) shows the images in cluster 3 with large pores (the standard 

deviation of pore areas in the cross-section is large). Then, the pre-trained CNN was 

used to extract features from processed images for further classification by ML models. 

The pre-trained model used in this experiment is VGG16 and a CNN model is designed 

to use the processed images directly as inputs. The technique adopted for FEI-FEO 

fusion strategy is LLE. The performance of classification in terms of accuracy and F1-

score of different ML algorithms are presented in Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14. Figure 

6.13 shows the performance of classification of ML models where non-FEI-FEO 

technique was applied to the extracted features for dimensionality reduction. The SVM 

model had the best results with an accuracy of 69.75 % and F1-score of 57.32%, while 

the CNN performed the worst with an accuracy of 61.21% and F1-score of 60.57%.  

Figure 6.14 shows the results of classification after implementing the FEI-FEO 

strategy. The performances of models were slightly improved while the SVM also 

achieved the best results, followed by the LGBM model. The accuracy of LGBM was 

improved from 65.48% to 69.03% with the F1-score from 61.57% to 61.96%. The 

accuracy of XGBoost was also improved from 63.34% to 66.90%. 
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Figure 6.13 The classification results of different ML algorithms 

 

Figure 6.14 The classification results of different ML algorithms after implementing FEI-FEO 

strategy on extracted features 
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From the results presented above, implementing FEI-FEO strategy helped improve the 

model performances. Due to the relatively small sample size of the data samples, the 

CNN didn’t achieve decent results in terms of accuracy and F1-score. CNN is 

supposed to achieve better results if the training samples increases. 

6.4 Case Study 3: Investigating the Effect of the Remelting 

Process on Part Density 

6.4.1 Background 

The density of AM-produced components significantly influences their mechanical 

properties and functional performance. It is crucial to ensure the part density in a 

desired level in various industries, particularly where the strength, durability, and 

reliability of components are critical. For example, in the aerospace industry, parts 

with optimal density are crucial for withstanding the rigors of high-altitude and space 

environments, including extreme pressures and temperatures, while also contributing 

to fuel efficiency through weight optimization. Several industries and sectors require 

improved part density to meet their specific operational demands and performance 

criteria. Enhancing part density normally leads to better product quality, increased 

safety, and higher efficiency.  

A promising approach to improve part density is laser remelting, which is a process 

that scans the same layer and remelts it (twice or multiple times) with the same laser 

source before spreading a new powder layer (Song et al., 2022). Therefore, this case 

study aims to present a exploration study on investigation of the effects of the 

remelting process on part density based on statistical correlation analysis and 

information gain analysis obtained from FEI-DEO fusion. 

6.4.2 Data Description 

In this experimental study, both AM and remelting processes were conducted on an 

SLM machine (EP-M250) where the used material was 18Ni-300 maraging steel. The 

schematic diagram of the remelting process is shown in Figure 6.15 where the arrows 
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in red represent the remelt scan paths. The remelt angle in Figure 6.15 is 90°. Different 

process parameters combined with remelting strategies were used to investigate the 

relationship between the remelting process and part density. The parts were 

manufactured in a cube shape with dimensions of 8 × 8 × 8 mm3. 

 

Figure 6.15 Schematic diagram of the remelting process 

6.4.3  Data Fusion for Identifying the Relationship between Remelt 

Process and Part Density 

To investigate the effect of the remelting process on part density, the statistical 

correlation between remelt process settings and relative density was first analysed 

based on the PCC. The PCC is calculated by the following equations (6.6) where rXY 

is the PCC between variables X and Y, x and y  represent the mean values of X and Y 

respectively. 
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PCC analysis only measures the linear relationship between variables, therefore, 

feature importance ranking based on the information gain is employed for further 

investigation. Information gain measures the reduction in uncertainty about the target 

variable after splitting the dataset on a particular feature. The information gain of the 

tree-based algorithms is calculated by the following equations. The detailed 

explanations of the information gain have been presented in Section 4.4.2.  
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Figure 6.16 Data fusion for identifying the relationship between the remelting process and part density 

level 

For the quality of the part density, based on the XCT-scan results, the porosity level 

was classified into three quality levels by AM experts: low, medium, and high. The 
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FEI-DEO fusion strategy is adopted where the remelting process setting data is used 

for part density level prediction. Based on the prediction result, the importance of 

features is analysed through information gain. The approach is illustrated in Figure 

6.16. The prediction model used in this case study is XGBoost which is an ensemble 

learning algorithm of decision trees. It provides a parallel tree boosting for 

classification, regression, and ranking tasks. 

6.4.4  Analytics Results 

As shown in Figure 6.17, the PCC between each feature is calculated and presented. 

From the results, the laser power and scan speed tend to have negative correlations 

with part density while the remelt angle and hatch space tend to have positive 

correlations. However, there is no strong linear relationship between the remelting 

process parameters and part density that has been observed.  

 

Figure 6.17 PCC between remelting process parameters and part density 

For further investigation, the feature importance ranking through predictive analytics 

was conducted. Different tree-based algorithms, RFs, XGBoost, LGBM, and Adaptive 
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Boosting (AdaBoost), were trained for part density level classification based on the 

given remelting process parameters. Besides tree-based algorithms, k-NN was also 

adopted for comparison. The performances of different models are shown in Figure 

6.18.  

 

Figure 6.18 The accuracy for classifying part density levels of different models 

As shown in the figure, XGBoost achieved the best classification accuracy (77.8%) 

while the k-NN had the worst accuracy (60.7%). Based on the XGBoost model, the 

feature importance ranking of remelting process parameters on part density level is 

shown in Figure 6.19 by calculating the information gain. It can be seen from the 

results that the scan speed has the most significant impact on part density level, 

followed by the hatch space. However, there is no strong relationship observed 

between laser power and part density level. The information gain of layer thickness on 

the prediction model is zero as the value of layer thickness in this experimental study 

remains the same. More experiments need to be carried out for further investigation. 
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Figure 6.19 The feature importance ranking of remelting process parameters 

6.5 Discussion 

6.5.1 Data Considered in Analytics 

AM data used in analytics vary in terms of type, volume, and dimension. The variety 

and heterogeneity of data lead to challenges when jointly analysed. Given that the 

characteristics of the generated data normally depend on the nature of AM processes 

and the collection devices, essential data pre-processing and dimensionality reduction 

processes are required for data alignment before analysing. During data analytics, the 

performances of different analytics models vary due to the differences in their 

capabilities when dealing with different kinds of data. It is crucial to employ the 

analytics models that best fit the data structures. For example, in case study 1 and the 

previous energy consumption prediction task in Section 4.3, 3D CAD models were 

both involved in predictive analytics. However, different feature extraction processes 

and fusion models were considered. The layer-level energy consumption prediction in 

energy consumption should consider the time-series patterns while case study 2 should 

consider how the LS of parts can be precisely represented. Also, too many data points 
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generated after feature extraction or data fusion process should be avoided in some 

cases as it normally requires considerable computational capabilities for further data 

analytics. In addition, the data consideration in analytics needs to take the task 

requirements into account. For example, implementing an X-ray CT scan for part 

density calculation is accurate but fairly time-consuming. Thus, using acoustic 

emission and Archimedes' principle for density tests are preferable alternatives in some 

cases.  

6.5.2 With Fusion and Without Fusion 

Large amounts of AM data are generated from labs and industries nowadays, offering 

huge opportunities for data analytics to improve the understanding of AM processes 

and support decision-making activities. However, some of this data can contain crucial 

information related to the decision-making activities while some data is redundant. 

The inclusion of redundant data or irrelevant data for data analytics not only affects 

the performances of analytics models where conflicts may occur but also causes 

resource inefficiency. Therefore, when comes to data fusion of multi-sourced data, the 

sources to be included should be the most relevant to the decision-making activities. 

Additionally, some data fusion techniques provide a refining process of data where 

noise data, outliers, or redundant data can be reduced. However, the refining process 

can also lead to considerable information loss that ultimately jeopardizes the 

performance of data analytics models. Considering this, evaluations are essential for 

the assessment of fusion processes on whether the data should be included or whether 

the refining processes are appropriate. Evaluation criteria from different perspectives 

should be developed in future research. In the case studies, this thesis adopted RMSE 

for evaluating the regression performances of different models, as RMSE is the most 

effective and widely employed indicator for assessing regressions. With the task 

requirements becoming more complex and diverse, other evaluation metrics should be 

employed. 
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6.5.3 Optimization between Performance and Task Requirements 

When evaluating the performances of analytics models supported by data fusion 

techniques, the results derived from the analytics models should best fit the AM task 

requirements. However, in some cases, for example, real-time process monitoring 

requires the time for inference of the analytical model to be as short as possible. This 

leads to the pursuit of a fast reaction of models while the data and information to be 

involved are inevitably reduced. Some essential information may be lost during the 

shrinking or refining process of the data, which ultimately affects the model's 

performance. As described in Section 5.3, the energy consumption prediction task aims 

to be conducted on edge devices where the computing resources are limited. Therefore, 

the trade-off between model performances and computing constraints should be made. 

The prediction accuracy of the developed student model is inevitably worse than the 

complex ensemble model while it had a much smaller model size and faster 

inferencing time for being applied to edge devices. In addition, apart from the data and 

information to be considered, the complexity of the analytical model also needs to be 

reduced to avoid extra computing time. Therefore, the optimization between model 

performance and task requirements is critical and challenging. Establishing evaluation 

models for specific AM tasks to find optimized solutions between analytical model 

performance and task requirements is a promising strategy. 

6.6 Summary 

Three case studies on different AM tasks were carried out to demonstrate the feasibility 

and effectiveness of the proposed framework and approaches, including mechanical 

property prediction of additively manufactured LS, porosity defects classification of 

parts, and investigation of the joint effect of remelting process on part density. The 

experimental results show that the applied data fusion strategies and techniques can 

effectively integrate the data with different dimensions, structures, and types for data 

analytics to support decision-making activities. Due to the strong capability in learning 

hidden information within data and modelling complex nonlinear relationships, ML 

has been widely used for fusing data to obtain desired target values. Therefore, in the 
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FEI-DEO fusion, ML algorithms prevail. Besides, in case study 1, as the task 

requirement is accurate prediction, RMSE and R2 were adopted as indicators to 

evaluate the fusion in regression tasks. Accuracy and F1-score were used as the 

indicators for the classification task. The fusion model with the best performance was 

used to obtain the target value. In different AM tasks, different requirements can be 

attached, thus, different evaluation methods should be applied. Compared with 

traditional single-dimensional and single-modality data analytics, the proposed task-

driven data fusion framework and approach not only systematically identifies and 

collects the data required for the AM task but effectively leverages the information 

from multiple sources, measurements, and modalities to support decision-making 

activities. It has great potential to be applied in the AM industry to help improve AM 

production. 
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Chapter 7 Achievements and 

Conclusions 

7.1 Achievements 

This research aims to provide task-driven data fusion methodology and approaches to 

support decision-making activities for AM. This motivation was explored at the 

beginning of this thesis and is underpinned by the discussion of the background of AM 

and emerging technologies. The analytics of heterogeneous AM data and information 

enables the improvement of AM production, such as design optimisation, quality 

control, predictive maintenance, and adaptive manufacturing processes. It is crucial 

for the advanced AM ecosystems envisioned in Industry 4.0.  In this thesis, there are 

three research questions proposed in Chapter 1. Based on the work achieved, the 

answers to the research questions are obtained. 

To determine the state-of-the-art research, the literature review was provided with the 

related technologies and relevant research. Firstly, AM processes and the data 

generation process of AM systems were reviewed to give an overview of AM 

technologies. Secondly, the concepts and prevailing techniques of data fusion were 

reviewed, followed by their applications in the AM industry. As the collected AM data 

has become more diverse in recent years, researchers have increasingly employed data 

fusion strategies for dealing with challenging AM issues. Critical information and 

signatures can be captured in the form of multi-source and multi-modal data by 

advanced sensing technologies. Each source offers a unique perspective or type of 
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information that, when integrated, can provide a comprehensive understanding of the 

target value of the tasks. Thirdly, as the most prevailing data fusion technologies, the 

studies and applications of ML for tackling different AM tasks were reviewed. The 

tasks within different AM domains were categorized and detailed techniques used for 

tackling the tasks were reviewed and discussed. This would be significantly helpful in 

determining how to effectively leverage the collected data and advanced data 

analytical methods when addressing various AM tasks. 

The first research question is: what is an appropriate data fusion framework for AM 

with the full exploitation of the data and information resources to support decision-

making activities? Following the understanding of the state-of-the-art relevant 

research in AM, a task-driven data fusion framework and its corresponding 

methodology were proposed. In the framework, based on the sequence of the stages in 

a standard AM process, the data generated during an AM process is categorized into 

three major categories, process-input data, process-generated data, and validation data. 

Each category involves several stages of the whole process. The proposed 

methodology consists of three steps, including (1) identification of task-driven data 

analytics, (2) data required for tasks, acquisition, and characterization, and (3) task-

driven data fusion techniques. Driven by AM tasks, the proposed methodology helps 

AM engineers and decision-makers systematically identify the decision-making 

activities involved in the tasks, the data and information required for tackling the tasks, 

and the implementation of data fusion techniques based on the data characteristics to 

best fit the task requirements. It provides a methodological way to collect, fuse, analyse, 

and evaluate the multi-source and multi-dimensional data and information in data 

analytics for AM. 

The second research question is: how to analyse and integrate geometric features with 

other related information of different hierarchies to obtain target values of AM tasks? 

To deal with the critical challenges in this research question, an M-CNN-LSTM model 

was proposed. In contrast to the traditional approach of manually extracting features 

for CAD models, the work introduces a method based on CNN that automates the 

extraction of geometric features on a layer-wise basis. This method is capable of 
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autonomously learning and extracting geometric features of CAD models that are 

highly indicative of each layer's characteristics. Furthermore, to align with the AM 

process's sequential manufacturing patterns, the M-CNN-LSTM architecture is 

designed. This architecture integrates the geometric features with additional 

information pertinent to the target values, encompassing both layer-level and build-

level data. A case study was carried out on an energy consumption prediction task. 

Experimental studies have investigated the impacts of geometric features on AM 

energy consumption, demonstrating the importance of the inclusion of geometric 

features in the prediction of AM energy consumption. Also, compared to conventional 

ML algorithms, the experimental results showed the merits of the proposed M-CNN-

LSTM model. 

After addressing the second research question, the third research question is: how to 

leverage the new incoming AM data of the tasks and enable the analytics model to 

make fast inferences? The formulation of this research question was motivated by the 

crucial issues encountered in applying DL-based models to data analytics for AM tasks, 

as clarified in previous chapters. To address these critical issues, a Cloud-edge fusion 

strategy and method based on transfer learning and multi-stage KD-enabled 

incremental learning was proposed. The proposed method consists of three main steps, 

including (1) transfer learning for feature extraction, (2) base model building via DML 

and model ensemble, and (3) multi-stage KD-enabled incremental learning. As part of 

the base model training, employing transfer learning for feature extraction of images 

is driven by the limited AM data samples. A pre-trained CNN model (on similar or 

related tasks) is transferred to extract features from images and concatenates them with 

task-related information. DML strategy is adopted to train three neural network-based 

base models, which are then fused into an ensemble model to obtain a more reliable 

and robust prediction result. By implementing the multi-stage KD-enabled incremental 

learning method, knowledge is transferred from the ensemble model to the compressed 

student model while new knowledge is acquired incrementally when new AM data is 

collected. In the case study, the prediction of the AM energy consumption task was 

focused but with a different task scenario. From the experimental results, by applying 

the transfer learning and DML strategy, the model performances were improved even 
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with a small number of training samples. When new energy consumption data was 

collected, the compressed student could learn both knowledge from the previous 

student model with old knowledge and new incoming data. Meanwhile, its model size 

was much smaller than the ensemble model and had a very short inference time, which 

could be easily applied to edge devices.    

The proposed methods driven by AM tasks in Chapters 4 and 5 are demonstrated as 

feasible and effective in an energy consumption prediction task. Given the diverse 

considerations and requirements of AM tasks, the proposed task-driven data fusion 

methodology was applied to different AM tasks for demonstration. Chapter 6 presents 

three case studies, including mechanical property prediction of additively 

manufactured LS, porosity defect classification, and investigating the effect of the 

remelting process on part density. The details of employing the task-driven data fusion 

methodology and specific fusion techniques adopted for the case studies were 

presented where the experimental results have shown the effectiveness of the proposed 

methods. 

7.2 Limitations 

The data fusion architecture in the framework is based on Dasarathy’s architecture 

which focuses on the nature of input data and output data. This architecture does not 

prescribe specific algorithms or processes, offering flexibility in terms of the 

techniques that can be used for fusion at different levels. Also, the hierarchical nature 

of the architecture provides a structured approach that can be scaled up or down 

depending on the complexity and requirements of the task. Limited by the type of 

fusion architecture, the proposed methodology particularly focuses on leveraging the 

AM data for supporting decision-making while the fusion of the distributed AM nodes, 

networks, and systems is not considered. Though a Cloud-edge fusion strategy and 

corresponding approach were developed in this thesis, it mainly targeted the AM tasks 

with specific requirements rather than a universal architecture for AM data fusion with 

distributed networks or systems. The fusion for the system level of AM will be 

explored in future studies.  
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In addition, most data fusion strategies employed in this thesis were FEI-FEO and FEI-

DEO while DAI-DAO and DAI-FEO were not implemented and demonstrated. This 

is due to the nature of the collected datasets. Also, the FEI-DEO strategy was 

accomplished by ML algorithms due to their strong learning and fitting abilities. 

Besides, when adopting data-driven methods to tackle AM issues, the quality of data 

should be ensured. Sensors must be calibrated and the status of AM machines should 

be checked regularly to avoid errors when collecting data. However, the performance 

of developed models will inevitably be affected by uncertainties. Process stability and 

repeatability might also influence the accuracy of predictions of the developed models. 

In some cases, environment variations could affect the target value and they should be 

treated as variables in data analytics. 

7.3 Future Works 

For the specific models developed in the thesis, their performances can be further 

improved by further exploring different architectures, fine-tuning hyperparameters, 

and acquiring more diverse data to improve their reliability and robustness. Due to the 

limitations of the collected data, the proposed M-CNN-LSTM model and the transfer 

learning-based KD-enabled incremental learning method were applied to tackle the 

AM energy consumption task. In future studies, these methods will be applied to tackle 

different AM tasks, such as tensile strength prediction of parts, porosity prediction 

based on in-situ melt pool characteristics or thermal profiles, and so on. For the energy 

consumption prediction task, future studies can be explored to investigate how to 

reduce energy usage from the design perspective. The model can be adjusted to only 

rely on the geometric features for prediction, and the interpretation of convolutional 

features that link to energy consumption can be explored. For the KD-enabled 

incremental learning, as the incremental learning is performed in the centralized 

system (e.g., PC, Cloud), a more lightweight and efficient model can be explored to 

enable fast training and learning in edge devices. Additionally, as stated in the previous 

section, the data fusion framework for distributed AM networks or systems was not 

developed in this thesis. In future works, the fusion for distributed AM networks and 

systems will be investigated since the data sharing, transmission, fusion, and 
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estimation can be accomplished by local servers. How to fuse this information 

effectively and efficiently from different local servers with centralized servers is worth 

studying. 

Another important work for future study is the knowledge fusion for AM. As the 

knowledge of AM can be derived from data analytics, domain experts, and existing 

literature, how to effectively extract, collect, store, and leverage the knowledge 

becomes a crucial challenge in both academia and industry. The AM knowledge can 

be leveraged to guide decision-making for AM tasks, optimize production, enhance 

the quality and performance of AM parts, and improve process reliability and stability. 

The knowledge graph (KG) is a promising method for storing and organising data that 

allows for the interconnection and integration of information in AM, allowing both 

humans and computers to process the complex relationships between the information. 

By establishing relationships between different data points, the KG can reveal 

connections that might not be immediately apparent, aiding in the discovery of new 

insights and relationships. Also, the rich contextual information available within a KG 

can improve the decision-making process, supporting more informed and accurate 

decisions in the AM workflow. Moreover, the KG can improve the interpretability of 

different AM data and information, and help organize and manage knowledge 

efficiently. The KG can serve as a backbone for advanced data analytics and decision-

making, providing a structured approach for managing the vast amounts of data and 

information generated by AM processes. 

7.4 Conclusions 

In conclusion, the proposed task-driven data fusion framework and methodology 

presented in this thesis mark an advancement over conventional data analytics that rely 

on single-dimensional, single-modality techniques. This framework not only 

methodically identifies and collects the necessary data for AM tasks but also 

proficiently leverages information from diverse sources, measurements, and 

modalities to enhance decision-making processes. Detailed methods and approaches 

for multi-source and multi-hierarchy data fusion and Cloud-edge fusion are proposed 
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and demonstrated in the thesis. The proposed framework and methodology aim to 

bridge the gap between the complex manufacturing process of AM systems and the 

resultant outcomes for the enhancement of process reliability, stability, and efficiency. 

To the best of our knowledge, the proposed multi-source and multi-hierarchy data 

fusion strategy was the first study that predicted AM energy consumption by 

transforming 3D models to layer-wise images and fusing them with other related 

information. Also, based on the experimental results, the KD-enabled incremental 

learning combined with the transfer learning strategy effectively improved the model 

performance, providing a promising strategy to address the challenge in AM that lacks 

sufficient training samples at the initial stage. Moreover, the compressed student 

model not only improved model performance, but also demonstrated a faster inference 

speed compared to the complex ensemble model. The proposed task-driven data fusion 

framework and methodology, and different fusion strategies and methods, have great 

potential to be applied in the AM industry to help improve AM production. 
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Appendix A. Advanced Data Analytics 

Technologies 

A1 Machine learning 

With the growing availability of data in manufacturing industries, advanced data 

analytics is increasingly employed for decision-making in place of conventional data 

analytics methods. The past decade has witnessed the rise of the adoption of ML 

technologies for smart manufacturing. ML technologies have proven to be powerful 

data analytics tools as they are capable of processing, interpreting, and leveraging big 

data to support decision-making. Two prevailing tree-based algorithms which are 

XGBoost and RFs have not been detailed in the thesis.  In this subsection, the 

algorithm details of both algorithms are introduced. 

• XGBoost  

XGBoost (Chen et al., 2016) is a scalable, distributed gradient-boosted decision tree 

(GBDT). The core idea of XGBoost is to build a series of decision trees, where each 

tree is constructed to correct the errors made by the previous ones. XGBoost optimizes 

a loss function that is a combination of a differentiable convex loss function and a 

regularization term to control model complexity. The objective function and loss 

function can be expressed as: 
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In equation (A1), the objective function of XGBoost ( )treeObj  is the combination of 

the loss function ( )treeLoss   and the regularization term ( )tree , where tree is the 

parameter to be optimised. In equation (A2), ( )mLoss represents the loss function at the 

mth iteration, ( )m if x is the prediction of the mth tree, l( ) is the differentiable convex 

loss function, and yi and 
( 1)ˆ m

iy −
are the actual label and predicted value respectively. 

The regularization term penalises the complexity of the model and can be calculated 

by the following equation: 
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In equation (A3), leafN is the number of leaves in the tree, leafw is the vector of scores 

on the leaves, tree  represents the parameter penalising the number of leaves, and leaf

is the parameter penalising the leaf scores. Then, the final prediction model is an 

ensemble of trees and can be expressed as: 
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• RFs  

is a prevailing and effective ML algorithm that falls under the category of ensemble 

learning methods. It consists of multiple decision trees and leverages the collective 

output of these trees to enhance prediction accuracy and control overfitting. To add 

diversity and thereby reduce the variance of the model, RFs introduces randomness 

when constructing each decision tree, through random selection of data subsets and 

features. Each decision tree in the RFs is constructed using a subset of the training data, 

typically chosen through bootstrapping (sampling with replacement). The decision at 
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each node of the tree is based on a subset of features and is determined by measures 

like Gini impurity or information gain for classification, and variance reduction for 

regression. For classification tasks, the Gini impurity of a node is calculated as: 

 
2( ) 1 ( )iGini p p= −                                                (A5) 

In equation (A5), pi is the proportion of samples belonging to class i at a given node. 

The entropy can be used as an alternative measure for classification tasks: 

 2( ) log ( )i iH D p p= −                                              (A6) 

In equation (A6), D is the given dataset of samples, and pi is the proportion of samples 

belonging to class i. For regression tasks, the trees often use variance reduction as a 

criterion, which is computed as the difference in variance before and after the split. 

The RFs aggregates the predictions of multiple base decision trees. For the 

classification tasks, the final prediction is made by majority voting while the final 

prediction is typically the average of all the individual tree predictions for regression 

tasks. 
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Appendix B. Datasets used in this Thesis 

B1 Extracted build-level design features dataset  

Filling 

degree 

part 

PartRate_

wl 

PartRate_

hl 

PartRate_

wh 

Part 

height 

Filling 

degree 

build 

TotalRate_

wl 

TotalRate_

hl 

TotalRate_

wh 

Bottom_

area 
Height NumPart Energy 

8.996 0.100 0.079 1.267 48.395 8.280 0.541 0.450 1.202 2585.639 311.000 45.000 211.068 

20.317 1.294 0.673 1.923 59.242 17.022 0.553 0.264 2.096 2480.893 176.700 59.000 339.947 

25.118 1.211 0.366 3.310 35.281 15.891 0.538 0.428 1.258 2581.136 296.418 115.000 358.247 

9.129 1.211 0.436 2.779 82.302 6.892 0.528 0.528 1.000 2508.800 363.744 41.000 504.633 

10.079 0.835 0.279 2.989 29.148 10.541 0.536 0.113 4.753 2477.000 76.686 27.000 348.880 

9.344 0.681 0.355 1.920 93.241 10.613 0.492 0.339 1.450 2018.679 217.267 5.000 388.765 

24.622 0.330 0.547 0.603 89.987 10.765 0.544 0.570 0.954 2434.704 381.410 34.000 342.025 

Continue to next page 
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(Continued) 

21.650 0.926 0.557 1.662 83.079 4.868 0.520 0.691 0.752 2238.271 453.543 13.000 257.990 

14.106 0.974 0.475 2.051 29.331 2.342 0.564 0.257 2.193 2518.024 171.905 38.000 769.808 

9.183 0.473 0.392 1.206 51.016 2.143 0.488 0.175 2.782 1821.576 107.179 12.000 
2750.39

9 

17.745 0.947 0.317 2.985 27.331 6.602 0.627 0.064 9.801 1953.420 35.714 4.000 320.235 

5.746 0.607 0.197 3.087 30.375 5.344 0.541 0.443 1.220 2577.383 305.988 90.000 384.983 

5.458 0.981 0.176 5.571 44.035 4.914 0.540 0.639 0.845 2613.217 444.475 33.000 632.454 

11.235 0.334 0.157 2.127 63.719 5.059 0.540 0.466 1.159 2587.446 322.400 16.000 332.399 

7.814 1.036 0.222 4.676 46.106 7.477 0.536 0.106 5.066 2553.330 73.043 10.000 416.412 

11.252 2.949 1.658 1.778 90.741 9.125 0.515 0.187 2.748 2294.050 125.099 20.000 
1299.78

4 

13.598 0.901 0.032 28.193 16.550 7.335 0.472 0.073 6.486 2023.008 47.625 4.000 
3468.42

6 

6.032 1.408 0.179 7.859 36.426 4.678 0.543 0.212 2.556 2476.450 143.491 11.000 534.899 

9.768 0.969 1.511 0.641 73.530 3.724 0.534 0.225 2.371 1748.363 128.816 26.000 625.278 

7.118 1.948 0.722 2.699 68.395 4.722 0.537 0.458 1.173 2566.860 316.443 32.000 476.520 

31.040 1.009 0.386 2.612 54.211 21.154 0.543 0.227 2.397 2485.550 153.303 15.000 166.504 

23.177 1.108 0.147 7.549 26.208 22.731 0.541 0.094 5.776 2498.567 63.645 9.000 144.948 

30.754 0.434 0.083 5.216 40.082 10.414 0.538 0.241 2.234 2544.425 165.581 5.000 589.716 

18.261 0.954 0.786 1.213 89.551 13.822 0.530 0.208 2.554 2512.897 142.922 38.000 352.242 

5.176 5.483 0.919 5.964 45.653 4.301 0.542 0.106 5.110 2547.612 72.707 28.000 617.075 

18.086 0.378 0.057 6.690 40.955 2.356 0.518 0.179 2.899 2369.075 120.888 7.000 548.612 

Continue to next page 
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(Continued) 

27.745 0.762 0.595 1.281 41.925 12.206 0.534 0.124 4.326 2428.042 83.262 43.000 341.423 

23.317 0.573 0.268 2.141 58.791 4.177 0.514 0.164 3.138 2200.487 107.200 19.000 503.092 

11.772 0.803 0.196 4.092 32.609 11.196 0.540 0.081 6.685 2557.011 55.584 13.000 387.952 

10.538 1.084 0.062 17.510 19.210 6.553 0.483 0.046 10.455 1976.620 29.543 2.000 2850.95

2 

13.663 1.070 0.407 2.630 45.537 12.720 0.524 0.072 7.249 2473.824 49.676 21.000 377.072 

16.026 0.791 0.425 1.862 72.216 11.349 0.550 0.254 2.163 2602.279 174.966 33.000 347.655 

22.227 0.742 0.405 1.830 26.186 6.265 0.528 0.140 3.766 2532.076 97.146 73.000 421.597 

9.824 0.786 0.248 3.162 76.304 5.617 0.537 0.369 1.453 2549.203 254.567 16.000 454.497 

26.159 2.295 0.783 2.930 56.990 14.096 0.545 0.122 4.448 2069.423 75.467 11.000 148.652 

34.795 0.829 0.257 3.225 24.324 8.280 0.532 0.166 3.198 2417.187 112.104 23.000 804.062 

8.862 0.379 0.352 1.075 
128.04

1 
6.999 0.542 0.426 1.270 2622.473 296.657 16.000 390.784 

16.123 1.009 0.384 2.631 22.042 7.929 0.510 0.056 9.032 1968.721 35.067 25.000 609.844 

13.800 0.839 0.988 0.849 
192.07

4 
5.041 0.530 0.649 0.817 2562.885 451.200 17.000 249.889 

11.751 3.001 0.467 6.421 52.093 7.428 0.543 0.320 1.695 2655.043 224.033 28.000 411.778 

23.028 0.424 0.593 0.715 51.030 10.175 0.551 0.164 3.358 1547.433 86.933 16.000 210.564 

30.653 1.165 0.754 1.544 42.746 8.883 0.501 0.178 2.821 2146.171 116.267 24.000 403.005 

4.708 0.495 0.201 2.464 68.249 2.824 0.575 0.326 1.761 2384.846 210.187 12.000 419.332 

21.372 1.180 0.415 2.840 42.666 13.951 0.539 0.182 2.966 2590.797 125.964 32.000 137.779 

17.662 1.831 0.852 2.149 58.131 11.510 0.553 0.237 2.338 2413.347 156.267 43.000 142.196 

Continue to next page 
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(Continued) 

10.035 0.690 1.936 0.357 
321.09

6 
14.442 0.544 0.788 0.691 2612.598 545.873 20.000 307.520 

8.050 0.460 0.560 0.822 
220.49

0 
13.563 0.518 0.486 1.064 2501.766 338.105 12.000 380.012 

10.184 1.828 0.931 1.964 76.592 7.236 0.540 0.156 3.462 2603.404 108.267 18.000 397.032 

23.773 0.838 0.601 1.394 72.623 8.526 0.524 0.343 1.528 2461.853 235.067 51.000 394.465 

14.673 0.981 0.644 1.524 42.967 7.565 0.543 0.240 2.259 2587.914 165.833 55.000 184.814 

6.987 1.116 0.244 4.580 34.718 7.706 0.543 0.339 1.604 2593.979 234.033 51.000 200.332 

12.034 1.057 0.610 1.734 
106.51

3 
11.172 0.550 0.541 1.016 2585.512 371.020 24.000 376.662 

17.588 1.315 1.684 0.781 
188.49

7 
9.346 0.532 0.825 0.645 2546.881 570.685 54.000 365.603 

11.313 0.877 0.271 3.236 40.084 10.435 0.540 0.377 1.434 2582.768 260.513 47.000 415.443 

20.027 0.895 0.512 1.750 80.049 4.545 0.502 0.318 1.576 2279.717 214.667 12.000 348.133 

23.104 1.234 0.441 2.796 40.828 4.693 0.492 0.171 2.871 1917.705 107.000 10.000 287.687 

5.572 4.003 0.330 12.132 28.436 4.908 0.554 0.171 3.234 2530.330 115.751 28.000 599.061 

8.833 1.019 0.508 2.005 90.382 4.994 0.549 0.690 0.796 2620.010 476.553 35.000 302.582 

7.633 2.773 0.312 8.897 42.339 7.732 0.534 0.181 2.957 2595.734 125.913 15.000 504.998 

9.830 1.867 0.462 4.044 27.080 5.758 0.623 0.061 10.172 2241.628 36.751 9.000 485.864 

37.750 1.234 1.045 1.181 76.988 18.498 0.531 0.248 2.144 2434.868 167.710 41.000 107.283 

30.645 0.496 0.212 2.337 54.480 20.965 0.546 0.341 1.600 2433.545 227.864 31.000 128.262 

Continue to next page 
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4.840 0.770 0.301 2.558 
125.02

8 
3.820 0.471 0.276 1.706 2219.167 189.500 2.000 401.058 

13.422 1.517 0.813 1.867 63.136 4.659 0.510 0.220 2.320 2038.235 139.046 12.000 583.060 

13.207 1.104 0.493 2.237 43.060 4.211 0.524 0.148 3.548 2491.805 101.867 10.000 389.751 

14.717 0.965 0.109 8.891 27.880 12.748 0.494 0.118 4.189 2355.213 81.394 14.000 262.942 

17.374 0.544 0.102 5.323 27.938 4.852 0.604 0.305 1.983 2361.819 190.533 13.000 531.358 

9.317 0.940 0.532 1.765 81.886 2.741 0.490 0.265 1.847 1705.939 156.559 5.000 610.875 

11.877 0.703 0.334 2.103 38.109 13.949 0.560 0.217 2.582 2571.963 146.960 22.000 509.976 

31.685 0.425 0.283 1.500 50.227 13.918 0.556 0.225 2.470 2582.399 153.333 21.000 135.271 

31.869 0.395 0.326 1.213 55.269 6.025 0.478 0.242 1.975 1919.449 153.333 11.000 315.057 

16.748 0.919 0.616 1.492 49.947 3.776 0.653 0.109 5.984 2195.976 63.281 5.000 583.596 

7.147 0.453 0.335 1.350 
106.27

8 
10.923 0.525 0.299 1.755 2435.601 203.836 12.000 406.084 

4.232 0.604 0.473 1.276 
150.79

4 
3.037 0.541 0.419 1.292 2644.929 292.946 11.000 558.866 

41.401 0.938 0.266 3.524 21.115 5.226 0.527 0.119 4.428 2476.983 81.600 26.000 
1514.60

1 

10.135 0.997 0.438 2.275 49.123 3.538 0.596 0.131 4.552 1630.554 68.505 6.000 857.648 

24.692 2.709 1.056 2.566 28.954 3.657 0.574 0.166 3.465 1228.415 76.667 20.000 841.331 

4.303 1.107 0.315 3.511 70.744 6.468 0.541 0.223 2.432 2632.619 155.188 16.000 194.757 

6.220 0.554 0.253 2.188 82.425 5.786 0.536 0.151 3.542 2442.111 102.133 5.000 239.639 

10.378 0.366 0.150 2.437 47.562 6.882 0.466 0.222 2.097 1603.289 130.400 9.000 283.463 

Continue to next page 
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13.217 0.071 0.236 0.302 
105.84

0 
12.974 0.560 0.460 1.216 2304.188 295.420 44.000 385.211 

17.135 0.688 0.151 4.560 31.109 6.628 0.542 0.218 2.488 2466.396 146.937 30.000 427.197 

20.108 1.924 1.210 1.590 66.160 11.101 0.588 0.323 1.822 2185.567 196.667 20.000 376.421 

5.797 7.809 0.756 10.324 35.916 4.989 0.536 0.174 3.085 2567.034 120.202 42.000 425.749 

4.576 1.216 0.401 3.034 
136.64

6 
3.942 0.547 0.312 1.751 2350.640 204.800 3.000 663.626 

19.163 2.929 1.253 2.338 
107.56

5 
16.239 0.525 0.218 2.407 2260.758 143.037 11.000 330.169 

25.288 1.224 0.948 1.292 76.483 12.691 0.536 0.312 1.720 2558.357 215.276 27.000 111.353 

10.872 0.799 0.524 1.523 91.184 5.118 0.541 0.362 1.495 2622.536 251.943 19.000 254.984 

11.523 0.949 0.293 3.244 61.684 9.214 0.519 0.145 3.579 2356.059 97.657 9.000 166.374 

19.438 0.332 0.251 1.322 47.645 5.034 0.609 0.164 3.713 1427.107 79.383 7.000 417.795 

13.798 1.900 0.291 6.528 20.796 9.437 0.546 0.106 5.173 2559.432 72.291 50.000 291.811 

23.254 0.654 0.163 4.009 38.505 13.181 0.540 0.306 1.766 2362.726 202.235 39.000 127.592 

7.056 0.383 0.270 1.416 
106.02

9 
6.422 0.545 0.329 1.656 2634.065 228.861 11.000 401.613 

16.072 1.009 0.148 6.821 25.693 10.067 0.524 0.104 5.048 2514.660 71.943 13.000 241.378 

2.124 1.583 0.914 1.732 
171.71

2 
1.490 0.547 0.293 1.863 2194.927 185.943 3.000 

1030.60

1 

26.043 2.212 8.390 0.264 
197.67

6 
11.413 0.506 0.324 1.563 2332.575 219.765 114.000 505.535 

24.305 0.361 0.378 0.956 43.829 9.464 0.537 0.219 2.446 2579.023 152.079 34.000 191.640 

Continue to next page 
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5.452 0.389 0.185 2.103 26.738 16.888 0.536 0.049 10.888 2586.627 34.208 38.000 331.994 

37.607 0.322 0.504 0.638 52.552 8.368 0.528 0.296 1.783 2512.167 204.203 81.000 411.162 

36.458 1.312 0.099 13.298 15.496 15.658 0.482 0.193 2.495 2110.806 127.809 38.000 151.522 

28.504 1.161 0.318 3.651 27.250 15.157 0.517 0.153 3.386 2316.880 102.267 46.000 137.428 

28.567 1.211 0.511 2.372 27.992 13.368 0.530 0.118 4.490 2102.161 74.367 67.000 363.883 
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B2 Statistical features of detected pores (Selected 

region) 

Image_name Area_avg Area_max Area_std Ratio of 

Pores 

4_1_1 66.993 449.018 79.834 0.085 

4_1_2 44.134 85.198 30.415 0.013 

4_2_1 55.264 283.227 70.037 0.078 

4_2_2 104.175 693.1 154.974 0.110 

4_2_3 77.907 246.384 67.568 0.056 

4_3_1 50.576 198.029 47.116 0.061 

4_3_2 67.106 225.66 58.886 0.037 

4_3_3 64.244 181.91 53.046 0.028 

4_3_4 58.613 156.581 47.102 0.026 

4_4_1 82.961 310.859 72.815 0.119 

4_4_2 81.744 269.411 67.945 0.050 

4_4_3 56.991 181.91 49.307 0.030 

4_4_4 57.055 198.029 47.808 0.045 

5_1_1 54.112 232.568 71.029 0.019 

5_1_2 78.619 292.438 71.968 0.041 

5_1_3 147.893 499.677 108.995 0.235 

5_2_1 116.284 373.031 100.494 0.100 

5_2_2 82.187 227.963 72.521 0.042 

5_2_3 111.679 200.331 57.332 0.037 

5_2_4 172.412 803.628 133.73 0.304 

5_3_1 96.637 343.096 87.24 0.118 

5_3_2 114.406 338.491 82.237 0.159 

5_3_3 157.016 557.243 142.366 0.206 

5_3_4 176.025 458.229 119.283 0.109 

5_4_1 62.172 92.106 22.166 0.015 

5_4_2 88.443 419.084 89.148 0.072 

5_4_3 123.925 216.45 50.979 0.052 

5_4_4 153.291 373.031 107.349 0.039 

6_1_1 90.306 347.701 77.484 0.185 

6_1_2 64.968 230.266 54.838 0.073 
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6_1_3 61.185 290.135 68.073 0.052 

6_1_4 79.86 274.016 71.542 0.068 

Continue to next page 
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6_2_1 108.129 237.174 67.64 0.099 

6_2_2 116.434 600.994 122.614 0.099 

6_2_3 63.662 147.37 42.882 0.043 

6_2_4 176.647 665.468 210.452 0.044 

6_3_1 98.842 414.478 89.818 0.149 

6_3_2 90.955 354.609 87.427 0.071 

6_3_3 64.265 241.779 55.233 0.058 

6_3_4 173.686 257.898 52.463 0.044 

6_4_1 88.507 472.045 86.868 0.297 

6_4_2 98.356 495.071 86.991 0.157 

6_4_3 78.027 460.532 81.628 0.108 

6_4_4 66.448 225.66 51.19 0.060 

7_1_1 74.261 241.779 55.502 0.086 

7_1_2 106.055 472.045 92.961 0.200 

7_1_3 146.828 280.924 70.299 0.088 

7_1_4 90.571 276.319 72.199 0.062 

7_2_1 74.782 326.977 73.66 0.064 

 




